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This document describes a computer program (WINDEF) which determines
 
the deviations of light rays passing through deformed windows. Elliptical,
 
rectangular, and trapezoidal window planforms can be analyzed. Rays may
 




Window panes are assumed to be originally flat and of uniform thickness.
 
Ray deviations are computed for windows with elliptical, rectangular, and
 
trapezoidal planforms due to given uniform pressures. Deformations for
 
elliptical and rectangular planforms are calculated in the program. Deformations
 
for trapezoidal planforms must be input from punched cards. Deformations
 
for either clamped or simply supported edgegconditions may be considered.
 
Ray deviations can be developed for windows having one or two panes with
 
any given spacing between panes. Angular and translational deviations are
 
reported for each ray. In addition, mean and root mean square deviations
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A light ray entering a window system is refracted so that the exiting
 
ray need not be parallel to the entering ray. Thus, corrections must be
 
made to optical measurements performed through the system. The deviations
 
of a set of particular light rays can provide the basis for corrections.
 
These deviations define the difference between the direction of each
 
entering ray and its exiting ray and the changes of coordinates between
 
the point of entry and exit.
 
The deviations are determined by tracing the path of the ray through
 
the window system. The tracing involves considering ray refractions at
 
the window pane surfaces and the geometrical relationships. Thus, knowing
 
the location and orientation of the entering ray, tracing uses knowledge
 
of pane cross section shape, thickness, and spacing and the indices of
 




This report describes a computer program which will calculate the
 
shape of thin, originally flat panels of elliptical or rectangular planform,
 
when deformed by uniform pressure, and which will develop ray deviation
 
data for elliptical, rectangular, or trapezoidal planforms
 
The technical basis for the calculations is defined. All data needed
 
to prepare input and implement code usage are provided including program
 








WINDEF is a digital computer program that directs calculation of
 
deformations of window panes of elliptical or rectangular planform. It
 
calculates deviations of light rays passed through deformed elliptical,
 
rectangular or trapezoidal window panes.
 
The parameters that may be varied are: planform dimensions, pane
 
thickness, number of panes (ior 2), spacing between panes, pressure load,
 
dimension scaling, ray plane angles, ray inclination angles, and ray location
 
on the window. The spacing, pressure, scaling, plane angles, and inclination
 
angles are each limited to eight values per problem.
 
Small deflection deformations for the elliptical and rectangular planforms
 
are calculated by exact solutions employing thin plate theory. Approximate
 
solutions are used to calculate large deflections and shear deformations of
 
rectangular plates. Deformations for trapezoidal shapes are found using the
 
Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System (SAMIS) which employs the
 
finite element approach for obtaining solutions. Trapezoidal deformations
 
are read in on punched cards.
 
The ray trace portion of the program calculates the geometrical changes
 
of rays passing through the window(s). Both coordinate and angular de­
viations are calculated and presented. In addition, mean and root mean
 
square deviations of collinear sets of light rays are listed. The subroutines
 
used to perform the ray tracing were provided by Ames Research Center./)
 






This section describes the equations used to calculate deformations
 
of elliptical and rectangular plates. Deflections and slopes (about the
 
x and y axes) are calculated. Equations are developed for elliptical
 
plates for both simply supported and clamped edges. The circle with
 
simply supported edges is included as a special case since a simple closed­
form solution exists.
 
Thelequations for the small deformations of a clampedellipse are
 
taken from Timoshenko tIjand are expressed in rectangular coordinates.
 
The equations for the small deformations of a simply supported ellipse
 
are taken from B. G. Galerkin and are expressed in elliptic coordin­
ates. The coordinates for the points at which deformations are calculated
 
are rectangular-'ifTese are converted to elliptical coordinates to solve
 
for the deformations. In the conversion.process a Newton-Rhapson method
 
of succesive approximations (o was used to determine the relationships
 
between the two sets of coordinates. When the simply supported ellipse
 
degenerates to a circle, another equation in rectangular coordinates
 
from Timoshenko ,0k is used. This alleviates the necessity of iterating
 




The equations for both simply supported and clamped edges for the
 
small deformations of rectangular plates are taken from Timosbenko 2 'and
 
Evans . The solutions are given by in-inite series, -- h are truncated after 
16 terms. This truncation will insure the one second of -acaccuracy 
required. () The large deflection of rectangular plates is solved by 
3
 
combining small plate deflection theory and membrane theory and requring
 
that the deformations by the two methods be equal at the center of the
 
plate when subjected to the same loads . The small deflections of the
 
plate are predicted as described above. The membrane deflections are
 
predicted exactly by generalizing Timoshenko's results for a square
 
membrane. By combining the equations for the loads to produce the center
 
deflection, wo, by small deflection theory and thetcenter deflection, wo, pro­
duced by membrane analysis, a cubic equation in w results which can be
 
solved to find the large deflection solution. The large deflection
 
solution for points between the center of the plate and the edge is
 
obtained by averaging the deflection for the small deflection plate
 
theory and the membrane theory at each point.
 




equation for the deflections of rectangular sandwich plates . The
 
shear deflection is obtained by multiplying the small deflection theory
 
result by a constant of the form Y = l+cJ where =t is a function
 
of the lengths of the sides and thickness of the plate.
 
Details of the development of the above described equations are
 
given in Appendix A. Other miscellaneous equations used in the program
 
are developed and described in Appendix B. These are the trapezoidal
 




Deformations generated by the above equations or those read in from
 
punched cards are defined only for certain points on a regular grid network.
 
Since the light rays intersecting the window surfaces will generally not fall
 
on points 6f this regular grid, a method of interpolating between the
 




The procedure used for the interpolation is to fit, in a least squares 
sense, a reduced eight-order polynomial to the deformations of a 6 x 6 grid 
network (36 points). The form of this polynomial is: 
44 43 32 4 34 33 
w = A 4y4+ A2 x y + A3 x y + A4 x y + A5 x y + A6 x y 
32 3 24 23 2'2 2 
x y + M x y + A9 x y + A1 &x y + All x + A12 x YA7 
2 4 3+ AI 3 xy 4 + A 1 4 xy 3 + A 1 5 xy + A1 6 xyI-A 1 7 y+A8y 
" A19 y + A20 y + A21 x + A22 + A23 X, + A24  A25 i 

Where the A. are constants and x and y are coordinates of a rectangular
 
cartesian system. This function is fitted to each of the 36 points of a
 
six by six square array of the grid. The equations expressing deformation
 
can be written in matrix form as:
 
tj = [B]1kAj (2) 
Where wI and jAl are column vectors and [B] is a 36 x 25 rectangular matrix. 
To define the deformations at any point, the A. components must be determined. 
This is accomplished by first premultiplying the above equation by the transpose 
of D] to obtain: 
[ B]T w} = [B] T[B] {Aj (3) 
Then, the A. can be found by solving this set of linear homogeneous 
equations. The solution can be formally expressed by: 
fA = ([ B] T [ B] )- B]T w1 (4) 
Knowing tAl , Equation (I) can be used to evaluate deformations at any 
point on the window. 
Since the eight-order polynomial used is not complete, it is sensitive
 
to where the origin of coordinates is chosen. To minimize this sensitivity,
 
the origin of coordinates should be chosen at the point of maximum deflection
 
of the window. For the elliptical and rectangular planforms the computer
 




planforms, which are read in on punched cards, the origin of coordinates
 
must be specified by the analyst. In addition, the analyst must specify the
 
center of interpolation (see Figure 1) for the trapezoidal planforms. For
 
the elliptical and rectangular planforms, the center of interpolation is
 
automatically chosen by the computer program.
 
To obtain adequate accuracy in deformation predictions over the window,
 
it was necessary to use four regions of interpolation as shown in Figure 1.
 
Each region consists of a 6 x 6 grid network as described above. Independent
 
.fits are made in each region to determine the interpolation coefficients, A..
 
The deformations at any point on the window deathen determined by considering
 
within which of the four regions the point lies and using the interpolation
 
coefficients for that region along with Equation (1) to determine the
 
deformations of the point. To avoid discontinuities rn therfit, the inter­
polation coefficients are linearly interpolated among fits when the point of
 
interest lies between the centers of the four interpolation regions. For
 
example, in Figure 1, if point P is the point of interest the deformations
 
for P would be predicted using the interpolation coefficients for regions 1 and
 
2 in proportion to the distance of F from the centers of the regions.
 
The accuracy of the interpolation is limited by the accuracy of the
 
equation solution process which evaluates the {Aj. This difficulty is
 
eliminated by solving Equation (3) with double precision arithmetic. This
 




Performing the curve fitting with all points in each of four regions
 
and using double precision arithmetic results in a maximum error in the
 











Region i Region 2
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"Ray tracing" consists of determining the paths of an observed ray as
 
seen from the interior of the spacecraft. Since the mathematical description
 
of the optical phenomenon is reversible, the ray can be considered as
 
emerging from the observer's eye, extending to the window surface, refracting
 
through the window, and then continuing on to the object under observation.
 
This path is shown schematically ri-nFigure 2.
 
The process by which the ray is traced is to first assume the direction
 
of a ray from the eye of the observer toward the window. The point of inter­
section of the ray with the Zi-formed- window surface is determined byisuccessiye
 
improvement of estimates. (This process is used because the deformed surface
 
is defined by tabular data rather than by formulas). At the intersection
 
point the normal to the surface is determined. The refraction of the ray in
 
the medium is determined from the optical incidence rule using the measured
 
value of the index of refraction. In passing through air, the index of
 
refraction is calculated as a function of the air pressure.
 
The ray is traced through each medium and its refraction calculated at
 
each interface. The position and orientation of the exiting ray is then
 
compared with the position and orientation of the assumed ray at the same
 
distance, measured normal to the undeformed window (reference) surface, if
 
the window system did not exist. (See Figure 2.) The differences in position
 
and angle define the deviation of the light ray being refracted through the
 






















The equations necessary to determine the path of the refracted light
 
ray are functions of the geometry of the systems and the indices of
 










Table 1 gives descriptions of the subroutines that make up the total
 
program. Also included is the function of each subroutine, the method of
 
solution where pertinent, input and output, and calling statements. All
 
input and output is with the common block in the program unless specified
 
or indicated in the calling statement as otherwise.
 
Included in Table 2 is a list of constants and variables in the
 
common array and the subroutines of the program in which they appear.
 
The subroutines are referred to by the code values that appear in parenthesis
 
after each subroutine in Table 1.
 
Table 3 gives a listing of the correspondence between the ray trace
 
results and their variable names and storage locations as used on the ray
 
trace subroutine of the program.
 
Table 4 provides information concerning the sign convention as used in
 




This section contains two flow charts. Figure 3 shows the interrelation
 
between the subroutines of the program. Figure 4 shows the sequence in which
 
subroutines are selected by the driver.
 







Apollo window deformation and line-of-sight driver 
Controls solution of problems 
Input: Physical parameters, program control switches, via cards 
Output: Error comments 
ELIPSE (Dl) 
Elliptical plate deformation generator
 
Solutions by small deflection theory (closed form)
 
Input: Plate dimensions, physical properties
 
Output: Plate deflection and slopes about x and y axes
 












CALL ELIPIT (C, X, Y, XI, ET, FXP, FEP, GXP, GEP, DET)
 
C = focal distance
 
X = x coordinate rectangular coordinates
 
Y = y coordinate rectangular coordinates
 
XI = elliptic elliptical coordinate
 
ET = hyperbolic elliptical coordinate
 
FXP = -C sinh (XI) cos (ET)
 
FEP = C cosh (XI) sin (ET)
 
GXP = -C cosh (XI) sin (ET)
 
GEP = -C sinh (XI) cos (ET)
 




Rectangular plate deformation generator
 
Solution by small deflection theory (infinite series of-16'terms)
 
Input. Plate dimensions, physical properties I
 
Output: Plate deflection and slopes about x and y axes
 








CALL SEQS (A, B, C, N, M)
 
A = matrix of moments
 
B = matrix of right hand side
 
C = solution matrix - returned
 
N = size of square matrix A
 







Reads in trapezoidal data from cards generated by SAMIS
 
Eliminates unnecessary data. Re-formats codes for ray trace routines
 
Input: Load number desired; number of cards, scale factor via cards
 
Output, Deflections and slopes about x And y axes
 




Large deflection generator for rectangles
 
Solved by energy method described in Timoshenko
 
Input, Plate dimensions, physical properties, deflections and slopes
 
by small deflection theory (from RECTNG)
 
Output: Large deflections and slopes about x and y axes
 




Prints plate deformation data on system output tape or tape 7
 
Input: Problem parameters, physical properties, deflections and slopes
 




CALL DEFRES (IDT, N0PRT)
 
IDT = deformation data retrieval sequence number
 




Driver for ray trace procedure
 
Output: Entering and exiting ray coordinates and angles and vector
 




CALL RAYTRA (XS, YS, ZS, ALPHAI, DELTAN)
 
XS = x coordinate of entering ray
 




ALPHAI = plane angle
 




Iterates to find location of ray on next surface
 




CALL ITERATE (XP, YP, K, DELTAP, CI, DELZ, OWX, OWY)
 
XP = x coordinate of ray
 
YP = y coordinate of ray
 




CI = direction cosines'
 
'DELZ = deflection ofplate at point ray enters or leaves plate 
OWX =Slope about x axis 









Determines deformation of plate at intersection with ray
 




CALL INCOTB (XP, YP, OWF, OWX, OWY, IPG)
 
XP = x coordinate of ray
 
YP = y coordinate of ray
 
OWF = deflection of plate at point ray enters or leaves plate
 
OWX = slope about x axis
 
OW = slope about y axis
 








CALL NORMAL (OWX, OWY, K, DELTAP, CN)
 
OWX = slope about x axis
 
OWY = slope about y axis
 












CALL REFRI (CI, CN, QRI, CR, ISO)
 
CI = direction cosines, entering
 
CN = direction cosines, entering
 
QRI = ratio of refractive indexes of two mediums at boundary
 
CR = direction cosines, leaving
 




Prints ray trace and mean-rms data on system output tape or tapes 7, 8 & 9
 
Input Problem parameters, physical properties, ray trace output data
 




CALL RESPRT (IRT, NOPRT)
 
IRT = retrieval index
 




Stores data for mean and rms calculations and calculates same
 
Input- Vector error between entering and exiting ray for all grid points
 











Calculates maximum and minimum slopes at each grid point
 
Calculates slope by means of a small differential
 
Input: x and y coordinates of point
 








Prints out the retrieval index list
 
Input: Problem parameters, physical properties, retrieval data
 




CALL RTVLST (IRT, LIN, IPV)
 
IRT = retrieval index
 
LIN = line number
 








CALL BONDRY (XP, YP, IBY)
 
XP = x coordinate of ray
 
YP = y coordinate of ray
 




Index word packing-unpacking routine
 








K1 = integer one entering; resulting integer leaving
 
K2 = integer two entering
 
K3 = 1, pack integers; 2 unpack word
 
Unpacking: 
K1 = packed integer entering; integer one leaving 
K2 = integer two leaving 
K3 = same as above 
PAGE (E9)
 




CALL PAGE (IPN, LINE, ISN, INX)
 
IPN = page number
 
LINE = line number
 
ISN = tape number
 


















Constants and Variables in Common Array
 
Subroutine Designation in Which Used
 
AMN DO E4 
AVH DO E4 
AVS DO E4 
CHAP DO D7 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 
CPRSS DO D8 
DEL DO EO E5 
DIMA DO DI D3 D6 D7 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 
DIMB DO DI D3 DD7 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 
DIMC DO D7 E3 E4 E6 E7 
DWX DO DI D3 D5 D6 D7 EO 
DWY DO DI D3 D5 D6 D7 EO 
FR DO D1 D3 
GNU DO DI 
IBC DO D1 D3 D7 E5 
ILRG DO D7 
IPB DO E3 
PID DO D7 E5 
IPR DO E3 
IREL DO E4 
IRM DO E3 
ISCRI DO D7 
ISCR2 DO E3 
ISEC DO E3 E4 
ISI DO D5 
ISO DO D7 E3 E5 E6 
JPNDO DI D3 D5 D6 D7 E5 
LOCP DO E3 
LP5 DO E6 
LP7 DO DB 
MIPB DO EO 
NCP DO D1 D3 D5 D6 D7 E5 
NMP DO E4 
NPAG DO E3 E4 
NPAN DO D7 LB E3 E5 E6 
PLNAi DO E3 
PRESi DO 
PRSS DO D7 D8 EO E3 E5 E6 
RAYA DO E6 
RES1 DO D8 E3 E4 





SPAD DO D7 D8 E3 E5 E6 
STATi DO E3 E4 
STD DO E4 
THIC DO D6 D7 D8 E3 E5 E6 
W \ DO D1 D3 D5 D6 D7 EO 
X DO DI D3 D5 D6 D7 EO E5 
- DO DI D3 D5 D6 D7 EO E5 





Alternate Names For Printed Ray Trace Itmes
 








































Incident ray x coordinate 

Incident ray y coordinate 

Ray angle entering 





Slope about x axis 

Slope about y axis 

_Exitibg ray x coordinate 

'Exiting, ray y coordinate 

Exiting z coordinate 

Plante angle out 

Ray angle out 

Plane angle deviation 







i component of cross product 

j componentKf cross product 















































Sign Convention in Subroutines
 




The pressure (q) is positive in direction of the positive Z-axis.
 








DWX = Slope in x direction (about y axis) is always negative for positive w. 
DWY = Slope in § direction (about x axis) is always negative for positive w. 
DEFRES 	changes sign of deflection and both slopes ,'fLornegative pressure
 







































CAL READ IN CAL
 












CAL YE ARE MAX-MIN. 
MANMIN SLOPES REOUIRE 
i NO
 
CAL YE ARE LARGE DEFL.
 





C CLL IP 






























LOQP ON RAY ANGLES, CONTINUE 






LOOP ON BOUNDARY COND.
 









This section presents information to assemble and submit a program
 
deck, prepare a data deck, and interpret the output. The program deck is
 
composed of system control cards,the computer code, and the data deck. The
 
data deck consists of cards containing the information necessary to model
 
the particular windows to be analyzed.
 
WINDEF is a FORTRAN IV program. It was checked out on the IBM 7094 DCS
 
under version 13 of the IBJOB processor. Elliptical and rectangular
 
parameters are introduced on punched cards. Trapezoidal parameters and
 
deformation data are also read in on punched cards. Deformation output is
 
on tape 7 (IS7) and the ray trace results are output on tapes 8 (IS8) and
 
9 (IS9). Mean and rms summation data and maximum-minimum slope data is
 
output on the system output tape. The data on IS8 is for off-line printing.
 










Figure 5 illustrates the order of the cards which make up the program
 
deck when all the data is to be output on the system output tape (Mode 1).
 
The format for the control cards in the above deck is:
 
Columns: 1-7 8-80 









-Figue .6.,Program Deck-Mode 1
 
Figure 6 illustrates the order of the cards which make up the program
 
deck when deformation data is output on tape 7, printed ray trace data is
 
output on tape 8 for microfilming, and binary coded ray trace data is stored
 
on tape 9 for later retrieval (Mode 2).
 
The format for the control cards in the above deck is:
 
Columns: 1-8 16-80 
$JOB (See Manual) 
$SETUP 07 ASSIGN 
$SETUP 08 DISK, ASSIGN, 1 





The Ames 7094 Operational Manual should be consulted for other items
 




Figure 7 illustrates the arrangement of the data deck for multiple
 
problems. This deck may include as many problems as desired, stacked one
 
behind the other. The last problem is followed by two (2) blank or zero
 
cards, i.e., column one to eighty are either all blank or filled with zeros.
 
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the arrangement of the data cards within a
 
single problem for the Single Ray Trace and Two Ray Trace data decks. The
 
detailed format for each of the sets of cards in Figures 8 and 9 is explained
 
in Tables 5 and 6. The numbers on the cards shown in the Figures 8 and 9
 
correspond to the numbers of the entries in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.
 
I t 
Note 	that the figures showth'edeck arrangenentowh-en-ripezoidalU
 
deformation-data are.used. If elliptical or rectangular planforms are
 
being analyzed, cards 13 and 14 are not used.
 
Several problems may be run using the same data by making multiple
 
entries on cards 4 through 8 and entering the corresponding count on card
 
2. This compacted input format makes it very convenient to run combinations
 
of problems with a minimum of input.
 
In the tables, three types of formats are indicated. They are:
 
1) 	 Alphanumeric - Any combination of characters acceptable to
 




2) Integers - (e.g., 3, 14, -8).
 
3) Floating Point Numbers - (e.g., 21.7 + 2, 23.5 and 106-1, which
 
-
are read as 21.7 x 102, 23.5, and 106 x 10 1 respectively).
 
In all instances, the input data must be right justified with respect
 
to their assigned column locations on a card. If a number is to be placed
 
in columns m-n, the rightmost digit (viewer's right) of the number must be
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PRAMETERS 





Single Ray Trace Input Data
 
1. 	 Title Card
 
Columns 	 Symbol Information Format
 
1-5 IRT Initial retrieval number minus 1 Integer
 
6-80 WORD(I) Problem title Alphanumeric
 
2. 	 Geometric Parameters 
Columns Symbol Information Format 
1 - Leave blank 









6 	 Leave blank 
/-710 BONC Boundary condition Alphanumeric
 










11-20 AA Ellipse: x axis length Floating 
Rectangle- long side length 
Trapezoid: base length (longest) 
21-30 BB Ellipse: y axis length Floating 
Rectangle: short side length 
Trapezoid: height 
W31-40 CC _ Trapezoid. base length (shortest) Floating 
41-50 THIC Glass thickness Floating 
51-60 YONG Young's modulus Floating 
61-70 GNU Poisson's ratio Floating 
71-80 DEL Coordinate point increment Floating 
a See Figure -0.
 
b A circle is an ellipse with AB; a square is a rectnagle with A=B.
 








Columns Symbol Information Format
 
1-5 NPAN Number of panes (max.=2) Integer
 
6-10 NSCL Number of scale values (max.=8)
 








21-25 NPAG Number of plane angles (max.=8)
 
26-30 NRAG Number of ray angles (max.=8)
 








41-45 IREL Set=l if trapezoidal x-axis
 
boundary is an axis of symmetry
 
46-50 NOPRT Set=O to get displacements on tape' ' 
7, ray trace data on tapes 8 
and 9 
Set=l 	to get all data on system
output tapee~ aeat S'p 
outpt tpe ray~trace ata &n vape 9 
Set=2 to get rms and deformation 
data only
 
51-60 CPRSS Cabin pressure for 24pahe cases Floating
 




4. 	 Geometric Scale Values
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 












Table 5 (cont'd) 
Information 
Spacing between panes of 













71'- 8 0 
Plane Angles (see Figure 11) 
Columns Symbol Information 







Ray Angles (see Figure 11) 
Columns Symbol Information 








12. Refractive Indices (There will be 2 (NPAN) + I refractive indices)
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 






13. Trapezoid Data Baramters
 
Columns 	 Symbol Information Format
 
JLDa
1-5 	 Load no. of data to be Integer
 
accepted by program. JLD
 
is the column code value
 








11-20 SCLFAC Scaling factor 	 Floating
 








41-45 NTX No. of intervals along x-axis Integer
 
to center of interpolation
 
46-50 NTY No. of intervals along y-axis Integer
 




Columns Symbol Information Format
 
1-6 LOC(J) Row/col. code (Jmax.=3) Integer
 




aIf JLD is negative, data is not to be scaled for pressure.
 








14. Trapezoidal Data (continued)
 
Columns Symbol Information Format 
13-24 ELM(J) Deformation value (Jmax.=3), 6ctali 
25-48 Same format as 1-24 
49-72 Same format as 1-24 
The rightmost digit it LOC(J) indicates which deformation is stored at
 




4 = slope about x-axis
 
= 











B -O x 















" - Y 
S Plane Angle
 










Columns 	 Symbol Information Format
 
1-5 IRT Initial trievai number minus i Integer
 








2-5 SHAP 	 Planform shape' b Alphanumeric
 
Enter. ELIP for ellipsesb
 




6 	 Leave t blank) 
7-10 BONC 	 Boundary dondition Alphanumeric
 










11-20 AA 	 Ellipse: x axis length Floating
 
Rectangle: long side length
 
Trapezoid: base length (longest)
 
21-30 BB 	 Ellipse: y axis length Floating 
Rectangle. short side length 
Trapezoid: (height> 
31-40 CC 	 Trapezoid: base length (shortest) Floating
 
41-50 THIC 	 Glass thickness Floating
 
51-60 YONG 	 Young's modulus Floating
 
61-70 GNU Poisson's ratio Floating
 




b A circle is an ellipse with A=B; a square is a rectangle with A=B. 
c Trapezoids must be regular trapezoids. 
35­




Columns Symbol Information Format 
1-5 NPAN Number of panes (max.=2) Integer 
6-10 NSCL Number of scale values (max.=8) I 
11-15 NSPC Number of pane spacing values 
(max.=8) 
16-20 NPRS Number of pressure differences 
(max.=8) 
21-30 NOPRT See Table I for NOPRT flags 
31-35 IMAN Set=l to perform maxlmum/minimum 
calculations 
36-40 ILGD Set=l to perform large deflection 
calculations (rectangles only) 
41-45 IREL Set=l if trapezoidal x-axis 
boundary is an axis of symmetry 
46-50 NBET Number of Beta angles (max.=8) I 
51-55 NPSI Number of PSI angles (max.=8) 
56-60 NPAI Number of PAI angles (max.=8) 
61-65 NTHE Number of THETA angles (max.=8) 
66-70 NSEX Number of sextant distances 
(max.=8) 
71-80 CPRSS Cabin pressure for 2 panes cases Floating 
4. Geometric Scale Values 
Columns Symbol Information Format 








Table 6 (cont'd) 
Information 
Spacing between panes 
















Beta Angles (see Figure 12) 
Columns Symbol Information 
1-10 BETACI) Plane angle measured 






PSI Angle (see Figure 12) 
Columns Symbol Information 








9. 	 PAT Angle (see Figure 12)
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 






10. 	 Theata Angle (see Figure 12)
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 






71-80 	 " 
11. 	 Sextant Distances
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 






71-80 	 " 
12. 	 Refractive Indices (There will be 2(NPAN) +1 refractive indices)
 
Columns Symbol Information Format
 










13. Trapezoid Data Parameters
 




 Load no. of data to be Integer
 
accepted by program. JLD
 
is the column code value
 








11-20 SCLFAC Scaling factor 	 Floating
 








41-45 NTX No. of intervals along x-axis Integer
 
to center of interpolation
 
46-50 NTY No. of intervals along y-axis Integer
 




Columns 	 Symbol Information Format
 








13-24 ELMCJ) Deformation value (J max.=3) Octal
 
25-48 Same format as 1-24
 
49-72 	 Same format as 1-24
 
aIf JLD is negative, data is not to 
be scaled for pressure.
 








The rightmost digit in LOC(J) indicates which deformation is stored at
 
ELM(J). The digit-deformation correspondences are: 
3 = deflection 
4 = slope about x-axis 




Z-plane inclination (PSI) Angle 
SertondarycLine of Sight 
Bnntai Line of sight 
/ Sextant (Theta) Angle 
y
 










The output for the window deformation data is shown in Figure 13.
 
This output is put on tape 7 (1S7) in a form for printing. The retrieval
 
number is assigned by the analyst to enable retrieval of the data from
 
tape 9. The first line of printout after the title describes the physical
 
parameters of the window being analyzed. The first word denotes the planform
 
shape. A, B, and C are the dimensions of the window. SCALE is the factor
 
by which the dimensions have been multiplied (to study windows of the same
 
shape with different dimensions). The thickness, number of panes, and pane
 
spacing are given. PRESSURE is the interstitial pressure if there are two
 
panes or the cabin pressure if there is only one pane. The edge fixity is
 
given by the last word on the line. The rest of the output consists of a
 
tabulation of the point coordinates (in inches) and the associated deflections
 
for the inner (pane 1) and outer (pane 2) panes. If there is only one
 




The output for the ray trace (line of sight) data.is shown in Figure 14.
 
This output is put on tape 8 (IS8) in a form for printing and on tape 9 (IS9)
 
in binary format. If the line of sight data is to be retrieved, tape IS9
 
should be mounted and called by the data retrieval program. The details of
 
the data retrieval program are given in Appendix C. The first line following
 
the title gives the physical parameters of the window being analyzed. The
 
next line gives the coordinates of the point at which the incidence angle
 
strikes the reference surface (see Figure 2). The angle DI is the incidence
 
angle measured in degrees. The remainder of the output is a tabulation of
 




RETRIEVAL NUMBER = 
WINDOW DEFORMATION DATA 
RECTANGLE A 9.30 B= 9.30 SCALE=O.75 THICKNESS= 0.30 PANES=2 SPACING=1.0 PRESSURE= 7.5 HINGED 
COORDINATES DEFORMATIONS COORDINATES DEFORMATIONS 
X Y DEFL. PANE I DEFL. PANE 2 X Y DEFL. PANE 1 DEFL. PANE 2 
0.00 0.00 -0.288272E-02 0.940018E-02 0.50 0.00 -0.284498E-02 0.927711E-02 
1.00 0.00 -0.273222E-02 0.890941E-02 1.50 0.00 -0.254587E-02 0.830175E-02 
2.00 0.00 -0.228851E-02 0.746254E-02 2.50 0.00 -0.196417E-02 0.640489E-02 
3.00 0.00 -0.157870E-02 0.514792E-02 3.50 0.00 -0.114036E-02 0.371857E-02 
4.00 0.00 -0.660475E-03 0.215372E-02 4.50 0.00 -0.154197E-03 0.502817E-03 
0.00 0.50 -0.284498E-02 0.927711E-02 0.50 0.50 -0.280776E-02 0.915572E-02 
1.00 0.50 -0.269653E-02 0.879303E-02 1.50 0.50 -0.251270E-02 0.819360c-02 
2.00 0.50 -0.225881r-02 0.736570E-02 2.50 0.50 -0.193880E-02 0.632216E-02 
3.00 0.50 -0.155841E-02 0.508179E-02 3.50 0.50 -0.112579E-02 0.367106E-02 
4.00 0.50 -0.652079E-03 0.212634E-02 4.50 0.50 -0.1522422-03 0.496443E-03 
"0.00 1.00 -0.273222E-02 0.890941E-02 0.50 1.00 -0.269653E-02 0.8793032-02 
1,00 1.00 -0.258988E-02 0.844525E-02 1.50 1.00 -0.241359E-02 0.787039E-02 
2.00 1.00 -0.217004E-02 0.707621E-02 2.50 1.00 -0.186294E-02 0.607482E-02 
3.00 1.00 -0.149776E-02 0.488401E-02 3.50 1.00 -0.108222E-02 0.352896E-02 
4.00 1.00 -0.626961E-03 0.204444E-02 4.50 1.00 -0.146395E-03 0.477375E-03 
f0.00 1.50 -0.254587E-02 0.830175E-02 0.50 1.50 -0.251270E-02 0.819360E-02 
1.00 1.50 -0.241359E-02 0.787039E-02 1.50 1.50 -0.224970E-02 0.733599E-02 
2.00 1.50 -0.202320E-02 0.659738E-02 2.50 1.50 -0.173743E-02 0.566553E-02 
3.00 1.50 -0. 139736E-02 0.455660E-02 3.50 1.50 -0.101005E-02 0.329364E-02 
4.00 1.50 -0.585351E-03 0.190875E-02 4.50 1.50 -0.136707E-03 0.445784E-03 
0.00 2.00 -0.228851E-02 0.746254E-02 0.50 2.00 -0.225881E-02 0.736570E-02 
1.00 2.00 -0.217004E-02 0,707621E-02 1.50 2.00 -0.202320E-02 0.659738E-02 
2.00 2.00 -0.182013E-02 0.593522E-02 2.50 2.00 -0.156374E-02 0.509916E-02 
3.00 2.00 -0.125832E-02 0,410321E-02 3.50 2.00 -0.910050E-03 0.296755E-02 
4.00 2.00 -0.527665E-03 0.172065E-02 4.50 2.00 -0.123273E-03 0.401977E-03 
0.00 2.50 -0.196417E-02 0.640489E-02 0.50 2.50 -0.193880E-02 0.632216E-02 
1.00 2.50 -0.186294E-02 0.607482E-02 1.50 2.50 -0.173743E-02 0.566553E-02 
2.00 2.50 -0.156374E-02 0.509916E-02 2.50 2.50 -0,134423E-02 0.438337E-02 
3.00 2.50 -0.108242E-02 0.352963E-02 3.50 2.50 -0.783420E-03 0.255463E-02 
4.00 2.50 -0.454562E-03 0.148227E-02 4.50 2.50 -0,106242E-03 0.34644!E-03 
0.00 3.00 -0.157870E-02 0.514792E-02 0.50 3.00 -0.155841E-02 0.508178E-02 
1.00 3.00 -0.149776E-02 0.488401E-02 1.50 3.00 -0.139736E-02 0.455660E-02 
2.00 3.00 -0. 125832E-02 0.410321E-02 2.50 3.00 -0.I08242E-02 0.352963E-02 




FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME 
RETRIEVAL NuIvBER = 1771777Z 
RAY TRACE OAIA 
ELLIPSE A=17.20 B=11.40 SCALE=I.CC THICKNESS= 0.30 PAES=2 SPACIIC=0.5 PRESSURE= 5.0 HINGED 
X = 0.00 Y = OCo DI = 45.00 
Al UEG. 0,0000(0 45.000000 90.CO000 135,OGCCGQ 180o000000 225.000000 270.000C00 315.00000 
XOUT IN. 0.859547 0.607689 O.C0co0 o -0.607689 -0.859547 -0.607689 -0.000000 0.6076E9 
YOUT IN. -0.000000 0.607753 0.859 48 0.6C7753 0.000000 -0.607753 -0.859348 -0.607753 
ZOUT IN. 1.126596 1.126410 1.126224 1.126410 1.126596 1.126410 1.126224 1.126410 
A2CUT DEG. 0000CO 44.996014 89,59s999 135.003983 179.999996 224,995998 269.999981 315.003967 
D20UT DEG. 44.997662 44.993917 44.990003 44.993918 44.997862 44.993917 44.990C03 44.993919 
A1-A2 SEC. -0.3660E-04 0.1435E 02 C.CCOE-38 -0.1434E 02 0.6147E-02 0.1440E 02 0.4918E-01 -0.1430E 02 
D1-D2 SEC. 0.7695E C1 0.2189E 02 0.3559E 02 0.218SE 02 0.7695E 01 0.2189E 02 0.3549E 02 0.2189E 02 
THETA SEC. 0.7668E 01 0,2411E 02 0.3597E 02 0.2411E 02 0.7663E -Cl 0.2411E 02 0.3596E 02 0.2410E 02 
-TTHE SEC. 0.000126 0.538464 35.968629 20.536927 0.001099 -20.534622 -35.964019 -20.533854 
JTHE SEC. -7,667826 -10.393328 -C.0.0673 10.390254 7,663216 10.391791 0.001394 -10.291023 
KTHA SECo -0.000126 -7.173148 0.00672 7.174516 0.001099 -7.172211 0.001392 7.171827 
X _ 1.00 Y = C.co D1 = 45.00 
Al DEG. 0.000000 45.000000 90C00000 1?5.CCOCOO 1,80.000000 225.006000 270.000000 315.000000 
XOUT IN. 1.8584S0 1.607128 1.000133 0.3S2429 0.140355 0.392429 1.000133 1.607128 
YOUr IN -0.000000 0.607059 0o858867 0.60776,8 0.000000 -0.607768 -0.858867 -0.607059 
ZOUT IN. 1.125296 1.125351 1.125745 1.126514 1.126944 1.126514 1.125745 1.125351 
A20UT 0EG. -0.000000 44.995956 89.5S9860 135.003986 179.999996 224.9s595 270.000118 315.004021 
D20UT DEG. 44,998249 44.994278 44.o90097 44.993809 44.997787 44.993809 44.990097 44.994277 
A1-A2 SEC. 0.8726E-04 0.1456E 02 0,5010E 00 -0,1435 02 0.6147E-02 0.1441E 02 -0.4426E 00 -0.1450E 02 
D1-02 SEC. 0.6301E 01 0.2060E 02 0.3565E 02 0.2229E 02 0.7964E 01 0.2229E 02 0.3565E 02 0.2060E 02 
THETA SEC. 0.6277E 01 0.2301E 02 0.3563E 02 0.2447E 02 0.7938E 01 0.2446E 02 0.3563E 02 0.2301E 02 
ITHE SEC. 0.000188 19.695533 35.632072 20.820465 0.001261 -20.815855 -35.626693 -19.694765 
JTHE SEC -6.277029 -9.403634 0.25053C 10.655961 7.938302 10.662267 0.252614 -S.405170 
KTHE SEC. -0.000i88 -7.277481 -0,250530 7.183737 0.001261 -7.179895 0.252612 7.275560 
Figure 14. Output Ray Trace Data 
FOLDOUT FRAME EOLQQUT _MME 9 
When maximum-minimum slopes are required, the deflection and maximum
 
and minimum slopes are printed on the system output tape. The output for
 
this data is shown in Figure 15. The first line following the title gives
 
the physical parameters of the window being analyzed. The remainder of the
 
output consists of a tabulation of the coordinates of the point under
 
investigation along with the deflections at that point and the maximum and
 
minimum slopes (in radians) and orientation angles. The orientation angles
 
are measured relative to the positive x-axis.
 
The mean and rms summation data for sets of collinear rays also appear
 
on the system output tape. The output for this data is shown in Figure 16.
 
The first line following the title gives the incidence angle. The rest of
 
the output consists of a tabulation of the plane angles and their respective
 
mean and rms values. The "no. points" indicates the total number of points
 
on the window which were used in the calculation of the mean and rms values.
 
A retrieval list also appears on the system output tape. The list contains
 
the retrieval index number and the parameters associated with each problem
 




The output for the two ray trace data is shown in Figure 18. This output
 
appears on the system output tape. The first line following the title gives
 
the physical parameters of the window being analyzed. The next lines give
 
the values of other parameters affecting the ray tracing. "ZSEXT" is the
 
distance of the sextant from the window reference surface. "BETA" is the plane
 




W I N 0 0 W D E F 0 R M A T I 0 N 'S - D E F L E C T 1 0 N, M A X I F U M A N 0 M I N I M U M S L 0 P E 
ELLIPSE A=10.Q0 B=10.00 SCALEI.00 THICKNESS- 0.30 PANES=1 SPACING=*** RRESSURE= 10.0 HINGED 
tANGLE IS IN DEGREES MEASURED WITH RESPECT TO THE POSITIVE X-AXIS}, 
COORD-INATES 





















































































































































Figure 15. Output - Maximum and Minimum Slopes 
FOLDOUT FRAME PFOLDOT FRAME
 
RAY TR A C B DATA 
MEAN ANE R M S SU MMATION 
ELLIPSE A=17.20 E11. 40 SCALE=1.Ct THICKNESS= 0.30 PANES=2 SPACING=0.5 PRESSURE= 5.0 HINGED 
RAY ANGLE (Dl) = 45.00 EEG. 
PLANE ANGLE YEAN RMS NO. POINTS 
0.0 0O7301E 01 0,4958E 01 31 
45.0 0.1345E 02 0.5904E 01 2E 
90.0 0.2329E C2 0.7910E 01 2H 
135.0 0.1659E C2 0.5921E 01 33 
180.0 0.6496E 01 0.3641E 01 36 
225.0 0.1644E 02 0.5705E 01 36 
270.0 0.2699E 02 0O680OE 01 36 
315.0 0 0 7E 02 0385380E 01 ? 
Figure 16, Output Mean and RMS Sutmaton 
FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME 
__ 
RETRIEVAL SHAPE A a C THICKNESS PANES SPACINGa PRESSURE FIXITY
 




tLRELL!_S 3].&_f_ _O 0_j_.J 3Th. -L*** t.5 ___HINDGED _________ 
3 ELLIPSE 3.60 3.60 0.00 0.30 1 10.0 HINGED
 
4 ELLIPSE 3.60 3.60 O.DO 0.30 1 15.0 HINGED
 
_ELLIPSE - 3.24 3.2 rJ0j0 1 * L.AdhJEU .....
 
6 ELLIPSE 3.24 3.24 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 HINGED
 
7 ELLIPSE 3.24 3.24 0.00 0.30 1 10.0 HINGED
 
S JAJY E3~a~3.2~f-0 _ _0 __ -m. ____ J±LN ED --_________ 
9 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 HINGED 
10 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 HINGED 
__ __ LElL1SE._fr,3CA,-k3-2- 1 0I 3 Li ~-_ILWa~~ .. 
__ 
12 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.30 1 15.0 HINGED 
13 ELLIPSE 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 HINGED
 
15 ELLIPSE 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.30 1 *10.0 HINGED
 
16 ELLIPSE 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.30 1 15.0 HINGED
 
__EI1_ ------ ~f 3. 60- T -1.0 -f30~~.-__5._0 _C LAM RED---­
18 ELLIPSE 3.60 3.60 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 CLAMPED
 
19 ELLIPSE 3.60 3.60 0.00 0.30 1 10.0 CLAMPED
 
- -20- 15.0___CLAMPED ­
21 ELLIPSE 3.24 3.24 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 CLAMPED
 
22 ELLIPSE 3.24 3.24 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 CLAMPED
 
24 ELLIPSE 3.24 3.24 0.0 0.30 1 15.0 CLAMPED
 
25 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 CLAMPED
 
6-ELLISzhA.32-43 ffi.lW RD Q.3D___ Th - 7. a E__LA
**G* RED_
 
27 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.30 1 10.0 CLAMPED
 
28 ELLIPSE 4.32 4.32 0.00 0.3D 1 15.0 CLAMPED
 
30 ELLIPSE 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 CLAMPED 
31 ELLIPSE 4.68 4.68 0.00. 0.30 1 10.0 CLAMPED 
32 &LL zs ff6 4.6&flaa ff.3ft - _ 5 .... CLAHR-F__ 
33 RECTANGLE 3.00 3.00 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 HINGED 
34 RECTANGLE 3.00 3.00 0.00 0.30 1 7.5 HINGED 
3.5R _EtANlILl.ftl0-3.,l_~_-_... . 3 . .. 0.-0 HINGED --------­
36 RECTANGLE 3.00 3.00 O.DO 0.30 1 15.0 HINGED 
37 RECTANGLE 2.70 2.70 0.00 0.30 1 5.0 HINGED
 
39 RECTANGLE 2.70 2.70 0.00 0.30 1 10.0 HINGED -­
40 RECTANGLE 2.70 2.70 0.0 0.3D 1 15.0 HINGED
 
a. Pane Spacing Values are not applicable when only one pane is considered and are indicated as ",**e. 
Figure i7. Output - Retrieval List
 
FOLDOUT FRAME I ,IJT FRAME 
RETRIEVAL NUMBER 1
 
T W C RAY TRACE DAT A
 
ELLIPSE A=14.00 B=14.00 SCALE=1.00 THICKNESS= 0.30 PANES=2 SPACING=V.3 PRESSURE= 10.0 HINGED
 
ZSEXT= 4.000 IN. BETA= 135.00 DEG. PSI= 0.00 DEC. IHETA= 0.00 DEG. PAIh 90.00 DEG. SAt= 9C.00 DEG.
 
XP IN YP IN XP OUT YP OUT XS IN YS IN XS OUT YS OU, ERRCR (SEC)
 
0.0000 0o0000 -0.0000 0.000 2.4486 -2.4486 2.4490 -2.4490 1.04848
 
1.0000 0.0000 1.0002 O.0OCO 3.4486 -2.4486 3.4491 -2.4490 0.E8219
 
2.0000 0.0000 2.0003 0.oC000 44486 -2.4486 4.4492 -2.4489 0.67565
 
3.0000 0.0000 3.0005 0.0OO0 5.4486 -2.4486 5.44r3 -2.4489 0.47786
 
4.0000 0.0000 4.0006 0.0000 6.4486 -2.4486 6.4493 -2.4489 0.40405
 
5.0000 0.0000 5.0007 0.000 7.4486 -2.4486 7.4492 -2.4488 0.51?38
 
6.0000 0.0000 6.0007 0.00c0 8.4486 -2.4486 8.4492 -2.4488 0.67047
 
7.0000 0.0000 7.0007 0.0000 9.4486 -2.4486 9.44S0 -2.4487 0.75766
 
0.0000 100000 -0.0000 1.0002 2.4486 -1.4486 2.4490 -1.4488 1.14827
 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0002 I.002 3.4486 -1.4486 3.4491 -1.4488 1.01673
 
2.0000 1.0000 2,0003 1.0002 4.4486 -1,4486 4.4492 -1.4488 0.83633
 
3,0000 1.0000 3,0005 l0002 5.4486 -1.4486 5.4493 -1.4488 0.64515
 
4.0000 i.0000 4.0006 i.C001 6.4486 -1.4486 6.4493 -1.4488 0.51475
 
5.0000 1.0000 5.0007 1.C0001 1.4486 -1.4486 7.4493 -1.4487 0.52127
 
6.0000 i.0000 6.0007 1.C0ol 8,4486 -1.4486 8.4492 -1.4487 0.62114
 
0.0000 2.0000 -0.000 2.000 2.4486 -0.4486 2.4490 -0.4487 1.17312 
-- 7- 1.0000 2.0000 1.0002 2.0003 3.4486 -0.4486 3.44(1 -0.4487 1.07661 
_-H4 2.0000 2,0000 2.0003 2,C003 4.4486 -0,4486 4.4492 -0.4487 0.92533 
3.0000 2.0000 3.0004 2.0003 5.4486 -0.4486 5.4493 -0,4487 0.14955 
4.0000 2.0000 4 0006 2.0003 6.4486 -0.4486 6.4493 -0.4487 0.60059 
5,0000 2.0000 5.0006 2.C003 7.4486 -0.4486 7.4493 -0.4487 0.54315 
610000 2.0000 6.0007 2.C002 8.4486 -0.4486 8.4492 -0,4486 0.58206 
0.0000 3.0000 -0.0000 3.0005 2.4486 0.5514 2,4490 0.5515 1.12325 
1.0000 3.0000 1.0002 3.0005 3.4486 0.5514 3.4491 0.5515 1.06157 
2.0000 3.0000 2.0003 3.00C4 4.4486 0.5514 4.4492 0.5515 0.94077 
3.0000 3.0000 3.0004 3.004 5.4486 0.5514 5.4493 0.5515 0.78530 
4.0000 3.0000 4.0005 3.0004 6.4486 0.5514 6.4493 0.5514 0.63573 
5.0000 3.0000 5.0006 3.0004 7.4486 0.5514 7.4493 0.5514 0.54513 
6.0000 3.0000 6.0006 3.0003 8.4486 0.5514 8.4492 0.5514 0.53690 
0.0000 4.0000 -0 0000 4.006 2.4486 1.5514 2.4490 1.5516 1.00862 
1.0000 4.0000 1.0001 4.0006 3.4486 1.5514 3.4491 1.5516 0.97938 
2.0000 4.0000 2.0003 4.0006 4.4486 1.5514 4.4492 1.5516 0.88820 
3.0000 4.0000 3.0004 4.005 5.4486 1.5514 5.4493 1.5516 0.75 559 
4.0000 4.0000 4.0005 4.00C5 6.4486 1,5514 6.4493 1.5516 0.61468 
5.0000 4.0000 5.0006 4.0004 7.4486 1.5514 7.4493 1.5515 0.51033 
Figure 18. Output - Two Ray Trace Data 
FOLDOUT FRAME 
 FOLDOUT FRAYE 
"PAl" is the primary line of sight angle, and "SAI" is the secondary line of
 
sight angle. The remainder of the data consists of a tabulation of the coordinates
 
of the entering (X? IN and YP IN) and exiting (XP OUT and YP OUT) primay.
 
lines of sight and the entering (XS IN and YS IN) and exiting (XS OUT and
 
YS OUT) secondary lines of sight and the error in the sextant angle (ERROR).
 






There are three program generated errors. These are:
 
i. 	The boundary condition word used as XXXX which is not acceptable.
 
2. 	The plan form word used was XXXX which is not acceptable.
 




The first two comments indicate the input data on the parameter card
 
are incorrect. Comment three indicates there are insufficient grid points
 








A FORTRAN IV computer program has been described which will generate
 
the deformed shape of elliptical and rectangular windows with single or
 
double panes under pressure loadings. The-program also permits tracing of
 
light rays (lines of sight) through the deformed windows. The program
 
computes the angular deviations of the rays passing through the window. The
 
program will also compute the change in the angle between two specified light
 
rays as they pass through the windows. Approximately 2.5 to 4.0 seconds are
 
required to trace a ray through a double pane window.
 
Extensive use has been made of the computer program to perform ray
 
trace analyses on the Apollo Scientific Side Window and also on generalized
 
windows of various sizes and shapes. This use has resulted in validation
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Development of Deformation Equations
 
This appendix contains the details of the development of the deformation
 
equations for the elliptic, circular, and r-ec-tangular prlates with both simply
 
supported and clamped edges using small deflection theory. In addition, the
 
formulation of the equations for the large deflection and shear deformation
 
of rectangular plates are presented.
 
Timoshenko( 2 ) gives Equation (i) below as the expression for the deflection,
 
wo , at the center of a clamped ellipse as a function of the semiaxis dimensions 
"a" and "b" as shown in Figure A-i. Equation (2) gives the delfection, w, 
at any point on the ellipse in terms of w . Equation 2, when differentiated 
with respect to x and y, yields the slopes about the x and y axes. Equation 
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The deflection, w, for any point on a simply supported ellipse is given
 
by Galerkin ( 3 ) in terms of the center deflection we, and the trigonometric'
 
and hyperbolic functions of 4, 5 and I, where cl is a constant and I and A
 
are the elliptical coordinates of the Klipse. Equations (5), (6), (7), (8),
 
and (9) give these expressions. The x and y slopes are found by differentiating
 
Equation (4a) with respect to x and y the parameters 5 and I. These
 
differentiations are given in Equations (10) and (11). The resulting
 
differentials of $7, ,.andt are found by differentiating Equation (50 and 
= 
finding the solution to the two arbitrary functions F f(x, ,4 ) = 0 and 
4 
G = g(y, ) o . The resulting expressions ate'g-ivdn in'Equations (12)',
 
(13), (14), and (15). These equations are differentiated with respect to x
 
and y (Equations 16 and 17), combined into the matrix equation given as
 
Equation (18), and solved for derivatives of and itas Equation (20). For
 
given values of x and y the values of 5 andO( are found using a Newton-Rhapson
 
-method of successive approximations(4 ) which are in terms of the functions F,
 
G, and their derivatives. These expressions are given as Equation (22).
 
The value of IandQ are substituted into Equations (4a), (10), and (11) to
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When the ellipse ddgenerates into a circle another equation given by
 
Timoshenko (2) is used in which the deflection at any point of the circle is
 
given as Equation (23) in terms of the radius and the x and y coordinates of
 
the point. Equation (23) is differentiated with respect to x and y to obtain
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Equation (26) is the expression for the deflection of any poinmt on a 
simply supported rectangular plate given by Timoshenko ( 2 . The derivative of 
Equation (26) wit~h respect to x and y gives the slopes in the x and y directions. 
These appear in Equations (27) and (28). 
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For clamped rectangular plates the deformations resulting from the
 
moments applied to the boundaries and given in Equations (29) and (32) are
 
added to the simply supported deformations. The resfilting Equations (36a)
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The first step in developing a solution for large deflections of a
 
rectangular plate is to generalize Timoshenko's equations for the deformation
 
of a square membrane ( 2 ). Into Equation (37), the general equation for the
 
strain energy in a membrane, are substituted the differentials of the equations
 
for the displacements in a rectangular pl-ate given as Eq'uation (37a). This
 
yields Equation (38) which when simplified by letting 41= 0.25 gives Equation
 
(39). Timoshenko( 2 ) gives two equations resulting from the principle of
 
virtual displacements which can be solved for the constant "c" and the deflection
 
w . These are Equations (40) and (41).
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An Equation for w is determined by first obtaining Equations (42) and
 
(43) by differentiating Equation (39) with respect to "c" and wo , then
 
integrating the right hand side of Equation (41), and equating the results.
 
This is the deflection of a membrane due to a uniform load "q". By combining
 
the equations for the loads to produce the center plate deflection w0 and
 
using both small deflection theory and membrane analysis a cubic equation in
 
w can be written as Equation (47). The resulting large deflection solution
 
is obtained for points between the center and edge of the rectangular plate
 
by averaging the deflections produced by small deflection theory and membrane
 
theory. This is done in Equation (48). The x and y derivatives of this
 
equation yield the slopes about the x and y axes.
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This appendix contains equations for defining the boundary of a
 




The trapezoid boundary equations are used in the program, BONDRY,
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The equations used for finding the mean and rms are those found in
 
any elementary statistics book..
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The equations for the maximum and minimum slope are based on the premise
 
that the slope at a point is approximately equal to the slope between the
 
point and another point a very small distance away.
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This appendix gives the details of the data retrieval program. This
 
program will search tape 9 (which has been written in binary format by the
 
WINDEF program) and obtain the set(sr) of ray trace data required by the user.
 
Figure C-1 illustrates the order of cards which make up the program d~ck.
 
















The AMES 7094 operational manual should be consulted for other items>
 
required on the $JOB cards.
 
Figure C-2 illustrates the arrangement of the data deck for multiple
 
problems. Each problem requires only one card with the following format:
 
Column Symbol Information Format
 
1-5 IRTV Retrieval number desired Integer
 
There is no limit on the number of sets of ray trace data which may be
 













Figure C-I. Program Deck
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This appendix contains the listings of the subroutines which comprise
 









C DO WINDEF - APOLLO WINDOW DEFORMATION AND LINE OF SIGHT DRIVER 00030 
C Dl ELIPSE - ELLIPSE DEFORMATION GENERATOR 00040 
C D2 ELIPIT - ELLIPTIC COORDINATE GENERATOR 00050 
CD RECTNG - RECTANGULAR DEFORMATION GENERATOR 00060 
C D4 SEOS - MATRIX INVERSION AND LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION° 00070 
C D5 TRPZOD - READS IN TRAPEZOIDAL DEFORMATION DATA FROM SAMIS 00080 
C D6 LRGDEF - LARGE DEFLECTION GENERATOR FOR RECTANGLES 00090 
C D7 DEFRES - PRINTS PLATE (WINDOW) DEFORMATION DATA 00100 
C D8 RAYTRA - DRIVER FOR RAY TRACE PROCEDURE 00110 
C D9 ITERAT - ITERATES TO FIND LOCATION OF RAY ON NEXT SURFACE 00120 
C EC INCOT6 - DETERMINES DEFORMATION OF PLATE AT INTERSECTION W/RAY 00130 
C El NORMAL - CALCULATES NORMAL TO PLATE AT RAY INTERSECTION POINT 00140 
C E2 REFRCI - CALCULATES NEW DIRECTION OF RAY UPON ENTERING NEW MEDIUM 00150 
C E3 RESPRT - PRINTS RAY TRACE AND MEAN-RMS RESULTS 00160 
C E4 MENRMS - STORES DATA FOR MEAN AND RMS CALCULATIONS 00170 
C E5 MAXMIN - CALCULATES MAX/MIN SLOPES AT GRID POINTS 00180 
C E6 RTVLST - RETRIEVAL LIST 00190 
C E7 BONDRY - TEST TO SEE IF POINT OF RAY IS OUTSIDE PLAN FORM BNDRY 00200 
C E8 PACWRD - INDEX WORD PACKING-UNPACKING ROUTINE 00210 
C E9 PAGE - PRINTS PAGE NO AT TOP OF EACH PAGE (AND RETRIEVAL NO.) 00220 
00, C FO SHRDEF - SHEAR DEFORMATION GENERATOR 00230 
C Fl SINH - CALCULATES HYPERBOLIC SINE 00240 
C.F2T. -C O tA-CULA C 0. IN .H....RBi . 0025 .50 
C F3 TANH - CALCULATES HYPERBOLIC TANGENT 00260 
C 00270 
C AA = X DIMENSION OF SHAPE OOZ80 
C = LENGTH OF ELLIPSE SEMI AXIS 00290 
C = LENGTH OF RECTANGLE 00300 
. /.2AWUTA. -Z ......R------_0----A  -0-T 
C AMN = ARRAY FOR STORING MEANS 00320 
C AVG ARRAY FOR STORING MEAN DATA 00330 
C AVS = ARRAY FOR STORING RMS DATA 00340 
C BB = Y DIMENSION OF SHAPE 00350 
C HEIGHT OF ELLIPSE SEMI AXIS 00360 
CHEIGHT OF RECTANGLE030-------
C = HEIGHT OF TRAPEZOID 00380 
C BONC = BOUNDARY CONDITION 00390 
C CC = UPPER X DIMENSION OF TRAPEZOID 00400 
C CHAP = ICHAP = SHAP = GEOMETRIC SHAPE 00410 
---- --- CQ~tY.A.DUMMAY ARAMO ONTN N ARI-ABL.E STOE 00420_ 
C CPRSS = CABIN PRESSURE 00430 
C DEL = GRID SPACING 00440 
C DIMA = AA DIMENSION 00450 
C DIME = BB DIMENSION 00460 
.......... . .... .. _Cc _D...M USiC Q.... ... .
 D i E N QON 7Q 

C DON = CONSTANT IN REFRACTIVE INDEX EQUATION 00480 
C DWX = ARRAY OF GRIDPOINT DEFLECTIONS FOR SECOND PANE 00490 
C EANDF = ARRAY USED IN RECTNG 00500 
C FR = PLATE STIFFNESS (D) 00510 
C GNU = POISSONS RATIO 00520 
C IBC = 1, INDICATES POINT IS OUTSIDE PLANFORM BOUNDARY 00530 
C ICHAP = SEE CHAP 00540 
C IDT = DEFORMATION DATA RETRIEVAL SEQUENCE NUMBER 00550 
C ILGD = 1, FIND DEFORMATIONS BY LARGE DEFORMATION METHOD 00560 
C ILRG = 19 LARGE DEFLECTIONS WERE CALCULATED 00570 
C IMAN = 19 FIND MAX./MIN. SLOPES OF DEFORMED POINTS 00580 
C INDX = 1PA PRINT RETRIEVAL INDEX AT TOP OF PAGE =0N0 PRINT 00590 
C IPD = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RES 0060 
C IPD = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN DEFRES 00610 
C IPR = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RESPRT FOR TAPE 8 00620 
C IPV = RETRIEVAL LIST PAGE NUMBER 00630 
C IREL = 1, REAL WINDOW INCLUDE OTHER SIDE OF SYMMETRY AXIS 00640 
C IRM = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RESPRT FOR RMS OUTPUT ON TAPE 6 00650 
C IRT = LOS DATA RETRIEVAL SEQUENCE NUMBER 00660 
C ISCRI = SCRATCH TAPE UNIT 7 FOR DEFORMATION DATA 00670 
C ISCR2 = SCRATCH TAPE UNIT 8 FOR LINE OF SIGHT (LOS) DATA 00680 
C I5EC = 1' PRINTI LOS DATA, =2, PRINT RMS DMA 00690 
C ISI = INPUT TAPE NUMBER 00700 
__C ISO = OUTPUT TAPE NUMBER 00710 
C 19 =SCRATCH TAPE UNIT 9 FOR LINE OF SIGHT DATA BINARY CODED 00720 
C /ISHR 1o CALCULATE SHEAR DEFORMATIONS 00730 
C JPN = ARRAY OF GRIDPOINT COORDINATE INDEXES 00740 
LCN RLIRIEVAL LIS: LINE COUNIER- CC(50 
C LOCP = KEYS HEADINGS AT TOP OF LOS PRINTED PAGE LOCP=2 NO HEAD 00760 
C LP1 = INDEX ON NO. OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 00770 
C LP2..- IN. E 5-O "-s-ThCL 678E. 
C LP3 = INDEX ON NOi OF SPACES 00790 
C LP4 = INDEX ON NO. OF PRESSURES 00800 
C LP5 = INDEX ON NOs OF RAY TNGLES 00810 
C LP6 = INDEX ON NO& OF GRID POINTS 00820 
C LPT = INDEX ON NO. OF PLANE ANGLES 00830 
Cf 2WB- T BW6'PASB _GENERRTP10N_70F1-- NV7ERSIO- _MATR'TXYCO RN TRPLATO 'O'C -----
C MRT = BY PASS SWITCH FOR TAPE REWIND STATEMENTS IN WINDEF 00850 
C NBC = NO. OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 00860 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRID POINTS 00870 
C NMP ARRAY OF NUMBER OF DATA PTS. IN MEAN 00880 
C NOPRT = KEYS TAPES ON WHICH OUTPUT DATA APPEARS 00890 
------- -------....- DE O R-"oN- P 7 L - -T-ES' ND_ 9q00-----
C = 1, ALL DATA ON SYSTEM OUTPUT TAPE 00910 
C = 2' oUTPUT ONLY RMS DATA ON OUTPUT TAPE 00920 
C NPAG = 'NO. OF PLANE ANGLES 00930 
C NPAN NC OF PANES 
C NPRS = NO OF PRESSURES 
C NRAG = NO. OF RAY ANGLES 
C NRFI = NO. OF REFRACTIVE INDEXES TO BE READ IN 
C NSCL NO. OF SCALES 
C NSPC = NO. OF SPACES 
C OLF SUPPLEMENTAL ARRAY 
C PLNA ARRAY -.C PLANE- ANGLES 
C PRES = ARRAY FOR STORING INTERSTICIAL PRESSURES 
C PRSS = PRES(I) = PRESSURE ON PLATE 
C RAYA = ARRAY OF RAY ANGLES 
C RES ARRAY FOR STORING LOS OUTPUT 
C RI ARRAY OF REFRACTIVE INDEXES 
C RIC = REFRACTIVE INDEX COEFFICIENT 
C RHS ARRAY USED IN RECTNG 
C RTV ARRAY FOR STORING RETRIEVAL INFORMATION 
C SCAL = ARRAY FOR STORING GEOMETRIC SCALE FACTORS 
C SHAP = SEE CHAP 
C SKAL = SCAL(I) = DIMENSIONAL SCALING FACTOR 
C SPAC ARRAY FOR STORING SPACE FACTORS 
C SPAD = SPAC(I) = SPACE BETWEEN PLATES 
C STAT = ARRAY FOR STORING MEAN AND RMS DATA 
C STD = ARRAY FOR STORING RMSE 
o C THIC = PLATE THICKNESS 
C W = ARRAY OF GRIDPOINT DEFLECTIONS FOR FIRST PANE 
C WORD = AR A OR TIT..L.E 
C X = ARRAY OF X COORDINATES OF GRIDPOINTS IN DEFORMATION TABLE 
C YONG = YOUNGS MODULUS 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION AVGo AVS 
C 
- OM N'' 0 ----------------------. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)' CON)q (DUM( 501)5 X), 
1 (DUM(1501), W) (DUM(2251), DWX)q 
2 (DUM(3001), JPN) (DUM(3501), RTV) 
C 
a- -NtV ' .. I-- - . . A )-; . .... NT-c.. - Z --bYM 
1 (CON( 3) DIMC) (CON( 4), DEL)i (CON( 5), GNU), 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8)1 PRSS), 




































































































.. CON- -PRi .........­(-ON(1g)VUAAP .. (CON- 'IStR)-----01370 -.... 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2)' (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23), ISEC)q 01390 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG) (CON( 25), YONG), (CON( 26), ILRG)5 01400 
9 (CON( 27), IREL), (CON( 28), LP5), (CON( 29),CPRSS) 01410 
01420.
 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM)q (CON( 31)' IPB) 01430
 
1 (CON( 32), MIBP) 01440 
2 (CON( 53)' SCAL)' (CON( 61)5 SpAC), (CON( 69)q PRES) 01450 
3 (CON( 77), PLNA)' (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 01460 
4 (CON(101)9 RES)v (CON(315), STAT), (CON(371), OIF) 01470 
4 ,(OIF(l) ,IDX),(OIF(2) ,IDY)'(OIF(3),X1),(OIF(4) ,y1) 01480 
C 01490 
0 EQUIVALENCE (RTV( 1)' JT1), (RTV( 41)o RT2)9 01500 
1 (RTV( 81), RT3)9 (RTV( 121)1 RT4), (RTV( 161)' RT5), 01510 
2 (RTV( 201)9 RT6)9 (RTV( 241)t JT7), (RTV( 281), RT8), 01520 
3 (RTV( 321)9 RT9) (RTV( 361),JTIO), (RTV( 401)bRT1 ) 01530 
C 01540 
0 EQUIVALENCE (STAT( 1), NMP), (STAT( 9), AVG), 01550 
1 (STAT(25), AVS), (STAT(41), AMN)o (STAT(49), STD) 01560 
C 01570 
EQUIVALENCE (CON(33),ITEST),(OIF(11),N2) 01580 
C 01590 
0 D IMENSION CON( 500)' X(21,33), W(21,33)q 01600 
1 DWX(21,33)hJPN(500),RTV(500) 01610 
C 01620 
0 DIMENSION SCAL( 8), SPAC( 8), PRES( 8), PLNA( 8), 01630 
1 RAYA( 8), RI( 7), WORD( 15) 01640 
C 01650 
DIMENSION NMP( 8)' AVG( 8 , AVS( 8)' AMN( 8)' STD( 8)' RES(iSO) ----- 0166-0 
C 01670 
DATA TRAP/4HTRAP/9 ELIP/4HELIP/ RECT/4HRECT/ 01680 
C 01690, 
DATA HtNG/4HHING/4 C!LMP/4HCLM-/, BOIH/4HBOIH/ ,5AR/5H*****/ 01700 
C 01710 
C----- THIS SECTION INITIALIZES INDEXES4 01720 
C 01 . .. 
CALL CLOCK (TIME) 01740 
WRITE (6,9070) TIME 01750 
9070 FORMAT (1HO,25HWINDEF TIME = 5FI0.4) 01760 
ISI = 5 01770 
ISo = 6 01780 
I 7 ..0 190179 
ISCR2 = 8 01800 
IS9 = 9 01810 
IDT = 0120 
IRT=O 01830 
IRM = 0 01840 
LIN=0 0185C 
IPD = 0 01860 
IPR = 0 01870 
IPV = 0 01880 
PMRT= 0 01900 
DO 90 I=1 500 01910 
90 RTV(I = 0.0 01920 
100 NGP = 0 01930 
xi=O. 01940 
YI=O. 01950 
READ (ISI,499) IRT (WORD(I),I=1,15) 01960 
499 FORMAT (1515A5) 01970 
NBC = 1 01980 
IBC = 0 01990 
CHAP = 00 02000 
C 02010 
C===== READ IN PARAMETER DATA0 02020 
C 02030 
READ (ISI9500 SHAP BONC' AAM BB CC, THIC9 YONG GNU, DEL 02040 
500 FORMAT (1XqA4lXqA4a7EOO) 02050 
IF (AAeEQ 0,0) GO TO 1000 02060 
0 IF ((THIC *EQ. 0.0) .0R6 (YONG .EQO 0.0) -OR. (DEL dEQo 0.0)) 02070 
1 GO TO 902 02080 
IF (BONC aEQa HING) IBC = 1 02090 
IF (BONC ,EQ4 CLMP) IBC = 2 02100 
IF (BONC *EOi BOTH) IBC = 1 02110 
IF (BONC .EQ4 BOTH) NBC = 2 02120 















IF (SHAP #EO TRAP) CHAP = 3o0 02160 
IF (CHAP *EQs 0.0) GO TO 901 02170 
0 READ (ISI501) NPAN' NSCL, NSPC9 NPRS, NPAG, NRAG, IMAN, ILGD 02180 
1 IREL NOPRTq CPRSS, ISHR 02190 
501 FORMAT (10I5EIO.05I5) 02210 
READ (ISI502) (SCAL(I), I=1,NSCL) 02220 
IF (NPAN .LTa 2) GO TO 101 02230 




TWTr T3TB--5-U2TFWiPEW (T I 1 R2­
02250 
-0NP 
DO 299 I=1,8 02270 
299 PLNA(I)=OO 02280 
READ (Ibi,502) (PLNA(i), I=INPAG) 02290 
READ (IS19502) (RAYA(I), I=19NRAG) 02300 
NRFI = 2*NPAN + 1 02310 
READU-IHO0 f-" TIWIWNF11-------- ................-­ 02320"" 
FR= (YONG*(THIC4*3))/(12o0*(I0-(GNU*2))) 02330 
ITEST=O 02340 
DO 300 I=1,8 0'22550 
02370_ 
ANGLE=EI*456 02i70 
IF(PLNA(I).EQ.ANGLE) GO TO 300 02380 
ITEST=I 02390 
300 CONTINUE 02400 
IF (MRT *NE* 0) GO TO 201 02410 
IF (NOPRT aEQa 0) REWIND ISCRI 02420 
IF (NOPRT .EQa 0) REWIND ISCR2 02430 
IF (NOPRT .EQ. 0) REWIND IS9 02440 
IF (NOPRT 6EQ. 0) MRT = 1 02450 
C 02460 
C===== MAIN DO-LOOP ON NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 02470 
C 02480 
201 DO 200 LPIf=iNBC 02490 
IF (LPI .EQ. 2) IBC=2 02500 
DO 200 LP2=1NSCL 02510 
MIBP = 0 02520 
SKAL = SCAL(LP2) 02530 
IF (SKAL .EQs 0.0) GO TO 903 02540 
DIMA = AA*SCAL(LP2) 02550 
DIMB = BB*SCAL(LP2) 02560 
DIMC = CC*SCAL(LP2) 02570 
ICHAP = CHAP 02580 
DO 609 IS=1 33 02590 
DO 609._J0 .. . . ............ 200 
X(ISJS)=1.E-6 02610 
W(ISJS) 0.0 ' 02620 
609 DWX(I5 JS) = 0.0 02630 
C 02640 
C- ... SELECT PLANFORM TO BE SOLVED6 02650 
C 02660 
301 CALL ELIPSE 02680 
GO TO 104 02690 
102 CALL-- ChING 02(00 
IF (ISHR .EQi 1) CALL SHRDEF 02710 
GO TO 104 02720 
..... LTyrRpT5.O[-- T R_ . . . . __D _ 027 -
104 IF(ICHAP.EQ#3) GO TO 202 02740 
IF((DIMA/2.).GTd 32,*DEL)) GO TO 1060 02741 
IF('DIMB/2a)iGTb(20*DEL)) GO TO 1065 02742 
202 SPAD = STAR 02743 
IF (NSPC .EQi 0) GO TO 105 02750 
DO 200 , NS P C--------------------------------------------------..02T6b 0 
SPAD = SPAC(LP3) 02770 
105 DO 200 LP4 = 1NPRS 02780 
ILRG = 0 02790 
PRsS = PRES(LP4) 02810
 
IF((ICHAP.NE.3)OR4 (N2oNEol)) GO TO 110 02820
 
DO 799 K=1,21 02830
 






C CALCULATE REFRACTIVE INDEXES FOR PRESSURE US.ED. 02870 
110 DON = ((2.926E-4)/(l.O + (3665E-3)*(2bO)))/14.7 02880 
RIC = 1.0 + DON*ABS(PRSS) 02890 
IF (NPAN oEQa 1) RI(1) = RIC 02900 
IF (NPAN .EQ. 2) RI(1) = 1.0 + DON*ABS(CPRSS) 02910 
IF (NPAN EQd 2) RI.3) = RI.C - 2920 
WRITE (ISO1050) IPRqIPB 02930 
WRITE (15OI23)(PRES(I),I=1,NPRS),CPRSS 02940 
WRITE (ISO,121)(RI(1) I=1,NRFI 02950 
123 FORMAT (1H 21HPRESSURE LEVELS ARE 6E15.4) 02960 
121 FORMAT (1H 9 23HREFRACTIVE INDICES ARE 6E16.81 02970 
IDT = IDT + 1 02980 
CALL DEFRES (IRT, NOPRT) 02990 
CALL RTVLST (IRT LIN, IPV) 03000 
IF (IMAN *EOa 0) GO To 184 03010 
CALL MAXMIN (19 03020 
184 IF (ILGD ,EQs 0) GO TO 186 03030 
CALL LRGDEF 03040 
ILRG = 1 03050 
CALL DEFRES (IRT, NOPRT) 03060 
C 03070 
C===== PERFORM RAY TRACE ON DEFLECTIED F5ND ABOVE. 03080 
C 03090 
186 DO 194 LP5=I1NRAG 03100 
I 	NMP(I) = 0 03120
 
AVG(I) = 040 03130
 
AVS(I) = 0#0 03140
 
AMN(I) = 0.0 03150
 
182 STD(I) = 0.0 03160 
o-~p ..-.-..- ... . .. .... . .. . .. ... . ... . ... - - M37 0 . ... -. .... .. . ... . ..-

RAYAN = RAYA(LP5) 03180
 
DO 192 LP6 = INGP 03190
 
KI "= 'JPN(LP6) 03200
 




C T rS-ssTdR BYSES ALL- Poi'FS WGT--0h-KT1 INCH-SUARE-GRTD 03 Z3.--

C 	 03240 
XQ = X(K1,K2) 03250 
EJ=KI-I 03260 
a -- --- ---- ---- ---- ---­ O_9270 _ 










IF(RE.NEoO.) GO TO 192 03380 
DO 190 LP7 = 1 NPAG 03390 
.. - LANA =LNALN--(LP 0400-4..... 
CALL RAYTRA (XQ, YQ, ZQ, PLANA9 RAYAN) 03410 
190 CONTINUE 03420 
C 03430 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE RAY TRACE DATA AND STORES THE COMPONENT 03440 
C DATA IN MENRES NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE MEAN AND RMS. 03450 
C 03460 
ISEC = 1 03470 
CALL RESPRT (IRT9 NOPRT) 03480 
CALL MENRMS 03490 
192 CONTINUE 03500 
C 03510 
C THIS SECTIONCACLTSTHMENADRSADTEPRNSHM032 
0 C 03530 
ISEC = 2 03540 
CALL MENRMS 03550 
CALL RESPRT (IRTs NOPRT) 03560 
194 CONTINUE 03570 
IF. I CHAPNE OR.. 3NLE ) GO O 0 5"6 
DO 199 K=1921 03590 
DO 199 L=133 03600 
W(KL)=W(K 'L) (CPRSS-PRSS) 03610 
199 DWX(KL)=DWX(KL)/PRSS 03620 
200 CONTINUE 03630 
GO.7o DD -03"4O... 
C 03650 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE ERROR COMMENTSo 03660 
C 03670 
900 WRITE (ISO,950) BONC 03680 
950 0 FORMAT (IHI/IHO,37HTHE BOUNDARY CONDITION WORD USED WAS 'A4' 03690 
I 25H WHICH IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.) 03700-
GO TO 2000 03710 
901 WRITE (IS0,951) SHAP 03720 
951 0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO/1HO,28HTHE PLANEFORM WORD USED WAS. A4 03730 
-1 
 25H WHICH IS NOT ACCEPTABLE) 	 03740
 
GO TO 2000 	 03750
 
902 WRITE (IS0952) 	 03760
 
952 0 FORMAT (1HO 43HTHE THICKNESS, YOUNGS MODULUS, OR THE GRID , 03770 
1 19HINCREMENT ARE ZERO.) 03780 
GO TO 2000 03790 
... ......... ..9o ITE LP2......W.. (ISQ.953) - o-03 80  
953 FORMAT (1H0,"6HSCALE1,II-H)-ISZR-o'). 03810 
GO TO 2000 03820 
1000 LIN = LIN + 100 03830 
CALL RTVLST (IRT LIN' PV) 03840 
IF (NOPRT EQ. 1) GO To 1010 03850 
WRITE (150,1050) IPRP IPB 03860 
105 0FORMAT (1H1/1HO,9HTHERE AEI~7 AE FRYTAEOTU 31 
I 30HON THE MICROFILM TAPE ,(TAPE 8)/ 03880 
.... 2 1HO 9HTHERE AREI5 27H PAGES OF RAY TRACE OUTPUT 03890 
1 	30HON THE RETRIEVAL TAPE (TAPE 9)) 03900
 
INX = 999 03910
 
CALL PAGE (IPB LIN, IS99 INX) 03920
 
GO TO 1020 03930
 
1010 WRITE (150,1051) IPR 03940
 
1051 0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO,9HTHERE ARE,1527HPAGES OF RAY TRACE OUTPUT 03950
 
1 30HON THE- SYSOUTPUT TAPE (JAPE 6)) 03960
 
1020 WRITE (1501052) 03970
 
1052 FORMAT (1HO/I0HO3OX40H**** THE PROBLEM YOU GAVE ME TO DO WAS , 03980 
,0 1 2 HDONE'C-O-RCTLY -... 03990 
CALL CLOCK (TIME) 04000 
WRITE (6,9099) TIME 04010 
9099 FORMAT (1HO,25HEND WINDEF TiME = , FlO.4) 04020 
1060 WRITE(6,9098) IRT 04021 
9098 FORMAT(1H1,38HTHE PROBLEM DESIGNATED RETRIVAL NUMBER I4,58H HAS IT 04022 
15 AA DIMENSION-REATE THAN-TH PROGRAM CAN HANLE) 04023 
1065 WRITE(6,9097) IRT 04024 
9097 FORMAT(IH1,38HTHE PROBLEM DESIGNATED RETRIVAL NUMBERI4p58H HAS IT 04025 
15 BB DIMENSION GREATER THAN THE PROGRAM CAN HANDLE.) 04026 
GO TO 100 04027 
2000 STOP 04030 









C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE TABLE OF GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS FOR 04090
 
C AN E LIsE 	 0 4
 
C 04110 
C A = ELLIPSE MAJOR SEMI AXIS 04120 
C B = ELLIPSE MINOR SEMI AXIS 04130 





= DEFLECTION AT POINT I J OF SECOND PANE 
= ELLIPTIC COORDINATE 
04150 
04160 
C ETX = PARTIAL OF ET WRT X 04170 
C ETY = PARTIAL OF ET WRT Y 04180 
C I = ROW INDEX 04190 
C­ = COLUM INDEX 04200 
c K = GRIDPOINT COUNTER 04210 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRID POINTS 04220 
C ,W = DEFLECTION AT POINT IoJ OF FIRST PANE 04230 
C Wi = CONSTANT IN DEFLECTION EQUATION 04240 
C WO = CONSTANT IN DEFLECTION EQUATION 04250 
C WEP = PARTIAL OF W WRT ET 04260 
C WZP = PARTIAL OF W WRT ZI 04270 
C X = X COORDINATE ARRAY 04280 
C xLIM = X VALUE AT ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY ALONG ANY ABSISSA 04290 
C ZI = ELLIPTIC COORDINATE 04300 
C ZIX = PARTIAL OF ZI WRT X 04310 
C ZIY = PARTIAL OF ZI WRT Y 04320 
C ALL OTHER LEFT AN IDE VALUES ARE TEMPORARIES 04330 
C 04340 
COMMON DUM 04350" 
C 04360 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)q CON), (DUM( 501)9 X), 04370 
1 (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2251)p DWX), 04380 
C 04400 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA)' (CON( 2)9 DIMB)v 04410 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)q (CON( 4), DEN( 5) GNU)---------- 0-442-0 
2 (CON( 6)p THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD)s (CON( 8) PRSS), 04430 
3 (CON( 9)' NPAN)q (CON( 10), ISI) (CON( 11)q ISO) 04440 
5 (CON( 15)9 FR)' (CON( 16) LOCP)q (CON( 17)' IPD) 04460 
6 
7 
(CON( 18)o IPR)b (CON( 19)9 CHAP)o 
(CON(21),ICR2)(CON(22), SKAL) 
(CON(20)h ISCR1), 
(UN- 23)- ISEC --
04470 
04480 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG), (CON( 25), YONG)q (CON( 26)1 ILGD) 04490 
9 (CON( 27), IREL)
. . 





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM)' (CON( 31), IPB), 04520 
1 (CON( 53)' SCAL), (CON( 61), SPAC), (CON( 69) PRES) 04530 
2 (CON( 77)5 PLNA)' 
3 (CON(IO1), RES)q 








'4 (CON(401),EANDF), (CON(451), RHS) 04560 
C 04570 
C 04580 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(21,33), W(21,33), 04590 
1 DWX(2133)JW-500)RTV(500) 04600 
-=-I-/2 -O----










------------ IF (A GT. B) GO TO 201 

T =4----
A 0- ­o680 
. A =TM 04690 
201 C = SORT CA*A B*B) 04700-
XLIM = A 04710 
04720J1= = o. 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 473 0 
K 0 047-4
 
X(n1) 	 = 0.0 04750
GO TO (100,i04), TEC 
 04770 






 C===== 	THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS FOR AN ELLIPSE 04790
 










100 IF (A .EQa B) GO TO 102 
 04830

_I I A 04840 
0 z ----o7 .. - . --.... .... ... - ... .. .... .. . ... . .... .. .... . .. . .. . ......---- 04850 .... ..... .. 
ET = 1.0 08 
XC = X(1,1) 	 04870
 
04890 




A20 = 2.O*ZI 04930 








.... . . . . ....CA2S = (COSH (A20))**2
 
................ - ---- - - - - - -. - -.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --... 04970 
SA20 = (SINH(A20))**4 4-980 . . . . 
WO = (C *4)/(12*O,28*.iCA2S*CA4o*FR) 04990O$INU = (i,0 -	 GNU) 0500000 
W1 = +(8oO*(OMNU)*(3.0i-CA2S-2oO)*SA2Q)/(2.0*CA2S_(OMNU)*SA2S)
-- --... X ( I0 I) 0.00 	 05020--.. = 	  2

.- -0 -05030 
C~2 CAECULATF601D PONTDFOMTIN. 
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K = K+l.. 0506065--70
 
05090
K2 = J 

CALL PACWRD (K1qK2 1) 05100 
JPN(K) = Ki 05110 
ZI = 1.0 05120 
ET = 1.0 05130 
XC = X(I J) 05140 
EJ=I-l 05150 
YC=DEL*EJ 05160 
CALL ELIPIT (C, XC, YC, Zi' ET, FZP, FEP, GZP, GEP, DET) 05170 
Z12 = 2.0*ZI 05180 
Z14 = 40*ZI 05190 
ET2 = 2,0*ET 05200 
ET4 = 4.0*ET 05210 
TEl = (3.0*CA20*CA40 - 4.0*CA40*COSH(ZI2) + CA20*COSH(ZI4)) 05220 
TE2 = (3.0*CA20*CA40 - 4,0*CA40* COS(ET2) + CA20* COS(ET4)) 05230 
TE3 = (COSH(ZI2) - CA20) 05240 
TE4 = (CA20 - COS(ET2)) 05250 
W(IJ = WO*(TEI*TE2 - WI*TE3*TE4) 	 05260
 
TF(NPAN.EQ.2) DWX(IJ)=W(IJ) 	 05270
 
0 WZP = WO*(TE2*(a8o0*CA4O*SINH(ZI2) + 4oO*CA20*SINH(ZI4)) 05280 
1 -WI*TE4*(2 *SINH(ZI2))) 05290 
0 WEP = WO*(TE1*(+8.0*CA4O* SIN(ET2) - 4a0*CA20* SIN(ET4)) 05300 
1 -WI*TE3*(2.0* SIN(ET2))) 05310 
ZIX =-GEP/DET 05320 
ZIY = FEP/DET 	 05340
 
ETY = FZP/DET 05350 
X(IJ+l) = X(IoJ) + DEL 05360 
IF (X(IJ+Il) 4LEo XLIM) GO TO 101 05370 
X(IJ+) = 00a 05380 
.3= 0 . . .. 





IF (DWY .GT. B) GO TO 800 05430 
XLIM = A*SQRT (1.0 - (DWY **2/(B*B))) 05440 
IF. W------- 6 --E7-- -TOW ---------------------------- 050. . 
GO TO 800 05460 
C 05470 
C===== THIS SECTION SOLVES THE SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE WHEN A = B (CIRCLE) 05480 
C 05490 
J02 	 TEl =--.1O(64.O*FR-) 05500
 
TE. = (-5.0+GNU)/(1sO+GNU) )*(A*A) 05510
 
1 = 0 05520
 
j = 0 05530 
X(1 I) = 0,0 05540 
XLIM = A 05..0 
205 1 = 1+1 05560 
103 J = J+l 05570 
K = K+1 05580 
KI = 1 05590 
K2 = J 05600 
CALL PACWRD (K1oK291) 05610 
JPN(K) = Ki 05620 
X2 = X(IJ)*X(IJ) 05630 
EJ=I-l 05640 
Y2=DEL*DEL*EJ*EJ 05650 
TE3 = (A*A - X2 -Y2) 05660 
TE4= (TE2 - X2 - Y2) 05670 
W(1 J ) = IEI *TE3*'TIE405680 
IF(NPANoEQo2) DWX(IJ)=W(IqJ) 05690 
X(IJ+I) = X(IiJ) +,DEL 05700 
E.ThI 05710 
DWY=DEL*EJ 05720 
IF (X(( J+l) dLEd XLIM) GO TO 103 05730 
X(IgJ+1) 0.0d 05740 
J = 0 05750 
X(I+IJ+lJ = 0.0 05760 
EJ=I 05770 
DWY:DEL*EJ 05780 
IF (DWY aGTo B) GO TO 800 05790 
XLIM = A*SQRT (1.0 - (DWY **2/(BB))) 05800 
IF (DWY eLE. B) GO TO 205 05810 
GO TO 800 05820 
C 05830 
C.===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS FOR AN 05840 
C ELLIPSE WITH CLAMPED EDGES. 05850 
c ..... 
1,04 TEM = (24o0/(A**4)) + (24.0/(B**4)) + (16.0/(A*A*B*B)) 05870 
WO = 10/(FR*TEM) 05880 
207 I = I+1 05890 
105 J = J+l 05900 
K = K+I 05910 
-­ 05920-------
K2 = J 05930 
CALL PACWRD (KIK291) 05940 
JPNK) = K 05950 
EJ=I-I 05960 
DWY = E J* DEL 05970 
TE--O-' - X7 i, 3*X r;TJ7 TA A%C-D .B f). .. 05980 
W(TJ) = WO*(TEM**2) 05990 
IF(NPAN.EQo.2) DWX(IJ)=W(IJ) 06000 
X(I,J+I) = X(19J) + DEL 06010 
......... I-F--X I-J+-I-) L--XL-I- 4-G Z--T0 ­ 5 .. ...... ... ... ... .......... 06030 . . .
 
X(Ij+) = 0.0 06030 
J = 0 06040 
X(I+l 9 J+l) = 00 06050 
EJ=I 06060 
DWY=DEL*EJ 06070 
IF (DWY .GT, B) Go TO 800 06080 
XLIM A*SQRT (1.0 - (DWY3DWY /(B*B))) 06090 
IF (DWY bLEo B) GO TO 207 06100 
800 NGP = K 06110 
RETURN 06120 
END 06130 
$IBFTC MS23D2 06140 
CELIPIT- 06150 
SUBROUTINE ELIPIT (C, X, Y, XI, ET FXP, FEP, GXP, GEP' DET) 06160 
C 06170 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINS iHE ELLIPTIC COORDINATES XI AND ET, 06180 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES X AND Ye 06190 
C 06200 
C ITERATION IS BY THE NEWTON-RHAPSON METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROX. 06210 
C 06220 
C C = ELLIPTIC FOCAL DISTANCE 06230 
C DET = DETERMINENT 06240 
C ET = ET COORDINATE VALUE IN ELLIPTICAL SYSTEM 06250 
C FEP = PARTIAL OF FIO WRT ET 06260 
C FI- - -- FU-- N*C TI--ON F 06,270 
C FXP = PARTIAL OF FIO WRT XI 06280 
C GEP = PARTIAL OF GIO WRT ET 06290 
C GIO =UNCION G 06300 
C GXP = PARTIAL OF GIO WRT XI 06310 
C IDON =1 INDICATES ITERATION IS COMPLETE 06320 
x... Y-T--h UROTONA -rVAD-TN--RETr WU E~~-IVY0TS E0-----------------------
C XI = ZI COORDINATE VALUE IN ELLIPTICAL SYSTEM 06340 
C Y = Y COORDINATE VALUE IN RETANGULAR SYSTEM 06350 
C ALL OTHER LEFT HAND VALUES ARE TEMPORARIES 06360 
C 06370 
IDON = 0 06380 
100 --iF- TN- t FGT -. .........---------... 6. 
IF (X oGTo C) GO TO 101 06400 
XI1 = 000 06410 
Eli = ACOS(X/C) 06420 
GO TO 108 06430 
101 XI = 1.0 06440 
ET = 0--. .0 . 66450 
102 FIO = X - C*COSH(XI)*COS(ET) 06460 
FXP ,= - C*SINH(XI)*COS(ET 06470 
XlI = XI - FIO/FXP 06480 
ETI. = ET 06490 -
IF ((ABSCXI1 - XI)) *LE6 0.0000001) GO TO 108 
XI = Xll 
06500 
06510 
GO TO 102 06520 
103 IF (X °NE. 040) GO TO 105 
ET = 90,0a*0.017453292519 
06530 
06540 
XI= 000- 06550 
14 GIO = Y - C*SINHI(XI)*SIN(ET) 06560 
GXP = - C*COSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06570 
XI1 = XI - GIO/GXP 06580 
ETI = ET 06590 
IF ((ABS(XI1 - XI)) .LE6 0.0000001) GO TO 108 06600 
XI = XII 06610 
GO TO 104---------------------------------. 06620 
105 FIO = X - C*COSH(XI)*COS(ET) 06630 
GIO = Y - C*SINH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06640 
106 FXP = - C*SINH(XI)*COS(ET) 06650 
FEP = + C*COSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06660 
GXP = - C*COSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06670 
GEP = - C*SINH(Xl)*COS(ET) 06680 
DET = (FXP*GEP - FEP*GXP) 06690 
IF (IDON oEQ. 1) GO TO 800 06700 
XII = XI - (liO/DET)*(GEP*FIO - FEP*GIO) 06710 
ETI = ET + (liO/DET)*(GXP*FIO - FXP*GIO) 06720 
IF ((ABS(XII - XI)) aLEa 0.0000001) GO TO 107 06730 
XI = Xll 06740 
ET = ETI 06750 
GO TO 105 06760 
107 IF ((ABS(ETi - El)) .LE. 0.0000001) GO TO 108 




ET = ETi 06790 0679 
108 XI = XII 06810 
ET = ET1 06820 
IDON =1 06830 
GO TO 105 06840 
800 RETURN 06850 
. . . . . . . . . E0D .6.-.- 0 --
$IBFTC MS23D3 06870 
CRECTAG 06880 
C 06890 
SUBROUTINE RECTNG 06900 
c 06910 
C FOR A RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH DIMENSIONS A BY B AND RIGIDITY D 06930 
C 06940 
C A = PLATE LENGTH 06950 
0 . .. .
--.. - C ..........A L.HA M- D E L . N.Q-660 

C ALPHAN DEFLECTION COEFFICIENT 06970 
C ASPECT SQUARE OF ASPECT RATIO 06980 
C B = PLATE WIDTH 06990 
C BETAM = MOMENT COEFFICIENT 07000 
C BETAN = MOMENT COEFFICIENT 07010 
C D = PLATE STIFFNESS 07020 
C DWX ION POINT I.. OF SECOND PANE 07030 
C DWXMOE = SLOPE IN X DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07040 
C DWXMOF = SLOPE IN-X DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG OTHER EDGE 07050 
C DWXSIM = SLOPE IN X DIRECTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE 07060 
C DWYMOE SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07070 
C DWYMOF = SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG OTHER EDGE 07080 
C DWYSIM = SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE0700 
C EM = COUNT ON NUMBER OF TERMS 07100 
C EN -COUNT ON NUMBER OF TERMS 07110 
C I - ROW INDEX 07120 
C IBC = BOUNDARY CONDITION SWITCH 07130 
C ILIM = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS USED TO DETERMINE REDUNDANT MOMENTS 07140 
C' d = COLUMN INDEX 07150 
C K = GRIDPOINT COUNTER 07160 
C MN = NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 07170 
C MOMENT = COEFFICIENTS OF LHS OF EQUATIONS 07180 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRIDPOINTS 07190 
C NM = COLUMNS IN RHS OF EQUATIONS 07200 
C RHS = RHS OF SET OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 07210 
C W = DEFLECTION AT POINT I'd OF FIRST PANE 07220 
C WMOE = DEFLECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07230 
WMOF = lION FO[ MOMBNIS APPLIED ALONG OIHER EDGE O(Z40 
C WSIM = DEFLECTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE 07250 
C X = X COORDINATE ARRAY 07260 
COMMON DUM 07280 
C 07290 
DOUBLE PRECISION RHSEANDFMOMENI 07300 
0 EQUIVALENCE 
1 
2 .. . .. 
(DUM( 1)' CON), (DUM( 501)9 X) 
(DUM(1501), W)l (DUM(2251)9 DWX)q 
O (03OO- 5-J T---------- DUM(5 11 5-RTVT; ------
07310 
07320 
07330 . . 
C 
3 (DUM(4001)oMOMENT) 07340 
07350 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA)5 (CON( 2), DIMB) 07360 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)' (CON( 4)9 DEL)p (CON( 5)' GNU), 07370 
2 (CON( 















4 (CON( 12)5 IBC) (CON( 13) NGP)q (CON( 14)9 LP7), 07400 
5 (CON( 15)9 FR)i (CON( 16)9 LOCP), (CON( 17)1 IPD) 07410 
6 (CON( 18)q IPR)q (CON( 19), CHAP), (CON(20)' ISCRI), 07420 
7 (CON( 21)NISCRP)9 (CON( 22)' SKAL)' (CON( 23)' ISEC)p 07430 
8 (CON( 24)q NPAG)p (CON( 25) YONG)b (CON( 26)o ILGD) 07440 
C (CON 27)' IRELb (CON( 28)q LPS)' COW 29)q CPRSS) 07450 
C 07460 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM) (CON( 31)' 1P8) 07470 
1 (CON( 53), SCAL) (CON( 61)' SPAC)' (CON( 69)' PRES) 07480 
2 (CON( 77) PLNA)' (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93)5 I) 07900 
3 (CON(101)RiS) (C07315), STAT), Co50 
4 (C0N(401),RHS) 07510 
C 07520 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500) X(21,33), W(21,33) 07530 
1 DWX(21,33),JPN(500)RTV(500) 07540 
C --------- 07550 
DIMENSION RHS(32)qEANDF(32),MOMENT(32i32) 07560 
EQUIVALENCE (RHSoEANDF) 07570 
C 07580 
C 07590 
C===== THIS SECTION SETS UP INITIAL CONSTANTS 07600 
C 07610 
D = FR 07620 
A = DIMA 07630 
B = DIMB 07640 
ILIM = 28 07650 
IULIM = ILIM/2 07660 
ILLIM = ILIM/2 + 1 07670 
NTERMS Ilq - 3 07680 
TERMS = NTERMS 07690 
10 1 = 0 07700 
J = 0 07710 
K = 0 07720 




CNST1= 4.0*(A**4)/(D*(PI**5)) 07750 
CNST2 = 40*(A**3)/(D*(PI**4)) 07760 
CNST3 = A*A/(2s0*D*PI*PI) 07770 
CNST4 = A/(2,0*D*PI) 07780 
CNST5 = B B/(2OD*D*PI*PI) 07790 
CNST6 = B/ 200... .. . 07800-.6 . 
IF (IBC .EQ. 1) GO TO 100 07810 
C 07820 
C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR CLAMPED PLA E 07830 
C 07840 
50 DO 55 JK=1PILIM 07850 
DO 55 L=1 'I LIM 0..860 
55 MOMENT(JK L) = 0.0 07870 
EN = -1.0 07880 
DO 60 II=IoIULIM 07890 
07910
ALPHAN = EN*PI*B/(2.0*A) 
CNST7 = 8°O*EN*A/(PI*B) 07920 
CNST8 = 4,O*A*A/((EN**4)*(PI**3)) 07930 
ASPECT = A*A/(B*B) 07940
 
III = II 07950
 
IF (ALPHAN oLT 88.0) GO TO 57 07960
 
MOMENT(II,III) = 1,0/EN 07970 
RHS(II) = -CNST8 07980 
GO TO 58 07990 
,57 0 MOMENT(IIIII) = (TANH(ALPHAN)+ALPHAN/ 08000 
1 COSH(ALPHAN)/COSH(ALPHAN)) /EN 08010 
RHS(II) = CNST8*(ALPHAN/ COSH(ALPHAN)/COSH(ALPHAN) -TANH(ALPHAN)) 08020 
58 EM = -1.0 08030 
DO 60 JJ=ILLIM ILIM 08040 
EM = EM + 2.0 08050 
0 MOMENT(II9 JJ) = CNST7* (1.0/((EM** 3)(EN EN/(EM*EM)+ASPECT) 08060 
1 *(EN*EN/(EM*EM)+ASPECT))) 08070 
60 	 CONTINUE 08080
 
70 	 EN =-1,0 08090 
DO 80 II=ILLIM'ILIM 08100 
EN = EN +2.0 08110 
BETAN = EN*Pl*A/(20*B) 08120 
CNST9 = 8.0*B*EN/(PI*A) 08130 
CNST1O = 460*B*B/((EN**4)*(PI**3)) 08140A SPEC- =B- B /( A* A ) .. . . . . .... ........ . . .. . . .. . . .Y..... .... .. b1...
5 	 . ... 
III = II 08160 
IF (BETAN *LT. 88,O) GO TO 73 08170 
MOMENI (I11I) = 1U/EN 08180 
RHS (II) -CNSTIO 08190 
GO TO 75 	 08200
 
1 COSH(BETAN)/COSH(BETAN)) /EN 08220
 
RHS(II) = CNST1O*(BETAN/ COSH(BETAN)/COSH(BETAN) -TANH(BETAN)) 08230
 
75 EM = -1,0 08240
 
DO 80 JJ=IIULIM 08250
 
EM = EM + 2.0 08260 
.................... ENVrEM$ENY+NSFECT)----------08- 8GTC2E7nCEm0cErTTJ5YrCNrFgn ... 
1 *(EN*EN/(EM*EMJ+ASPECT))) 08280 
,80 CONTINUE 08290 
MN = ILIM 08300
 
NM = 1 08310
 
CALL SEOS (MOMENT RHSqMNqNM) 08320
 
C 	 08330 
C==== THIS SECTION GENERATES DEFORMATIONS FOR HINGED EDGES 08340 
C 08350 
100 I = I + 1 08360 
105 J = J+l 08370 
K = K+1 08380 
Ki = I 08390 
K2 = 08400 
CALL PACWRD (K1,K2,1) 08410 
JPN(K) = KI 08420 
W(I5J) 0.0IF(NPANeEQb2) DWX(I J)=W(IJ) 08430 08440 
EM = -io0 08450 
110 EM = EM + 2.0 08460 
EJ=I-I 08470 
DWY=DEL*EJ 08480 
CNSTA = EM*PI/A 08490 
ALPHAM = CNSTA*B/2.0 08500 
MMM = EM 08510 
CNST11 -1.0 08520 
IF (((MMM-)/2-((MMM-I)/4)*2) oEO. 0) CNST11=1.0 08530 
CNST11 = CNST11/(EM**5) 08540 
CNST12 = EM*CNST11 0855 
CNST13 = COSH(ALPHAM) 08560 
CNST14 = (2o0+ALPHAM*TANH(ALPHAM))/(260*CNST13) 08570 
0 WSIM = CNST1*CNSTII(IO-CNST14*COSH(CNSTA*DWY) 08580 
1 +CNSTA*DWY *SINH(CNSIA*DWY )/(20*CNSTI3))* 08590 
2 COS(CNSTA*X(IqJ)) 08600 
IF (IBC oEQ. 2) GO TO 200 
(ITT-=-Ti )-+-wS- ..... 
08610 
08620 
IF(NPANoEQ62) DWX(IJ)=W(IJ) 08630 
IF (EM oLE. TERMS) GO TO 110 08640 
X(IJ+I) = X(IqJ) + DEL 08650 







X(I+I-J+l) 0.0 08690 
EJ=I 08700 
DWY=EJ*DEL 08710 
IF (D,WY &LE. (B/2o0)) GO TO 100 08720 
GO TO 300 08730 
C o-- . -0--. . 
C==== THIS SECTION GENERATES DEFORMATIONS FOR CLAMPED EDGES 08750 
C 08760 
C 08770 
200 CNSTB = EM*PI/B 08780 
BETAM = CNSTB*A/2O 08790 
MMM = EM 08800 
CNST15 = -1.0 08810 
IF (((MMM-I)/2-((MMM-I)/4)*2) .EQo 0) CNST15=1.0 08820 
CNST15 = CNST1S/(EM*EM) 08830 
CNST17 = COSH(BETAM) 08850
 
CNST18 = ALPHAM*TANH(ALPHAM)/CNST13 08860
 
CNST19 = BETAM*TANH(BETAM)/CNST17 08870
 
EMM = EM/2a0 + 0.5 08880
 
M = EMM 08890
 
.. EJ 8 9O .. 
DWY=EJDEL 08910
 
0 WMOE -CNST3*CNST15*EANDF(M)*(CNSTA*DWY *SINH(CNSTA*DWY ) 08920
 
1 CNST13 -CNST18*COSH(CNSTA*DWY )*COS(CNSTA*X(IJ)) 08930
 
EEE = IULIM 08940 
EMM = EM/2.0 + EEE + 0.5 08950 
M = EMM 08960 
0 WMOF = -CNST5*CNST15*EANDF(M)*(CNSTB*X(IJ)*SINH(CNSTB*X(IhJ))/ 08970 
1 CNST17 -CNST19*COSH(CNSTB* X(IJ)))*COS(CNSTB*DWY 08980 
W(IJ) = W(IqJ) + "WSIM + WMOE + WMOF 08990 
IF(NPANoEQ,2) DWX(I J)=W(I J) 09000 
IF (EM *LEo TERMS) GO TO 110 09010 
X(IJ+i) = X(IJ) + DEL 09020 
I F(-X (I ,--J+I LE. A/2 0) GO 10.105 09030 
X(IJ+1) = 0.0 09040 
J = 0 09050 
X(I+lJ+l) = 0.0 09060 
EJ=I 09070 
DWY=DEL*EJ 09080 
IF (DWY .7-20)--- T.. G.. 0 090 .0. 
300 NGP = K 09100 
800 RETURN 09110 
END 09120 





SUBROUTINE SEOS (ABNM) 09160 
C 09170 
C MAIRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANY]NG SOLUTONM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 09180 
C 09190 
C 
-------------- O O...... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 
09200 
9 10-- -------­






DOUBLE PRECISION ABAMAXPIVOTiSWAPT 09250
 
DIMENSION IPIVOT(32)'A(32,32), INDEX(32,2),PIVOT(32),B(32,2) 09260






C=====INITIALIZA lION 09300 
C 09310 
10 DETERM=1.0 09320 
15 DO 20 J=1 N 09330 
20 IPIVOT(J)=O 




C=====SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT-09370 
-­c 09380 
40 AMAX=O.0 09390 
45 DO 105 J=1N 09400 
50 IF (IPIVOT(J)-I) 60' 
60 DO 100 K=1IN 
105, 60 09410 
09420 
70 IF (IPIVOT(K)-I) 80, 100 740 09430 
80 IF(DABSAMAX)-DA8-(A(J-K))ssi00,7 oo .. ... 09440 
85 IROW=J 09450 
90 ICOLUM=K 09460 
95 AMAX=A(JK) 09470 
100 CONTINUE 09480 
105 CONTINUE - 09490 
107 




108 FORMAT (22H MATRIX IS SINGULAR- 09520 
NCE = 1 09530 
GO TO 740 09540 
128 
C 
IPIVOT(ICOLUM) =IPIVOT(ICOLUM)+ 09550 
09560 
C=====INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 09570 
C 09580 
130 IF (IROW-ICOLUM) 140 260o 140 09590 
140 DETERM=-DETERM 09600 
150 DO 200 L=1N 09610 
170 A(IROWL)=A(ICOLUM,L) 09630 
200 A(ICOLUMLL)=SWAP 
205 IF(M) 260, 2609 210 
09640 
09650 
210 DO 250 L=, M 09660 
220 SWAP=B(IROWL)
230.B..I ROW-L-- B UCFtOMIL)------------........................ ...... 
09670 
096"80 









C=====DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENo 09750 
C 09760 





09790350 A(ICOLUML)=A(ICOLUM L)/PIVOT() 
 09800
355 IF(M) 380, 3809 360 












380 DO 550 L1=1,N 09860
 






430 DO 450 L1 N 0990 0. .
 
450 A(Lt,L =A(L,L)-A( ICOLUM,L)*T 09910
 
455 IF(M) 5509 550, 460 09920
 
460 DO 500 L=1M 09930
 














620 IF (INDEX(L,1)-INDEX(LP2)) 630 710' 630 10010
 
























SUBROUTINE TRPZOD 10140 
C-- TFISUBROUT-I'Nr--RE'DS-TN'TF E--DFORMATION-VATA-FROM--- IOT-0.. ........ 7TFEZTDA 
C PUNCHED CARDS. THE CODES ARE BROKEN DOWN AND REASSEMBLED IN THE 10160 
C FORMAT NECESSARY FOR THE RAY TRACE PROGRAMS. 10170 
C 1oi8o 
C DWX = SLOPE IN X DIR 6 AT POINT LOC 10190, 
C DWY = SLOPE IN Y DIR, AT POINT LOC 10200 
C~ ~E~M .. EEM. VALTVE -A.T 10210-.........-QT- .L. 

C IBY = =1 INDICATES POINT IS OUTSIDE PLANFORM BOUNDARY 10220
 
C ICOL = COLUMN NUMBER 10230
 
C IDIR = DEGREE OF FREEDOM I=X, 2=Y, 3=Zq 4=TX, 5= TY 6=TZ 10240
 
C - ILD =LOAD NUMBER OUTPUT BY SAMIS (COLUMN CODE) 10250 
C IROW = ROW NUMBER 10260 
C ITEM = TEMPORARY 10270 
C JLD = LOAD NUMBER DESIRED. THE LOAD NUMBER IS A PART OF THE 10280 
C ELEMENT CODE GENERATED BY SAMISa 10290 
C LOC = COORDINATE LOCATION CODE 10300 
C M = GRTDPOINT COUNTER 10310 
C NCRD = NO. OF ELEMENT DATA CARDS TO BE READ IN. 10320 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRIDPOINTS 10330 
C SCLFAC = SCALE FACTOR TO MULTIPLY DEFLECTIONS BY 10340 
C W = DEFLECTION AT POINT LOC 10350 
C X = X COORDINATE ARRAY 10360 
C XS = X COORDINATE AT POINT LOC 10370 , 
C Y = Y CO--DI-N-A-TE--A'T--POINT LOC 1386 
C 10390 
COMMON DUM 10400 
C 10410 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON) (DUM( 501)' X) 10420 
1.(DUN(....), W), (DUM(2251)p DWX.. 10430 
2 (DUM(3001), JPN), (DUM(3501) RTV) 10440 
C 10450 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA)p (CON( 2)5 DIMB)5 10460 
1 (CON( 3)' DIMC) (CON( 4), DEL)' (CON( 5), GNU) 10470 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC , (CON( 7), SPAD)7 (CON( 8)p PRSS), 10480 
3 (CON( 9)' NPAN)q (CON( 10) ISI) (CON( 11), ISO), 10490 
4 (CON( 12) p IB- .N( C 13) NGP) (CON( 14)' LP7) 10500 
5 (CON( 15)' FR) (CON( 16) LOCP), (CON( 17)' IPD), 10510 
6 (CON( 18), IPR)q (CON( 19), CHAP) (CON(20)9 ISCRI), 10520 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2)( (CON( 22)3) ISEC) 10530 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG) (CON( 25), YONG)p (CON( 26)q ILGD), 10540 
9 (CON( 27)' IREL), (CON( 28), LP5)2 (CON( 29),CPRSS) 10550 
C... 1 0560 .. .. . ... 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM)q (CON( 31), IPB)o 10570 
1 (CON( 53)' SCAL)' (CON( 61) SPAC)5 (CON( 69) PRES), 10580 
2 (CON( 77), PLNA), (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93)9 RI)' 10590 
3 (CON(!O1), RES) (CON(315), STAT), (CON(371), OIF) 10600 
4 (OIF(i),IDX) (OIF(2),IDY) (OIF(3) X1) (OIF(4),YI)5(OIF(11) N2) 10610 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 06..... 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(21 33)9 W(21v33), 10630 
1 DWX(2133)qJPN(500)OIF(4) 10640 
C 10650 
DIMENSION LOC(3), ILD(3)9 ELM(3) 10660 
C 10670 
READ (ISI,500) JLD, NCRD9 SCLFACX1,Y1,IDXIDY 10680 
500 FORMAT (21593EI0.0,215) 10690 
WRITE (ISO503) SCLFAC 10700 
503 FORMAT (IHI' 42HSCALE FACTOR FOR TRAPEZOID DEFLECTIONS IS 10710 
10730
WRITE (IS0505) X1,Y1 







507 FORMAT (1H i 35HCENTER OF INTERPOLATION SQUARES IS 159 10770
 
1 17H X INTERVALS AND 15 25H Y INTERVALS FROM ORIGIN.) 10780
 
C XIYl - COORDINATES OF TRANSLATED ORIGIN 10790
 
C IDX= NO, OF INTERVALS IN X FOR INTERPOLATION CENTER 10800
 
C IDY= NO. OF INTERVALS IN Y FOR INTERPOLATION CENTER 10810
 
C IF JLD IS MINUS, CARD DATA FOR WINDOW IN ACTUAL CONFIGURATION IS GIVEN.10820
 
C IF NCRD IS MINUS9 CARD DATA IS GIVEN FOR ONLY 1 OF 2 PANES AND BOTH 10830
 

































C===== TEST TO SEE IF DATA IS ACCEPTABLE 11020
 
,0 DO 104 I=19NCRD 

501 FORMAT (3(I6OI69O12)) 110
 
DO0 10.4 -J=13100 
IF (ILD(J) .NEd JLD) GO TO 104 11040 
IF (LOC(J) oLEa 0) GO TO 104 11050 
IROW = LOC(J)/1000 11060 
ITEM = LOC(J) - IROW*1000 11070 
ICOL = ITEM/IO 11080 
--- rRrr _TTEw_ rCO E-lo -_ _1_T09 --
IF ((IDIREQal) .ORa (IDIRoEQ62) .OR. (IDIR.EQ.6)) GO TO 104 11100
 
IF((ICOL.GT.IC).OR.(IROWGTIR))GO TO 20 11110
 
XS = ICOL - 1 11120
 






30 IBY=O 11170 
XS=XS*DEL 11180 
YS=YS*DEL 11290 
CALL BONDRY (XS, YS, IBY) 11200 
IF (IBY oEQ. 1) GO TO 104 11210 
K1 = IROW 11220 
K2 = ICOL 11230 
CALL PACWRD, (K1,K2,1) 11240 
IFI(IROW.LE.IR) &AND( ICOL.LEIC ))GO TO 32 11250 
IF((IROW.GTdIR).AND*(ICOL.GTaIC))GO TO 40 11260 
GO TO 104 11270 
32 K=IROW 11280 
L = ICOL 11290 
X(KL) = ICOL - 1 11300 
X(KL)=X(K,L)*DEL 11310 
C===== STORE ACCEPTABLE DATA 11330 
IF((IDIRoEQa3).AND.(N2aEQ.1) W(KL)=ELM(J)*SCLFAC 11340 
IF((IDIRaEQs3)dAND,(N2.EQ.2)) DWX(KL)=ELM(J)*SCLFAC 11350 
IF (IDIR .EQo 3) M = M+l 11360 
I F (IDIR oEQ 3 ) JPN (M K1. 11370 
GO TO (104,34),N1 11390 
34 DWX(KL)=W(KL) 11400 
GO TO 104 11410 
40 IF(NPAN-2)104'44,104 , 11420 
44 K=IROW-IR 11430 
L=ICOL-IC 11440 













SUBROUTINE LRGDEF 11530 
C 11540 
C THIS PROGRAM USES EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM AN ENERGY METHOD 11550 
C bEVELOPED IN TIMOSHENKOS THEORY OF PLATES AND SHELLS, Pa 419 TO 11560 
C 424lo FIDTEAPO 
C RECTANGULAR PLATE, 11580 
C 11590 
C A = HALF RECTANGLE LENGTH 11600 
C Al = CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 11610 
C B HALF RECTANGLE WIDTH 11620 
C Cl = CONSTFS TN CUBIC EQUAION 11630 
C CONI = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11640 
C CON2 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11650 
C CON3 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11660 
--
-..
.......O .f.=OMIANS.JLNLAR-aL.DEfJSECIION. EQATIQN .-
C CON5 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 

C Dl = CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 

C DUX = LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY DEFLECTION FOR FIRST PANE 

C Q = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C OR = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C R = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

..................=.CONSTA S S- O -C C EN .11740
C - 52  = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C SQR = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C TM = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C TP = CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

C U = LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY DEFLECTION FOR SECOND PANE 











0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON) CDUM( 501)9 X) 
1 (DUM(1501), W)h (DUM(2001), DWX)v 
2 





4 (DUM(6001), S), (DUM(6501), T) (DUM(7251), DTX) 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1) DIMA), (CON( 2), DIMB), 
1 (CON( 3)p DIMC)q (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5)9 GNU), 
2 (CON( 6)' IHIC (CON( 7), PAD) C(N( 85 PRb)' 
3 (CON( 9), NPANb (CON( 10), ISI), (CON( 11), ISO), 
4 (CON( 12) IBC), (CON( 13), NGP), (CON( 14) LP7), 
. (CO.N.(15) M.1. (-.. T- ---- ..... (COWT- 17)-'- -TPD . -. 
6 (CON( 18), IPR), (CON( 19), CHAP), (CON(20), ISCRI) 
7 (CON( 21)hISCR2)' (CON( 22), SKAL)5 (CON( 23), ISEC), 
8 (CON( 24)1 NPAG), (CON( 25), YONG), (CON( 26), ILGD), 
9 (CON( 27), IREL)q (CON( 28), LP5)i (CON( 29), CPRSS) 
C 
0 .RMT;. iOI-. --------CCoN'C 'fPB .. 
1 (CON( 32), MIBP) (CON( 33), IWD), (CON( 34), IDSKq 
2 (CON( 53)9 SCAL)q (CON( 61)9 SPAC)q (CON( 69), PRES)9 
3 (CON( 77), PLNA), (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 
4 (CON(101), RES), (CON(315)i STAT), (CON(371), OIF)b 





























































































CON-- .(13) --- -------





o DIMENSION--- 500),-W6...... 2,3) T ,15-










IF (NTIMES.EQ2) PRSSS=-PRSS-CPRSS12260 
DO 102 I=1,21 12270 
DO 102 J=1,33 12280 
102 U(IqJ =W(IJ)*PRSSS 12290 
PI = 3*14159265358979323846 12300 
A : DIMA/2.0 12310 
B = DIMB/20 12320 
C CONSTANTS IN LARGE D'EFLECTION EQUATION. 12330 
CONI = 4800*A*B/(YONG*THIC*PI**4) 12340 
CON2 = (PI**2/16.0)*(9.0*B/(A**3) + 20/(A*B) + 9d0*A/(B**3)) 12350 
0 CON3 = (PI**2/360*(16.0*B/(A**2) + 160/A + 1.0/B + 16,0*A/ 12360 
1 (B**2f)**2 12370 
CON4 = (35.0*(PI**2)*B/A + 35.0*(PI**2)*A/8 + 640i0/9.0) 12380 
CON. -ONi/(CON2 - (2.0/3-0 -(CON3/ T) .N4 12390 
c CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 12400 
Al = 1.0/CON5 12410 
=CI PRSSS/(U(11) *3.) 12420
 
Dl = -PRSSS 12430
 
C SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION._ 12440
 
o = A-*C. 12450 
R = -0.5*(A1**2)*Dl 12460 
INEG = 0 12470 
OR = Q**3 + R**2 12480 
SQR =DSQRT(QR) 12490 
TP = R + SQR 12500 
lIF (TP .GT 0-O) GO- TO0612510-
INEG = 1 12520 
106 S1 = ABS(TP)**(lo0/3.O) 12530 
IF (INEG .NEo 1) GO TO 108 12540 
Sl = -51 12550 
INEG = 0 12560 
108 TM = R -SQR 12SOR... 
IF (TM ,GTa 0.0) GO TO 110 12580 
INEG 1 12590 
110 52 = ABS(TM)**(I.O/3°O) 12600 
...... . ....... .......I----(-I-I*E-G -.NE-a -41) -G0-10 -- .. . . .. .. . ........ . ........ . .........12-61,0 .
 
S2 = -52 12620
 
12630
112 INEG = 0 
WO = (Si + 52)/Al 12640
 
C DETERMINATION OF SMALL DEFLECTION THEORY AND LARGE DEFLECTION 12650
 




Q -P RS- 02 12680
 
C 
 THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE DEFLECTION AND SLOPESa 12690
 






. . __ CON ST 6=WO 12730. 








105 DO 104 I=1NGP 12780
 












TEl = U(K1,K2)*(AB5(QI/PRSSS)) 12850
 
T E2 = WO*CS(C)C-OS.CY) 12860
 
104 U(KIK2) = (TEl + TE2)/2,O 12870
 
IF(NTIMES.EQ.2) GO TO 700 12880
 
DO 120 1=1,21 12890
 










500 FORMAT(1H1,99HINPUT ERROR. LARGE DEFLECTION REQUIRED FOR PLANFORM 12950
 








C DTX = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR SLOPE IN X DIR. 13060
 












C CONC = BOUNDARY CONDITION 13050
 
C R = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR X COORDINATES 

C S = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR Y COORDINATES 









o EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1). CON) .DUM( 501)p X) 

1 (DUM(1501) W DUM(2251)' DWX) 

2 (DUP(3001) JPN) (DUM(3501) RTV), 

3 (DUM(4001), U) (DUM(4751) DUX), 

4 (DUM(5501)5 R)q (DUM(6001), S), 





O EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)o DIMAMt (CON( 2)' DIMO)' 

1 (CON( 3)b DIMC)i (CON( 4), DEL)' (CON( 5)9 GNU), 

2 (CON( 6)' THIC), (CON( 7)5 SPAD)q (CON( 8)5 PRSS)' 

3 (CON( 9) NPAN)i (CON( 10), ISI), (CON( !1)' ISo) 

4 (CON( 12)v IBC)' (CON( 13) NGP)p (CON( 14) LP7)p 

5 (CON( 15)' FR), (CON( 16) LOCP), CON( 17), IPD)v 

6 (CON( 18)5 IPR) -ff-20 CHAP... ICRI),
(CON( 19), (iN... ) 

7 (CON( 21) ISCR2)q (CON( 22), SKAL) (CON( 23)q ISEC), 

8 (CON( 24)' NPAG), (CON( 25)1 YONG), (CON( 26) ILRG)q 





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30)h IRM)q (CON( 31)f IPB), 

1, SCAL), SPAC), (CON( 69), PRES)
IrCON( 53), (CON( 61) 

2 (CON( 77)p PLNA)' (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93)' RI)' 

3 (CON(IO1), RES)q (CON(315), STAT), (CON(371) OIF)o 





0 DIMENSION CON( 500) X(21,33), W(21933), 

2 R( 500), S( 500) Tr750), TxN--0)
 












0 DATA RT30(1)/13HELLIPSE A=/, RT31(1)/13HRECTANGLE A=/, 
1 RT32(1)/13HTRAPEZOID A=/, RT33/4H B=/i RT34/4H C=/ 
2 RT35/6HSCALE=/, RT36(1)/10HTHICKNESS=/, 
3 RT37(1)/9H PANES=/D RT38(1)/11H SPACING=/ 
4 RT39(1)/12H PRESSURE=/ ­
.CLMP./- AMPE7;5

































































































157 = ISO' 
IF (NOPRT *EQ. 0) IS7 = ISCRI 13570 
DO 101 I=1 NGP 13580 
K1 = JPN(I) 	 13590
 
CALL PACWRD (K1 K2 2) 	 13600
 
. JKI-1 .. .--	 13610
 




IF(ILRG.EQol) GO TO 100 13640
 
IF(CHAP.EQ3.) GO TO 99 13650
 
T(I) = W(KI1K2)*(CPRSS-PRSS) 13660
 
DTX( I) =DWX (Kil K2 )*PRSS 13670
 
GO TO 101 13680
 










IFT-( wp 	T.aN,1- DTX(IT)0,=O*----- 1740'--- ---- ­
101 CONTINUE 13750 
C 13760 
C===== THIS SECTION PRINTS THE TITLE AND HEADING INFORMATION. 13770 
C 13780 
CALL PAGE (IPD LINE9 IS7, IDT) 13790 
IF (ILRG .EQ6 0) GO TO 607 13800 
WRITE (IS7,529) 13810 
529 0 FORMAT (IHO, 38X,38HW I N D 0 W D E F 0 R M A T I 0 N , 13820 
1 7HD A F A/IH ,49X,23H(LARGL t-LECION DATA -) 13830 
GO TO 608 13840 
607 WRITE (IS7,500) 13850 
500.....F 	 IN -. E-F R--WA- - ------- --.. 86o------- .V-O-RMAT--1TOFH-'"	0 385-S8 HW 0 

1 7HD A T A/IH ) 13870
 
608 	 ICHAP = CHAP 13880
 
IF ( IBC aNEa 1) GO TO 302 13890
 
CONC = HING 13900
 
CF = CH 	 13910
 
30 I .NE.- 2) GO 0 303 	 2 
CONC = CLMP 	 13930
 
CF = CC 13940
 
303 GO To (102,103,104), ICHAP 13950
 
102 0 WRITE (157,501) (RT30(1)I=1,3), DIMA9 RT33, DIMB, 13960
 
1 RT35, SKAL9 (RT36(I)I=192)p THICo (RT37(I),I=1 2)5 NPANP 13970
 
2 .T 	 -F);U-) ,Ti --(FT3 9C1 )'I =1'2 PRSCo,-ONCc-13980T -SP-AD 	 - C--
501 0 FORMAT (IHO 2A6,AI F5.2,A4VFSh2,14XA6,F4.2,3XA6,A4,F5.2,A6A3, 13990
 
1 I1,A69A5,F3.12A6 F5.1p3X A6,A1) 14000
 
GO TO 105 14010
 
103 0 WRITE (I37501) (RT31(IhI=) 3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB, 14020
 
1 RT35 SKAL (RT36(I)9x112), THIC, (RT37(I),i=1,2)5 NPAN' 14030
 
2 (RT38(1)I1=l,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2), PR55 CONC' CF 14040
 
GO TO 105 14050
 
104 0 WRITE (1571518) (RT32(I)hI=1,3), DIMAo RT33, DIMB RT34, DIMC' 14060
 
1 RT35 SKAL9 (RT36(I)'I=1'2)q THICo (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN' 14070
 
2 (RT38(I)vI=12), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONCP CF 14080
 




105 WRITE (1579505) 14110
 




2 44H X Y DEFL. PANE 1 DEFL. PANE 2 ,1lx, 14140
 
3 44H X Y DEF. PANE 1 DE-L NE1415
PA E 2 





DO 114 K=1,NGPo2 14180
 
IF (LINE - 45) 1129107,107 14190
 




GO To (108,109,110), ICHAP 14220
 
108 0 WRITE (IS7 501) (RT30(I),I=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB 14230
 
1 RT35 SKAL (RT5-61),I=I2)' IHIC, (RT37(1)I=12), NPANP 14240
 
2 (RT38(1),I=12), SPADt, (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 14250
 
GO TO 11 14260
 
WRITE (57,501) .1090 14270
(RT31(I),I=1,3), DIMA9 RT33. DIMB. 

0 1 RT35 SKAL, (RT36(1),I=I,2), THIC, (RT37(I)hI=1,2), NPAN, 14280
 
2 (RT38(I)qT=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I)I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 14290
 
GO TO 111 14300
 
110 0 WRITE (IS7,518) (RT32(I)'I=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB, RT34, DIMC' 14310
 
1 RT35, SKAL (RT36(I),I=1 2), THIC (RT37(I)hI=1,2) NPAN, 14320
 
2........ Y=e- ,2-I=-TY9 -1 - $ -RTT -9-'C3-)TT TS9O-2-- -PR S -OT - - -- - a­ -33 
Il1 WRITE (IS7,505) 14340
 
LINE = LINE + 11 14350
 
112 IF ((JRM ,EQ. 1) 0AND. (K EQ. NGP)) GO TO 113 .1436
 
J = K+I 14370
 
0 WRITE (137,506) R(K)' 5(K) T(K), DTX(K) 14380
 
506 0 FORMAT (1H ,r5@2,F782,2(2XE13.6),I3X 14400
 
1 , F5,2,F7i2,2(2X,E13o6)) 14410
 
GO TO 114 14420
 
113 WRITE (IS7,506) R(K) S(K)' T(K), DTX(K) 14430
 










.......................U oUT N A TRA..XQ .Z .L AN A.R YAN)­.. .....- -1 4 90 .
 
C ALPHAI = PLANE ANGLE 0-360 DEG MEASURED CCW FROM X TO Y AXIS, 14500
 




C PRSS = FIRST WINDOW PRESSURE FACTOR TO SCALE DEFORMATIONS 14530
 
C PRSF = 2ND WINDOW PRESSURE FACTOR TO SCALE DEFORMATIONS 14540,
 
C RESC(I.J+ 1l)=X COORDINATE OF ENTERING RAY145
 
C RES(IJ+ 11) 











C RES(IJ+ 21) 
= RAY ANGLE OF ENTERING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 31) 
= PLANE ANGLE OF ENTERING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 41) 
= Z COORDINATE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 51) 
= PLATE SLOPE ABOUf X-AXIS AT POINT OF ENTERING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 61) 
= PLATE SLOPE ABOUT Y-AXIS AT POINT OF ENTERING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 71) 
= X COORDINATE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 81) 
= Y COORDINATE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+ 91) 
= Z COORDINATE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+101) 
= PLANE ANGLE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+111) 
 RAY ANGLE OF EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+121) 
 PLANE ANGLE DIFFERENCE OF ENTERING-EXITING RAY 14670 
14680C RES(IJ+131) 
 RAY ANGLE DIFFERENCE OF ENTERING-EXITING RAY 
C RES(IJ+141) 








 X COMPONENT OF ENT-EXT VECTOR DIFFERENCE 
C RES(IJ+171) 












 (DUM( 1), CON19 (DUN( 501)' X)9 
1 (DUM(iOi), Y), 
 (DUM(15u1), W), 
 (DUM(2-0i1, DWX), 	
2 (DUM(2501), DWY), 
 (DUM(3001), JPN), 






1 (CON( 3), 
DIMC) 






2 (CON( 6)5 
 THIC), 
 (CON( 7),, SPAD), (CON( 8), PRSS) 
3 (CON( 9), 
NPAN)q 
 (CON( 1 ), I51), (CO ( 11) IO), 
4 (CON( 12)' 
 IBC) 
 (CON( 13), NGP), (CON( 14), LP7), 
5 (CON( 15), 
 FR), 
 (CON( 16), LOCP), (CON( 17)1 IPD), 
&.CO ' 7 
 W"--(dT C TT-CRTPTY------rCO}('2Tr"SCRly, 
............ 

7 (CON( 21),ISCR2) 
 (CON( 22)p SKAL), 









8 (CON( 24), NPAG), 
 (CON( 25), YONG), 
 (CON( 26), ILGD), 
9 (CON( 27), IREL) 
 (CON( 28), LP5) 
 (CON( 29)hCPRSS) 
CN( 5) 

2 (CON( 77)t PLNA), 
 (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 14930 













- . cOmn-.... VTIMBTT-----..£48WO-........ ..

(cON( 30), IRM), 




(CON( 31), IPB), i4910 
(CO-69)- PRES')-- 14920.. 






0 DI2SO CN 





DIMENSION CI(3), DELTAP( 6)* 














DELTAI = (90aO-DELTAN) 
 15070
 
IJ = LP7-1 
-- 15080
IF WNAN EOA4 2)RSS 
-(PRSS-CPRSS) 
 1:090 









.... . DO 31) = ALPHAI 15120t Z) := THrC 

. . . . ... 15130  .. .. ......
 
... F- . . T) --D-- ------------------ ------------. i---- -­
D(3) = D(2) + THIC 
 15160
 
N = NPAN*2 
 15170
D0 100 i=1,N 
 15180
100 DELTAP(I) = 1.0 
 15190













ZP = 00 15250
IF (DELTAI oNE. 90.0) GO TO 105 
 15260
 
ALPHAI = ALPHAI*RAD 
 15280








Cl(S) = 2,0 15320
 
105 ALPHAI = ALPHAI*RAD 15340
DELTA] = DELTAI*RAD 1535oCI(1) = COS(DELTAI)*COSALPHAI) 15360
CI(2) COS(DELTAI)*SIN(ALPHAI) 
 15370
CI(3) = SIN(DELTAI) 15380
 
C.. COMUTE--OIT 6- fNTESECT OF iN CJENt-RAY-WIH X PLAoE ..... -15390110 SIGMAI = (ACOS(CI(1))) 15400





.. .. ... _ _j.5 430 _
 
15440
115 XP = XS - ZS*CI(1)ICI(3)

YP = YS - ZS*CI(2)/CI(3) 15450
 
IBY = 0 15460
 
CALL BONDRY (XP, YP, IBY) 15470
 
IF (IBY .EQO. 1) GO TO 800 15471
 








ZP = ZP + DELZ 15520
 








QRI = RI(K+I)/RI(K) 15570
 








119 IF (N-K) 130i130,120 15620
 
120 XS = Xp 15630
 
Y = YP 15640
 
ZS = ZP - D(K) 15650
 




ZP = D(K) 15680
 
K = K+1 15690
 
IF (K -EQ. 3) PHS$ = -(PRS5-CPXSS) 15700
 
GO TO 115 15710
 
130 CALL BONDRY (XP, YP, IBY) 15720
 
IF 9T EQ* I GO 0 8... 15730-..
 
RES(IJ+ 41) = ZP 15740
 
RES(IJ+ 51) = OWX 15750
 
RES(IJ+ 61) = OWY 15760
 
CRPI = COS(BETAI )*CR(3) - COS(GAMMAI)*CR(2) 15770
 
CRPJ = CO$(GAMMAI)*CR(1) - COS(SIGMAI)*CR(3) 15780
 
CS STIG'MNE94CRC_) __CSETA 1-7-VC RTTV------------170
 
CROSSR = SORT (CRPI**2 + CRPJ**2 + CRPK**2) 15800
 
DELINC = ASIN(CROSSR)*SEC 15810
 




IF (TEM .LT. t.O) DELTAR = ACOS(TEM) 15840
 
DELTAM = (90sO*RAD - DELTAR) 15850
 
IF (CR(1) oNEs 0.01 GO TO 361 15860
 
ALPHAR = 060 15870
 
GO TO 362 15880
 
SCFPT_ 
361 ALPHAR ATAN2(CR(2)CR())- 15890
 
362 IF (ALPHAR) 140140505 15900
 
505 IF (ALPHAR) 520140140 15910
 
520 ALPHAR = ALPHAR + 6.283185072 15920
 
140 DELDEC = (DELTAN*RAD - DELTAM)*SEC 15930
 
DELDEL =.(DELTA! - DELTAR)*SEC 15940
 
DELALP = (ALPHAI-ALPHAR)SEC 15950
 
DELTAM = DELTAM*DEG 15960
 
ALPHAR = ALPHAR*DEG 15970
 
DESTAR = DELTAR*DEG 15980
 
RES(IJ+ 71) = XP 15990
 
RES(IJ+ Bl = Y. 16000
 
RES(IJ+ 91) = ZP 16010
 
RES(IJ+101) = ALTAR 16020
 
RES(IJ+111) = DELTAM 16030
 
RESCIJ+121) = DELALP 16040
 
RES(IJ+131) = DELDEC 16050
 
RES(IJ+141) = DELINC 16060
 




RES(IJ+171) CRPK*SEC 16090 
800 IF((KoLT-3)sANDo(NPAN.E00 2)) PRSS=-(PRSS-CPRSS) 16100 
RETURN 16101 
END 16110 








C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE IIERATION TO FIND HRE POINT XP9YP ON 16160 
C THE DEFORMED SURFACE. 16170 
C 16180 
COMMON .. U 167o5.19------------­
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)' CON) 16200 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA)5 (CON( 2)' DIMB) 16210 
C 16220 
DIMENSION CI(3), DELTAP( 6) 16230 
C 16240 
J-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...... 
DELTAA = 0.0 16260
 
101 CALL INCOTB (XP, YP, OWF OWX, OWY, K) 16270
 
DELZ = OWF*DELTAP(K) 16280
 
A = (DELZ,- DELTAA*CI(3))*CI(3) 16290
 
IF (ABS(A) - 1,OE-06) 800,800,102 16300
 
E DELTAA + A 16510 
XP = XP + A*CI(1) 16320 
YP = YP + A*CI(2) 16330 
DIMA=2,*DIMA 16340 
1.02 D LTAA 
iBy= 0 16360 







































0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)' CON), (DUM( 501)' X), 16550
 
1 (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2251), DWX)i 16560
 






1 (CON( 3), DIMC), (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5), GNU), 16610
 
2 (CON( 6), THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8), PRSS), 16620 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN), (CON( 1U), 11), (CON( 11), S, 16630 
4 (CON( 12) IBC), (CON( 13), NGP), (CON( 14)o LP7), 16640 
- (CON( 15)l FR) (CON( 16), LOCP), (CON( 17), IPD), 16650 
-.... 16T, eO. CO 0) SC l , 16660
.... (cum 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2), (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON 23)1 ISEC), 16670
 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG)' (CON( 25)q YONG), (CON( 26), ILGD), 16680
 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM), (CON( 31)p IPB) 16710
 
N rs(3"-r --WDT' .......-- CON(f-SW)'T -IDa),. .. 6i .. . .
........... PCUNN '2TV'VF-PTF-----.... 
_-- 52 -- --
...  -- ____(Z 1 O-- _V___FONC- -ID5- - 1 7--------­1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2 (CON( 53)' SCAL), (CON( 61), SPAC), (CON( 69)q PRES) 16730
 
3 (CON( 77), PLNA)' (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI)' 16740
 
T (CON(IO1), RES), CON(315), (CON(371), 1-650
5-SI, OF), 















0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(21,33), W(21,33), 16820
 


















IF(MIP) 304,304,400 	 16910
 
16920







Y P =yX -......................... .... 1 6 94 0
 




























IF(IDX.LT.5) GO TO 306 17090
 
IF(IDYoLT°5) GO TO 306 17100
 
GO TO 311 17110
 
306 WRITE (150,307) 	 17120
 
IN E P --- 5 - ~ - - -'( K - - 5- - -f - - - T - -- - - - 1 E f7 fT ---- I-






















DO 300 I1=1,4 

GO TO (310,318,3142322),I1 17220
 
. ... ..



















GO TO 308 17320
 




























200 	 8(IJ) = 0.0 17470
 
K = 0 17480
 














8040 	 B(K, 1) = (U**4)*(V*4) 17560 
B(K, 2) = (U**4)*(V**3) 17570 
. . .-- . . . *-*-4T?-- - - - - ---	 5 - -1 ... . .-- . . -. .
 
B(K, 4) = (U**4)*(V**2) 17590
 
B(K 5) = (U**3)*(V**3) 17600
 
B (K, 6) = (U**2)*(V**4) 17610
 
B(K' 7) = (U-*4)*(V ) 	 17620 
B(K, 8) = (U**3)*(V**2) 	 17630 
..- q --" I - mT-----------------. 17 640 .--
B(K10) = (U )*(V**4) 17650 
B(K11) = (U**4) 17660 
BK,12) (U**3)*V )-	 0
 
B(K,13) (U**2)*(V**2) 	 17680
 
B(K,) = U )(V**3) 	 17690 
B(K916) (U**3) 17710 
B(K,17) = (U**2)*(V ) 17720 
B(K,18) = (U )*(V**2) 17730 
B(K,19) = (V**3) - 17740 
B(K,20) =(UWc*2 ) 17750 
B(K,21) = (U )*(V ) 17760 
B(K,22) = (V**2) 17770 
B(K'23) = (U ) 17780 
B(Ko24) = (V ) 17790 
B(K,25) = 1.0 17800 
WC(K,:k W( I J) 17810 
WC(K12)=DWX(IJ) 17820 
IF(ILRG.NE,1) GO TO 201 17830 
WC(K,1)=0.5*(W(IJ)*CONST2*(ABS(CONSTI/CONST2))+CONST3*COS(PI*U/ 17840 
I (AA*2.))*COS(PI*V/(BB*2.) ) 17850 
IF(NPAN.NE.2) GO TO 201 17860 
WCC(Ko1)=0 .5 *(54T(iJ)CONT5*AB( 4CT55H+-------17870­
1 CONST6*COS(PI*U/(AA*2))*COS(PI*V/(BB*2s))) 17880 
WC(K,2)=O.5*(W(IJ)*CONST2*(ABS(CONSTi/CONST2H)+CONST3*COS(pI*U/ 17890 
1 (AA*2o))*COS(PI*V/(BB*2d))) 17900 
201 IF(ABS(X(I J)-X1P-U)-1.OE-7)202'202o206 17910 
206 DO 210 LM=1,25 17920 
210 B(KLM)=O. 17930 
202 CONTINUE 17940 
DO 240 K=1,2 17950 
DO 240 I=125 17960 
A4(I K)=O 17970 
DO 240 J=136 17980 
240 A4(IK)=A4(I5K)+B(JI)*WC(JK) 17990 
C 18000 
C===== THIS SECTION MULTIPLIES THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX BY ITS TRANSPOSE 18010 
C 18020 
DO 124 I=1 25 18030 
DO 124 J=1925 18040 
.... ... B7-UT... .. 18-050 . 
DO 124 K=1,36 18060 
124 BR(IJ) = BR(IJ) + B(KI)*B(KJ) 18070 
C 18080 
C===== THIS SECTION INVERTS THE INTERMEDIATE MATRIX. 18090 
C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS. 18100 
181 V1.. .. 
NR = 25 18120 
NC=2 18130 
CALL SEQS (BRA4oNRNC) 18140 
DO 280 I=1 25 18150 
GO TO (26092649268,300) I1 18160 
...........-ii1 --- --- . -.-- 18f70-------..- )=A41 f; 1) -- ..... 
Al(I,2):A4(I 2) 18180
 
GO TO 280 18190
 
264 A2(I I)=A4(Iql) 18200
 











C!==== THIS SECTION INTERPOLATES TO OBTAIN THE DEFLECTION AND SLOPES AT 









IFJUMP.EQ.5) Go TO 504 .183 





























GO TO 540 





GO TO 540 

534 DO 538 K=125 . ... .... 









0 OWA= A( 1 (XP**4)*(YP**4) + A( 2)*(XP**04*(YP**3) 

2 + A( 5)*(XP**3)* (YP**3) + A( 6)*(XP**2)*(YP**4) 

3 + A( 7)*(XP**4)*(YP ) + A( 8)*(XP**3)*(YP**2 

4 + A( 9)*CXP**2)*(YP**3) + A(1O)*(XP )*(YP**4) 

5 + A(I1)*(XP**4) + A(12)*(XP**3)*(YP 

6 + A(13)*(XP**2)*(YP**2) + A(14)*(XP )*(YP**3) 

7 A1)*----- P*+Ai*xP 3---------------18640 
8 + A(17)*(XP**2)*(YP + A(18)*(XP )*(YP**2) 

9 + A(19)x (YPl*3) + A(20)*(XP**2) 


























































































1 + A(23)*(XP ) + A(24)* (YP ) 18680 
2 + A(25) 18690 
OWF = OWA + OWB 18700 
0 OWX = 40*A( 1)*(XP**3)*(YP**4) + 4.0*A( 2)*(XP**3)*(YP**3) 18710 
1 + 3.O*A( 3)*(XP**2)*(YP**4) + 4.0*A( 4)*(XP**3)*(YP**2) 18720 
2 + 3.O*A( 5)*(XP**2)(YP**3) + 20*A( 6)*(XP )*(YP**4) 18730 
3 + 4.0*A( 7)*(XP**3)*(YP ) + 3.0*A( 8)(XP**2)*(YP**2) 18740 
4 + 2*0*A( 9)*(XP )*(YP**3) + A(10)* (YP**4) 18750 
5 + 4.0*A(11)*(XP**3) + 3.0*A(12)*(XP**2)*(YP ) 18760 
6 + 2o0*A(13)*(XP )*(Yp**2) + A(14)* (YP**3) 18770 
7 + 3,0*A(16)*(XP**2) 4-2.0*A(17)*(XP )*(YP 18780 
8 + A(18 * (YP**2 + 2.O*A(20)*(XP ) 18790 
9 + A(21 * (YP ) + A(23) 18800 
0 OWY =4,0*A( I *(XP**4) *(YPi*3) + 30 0*A( 2*X*4*Y*2 81 
1 + 40*A( 3"*(XP**3)*(YP**3) + 2.0*A( 4)*(XP**4)*(YP 18820 
2 + 3.0*A( 5 )*(XP**3)**(YP**2) + 4o0*A( 6)*(XP**2)*(YP**3) 18830 
3 - A( 7)*(XP**4) + 2,0*A( 8)*(XP**3)*(YP 18840 
4 + 3.O*A( 9)*(XP**2)*(YP**2) + 4.0*A(1O)*(XP )*(Yp**3) 18850 
- --- --5 4 'A(12)*(XP**3) + 2**(3*X*2*Y ) --18860 
6 + 3a0*A(14)*(XP ) *e(YP**2) + 4.O*A(15)* (YP**3 18870 
7 + A(17)*(XP**2) + 2.O*A(18)*(XP )*(YP 18880 
8 + 3.0*A(19)* (YP**2) + A(21)*(XP 18890 
- 9 + 2,0*A(22)-* (YP ) + A(24) 18900 




GO TO(580,574,580,580,576,600) JUMP 18940
 
574 WRITE (150,575) 18950
 
575 FORMAT (iH1) 18960
 





580 WRITE (IS09581) OWFOWXOWY 19000 
581 FORMAT (IH , 39H TEST INTERPOLATION VALUES AT CENTER = 'E16o6, 19010 
] 1H,, E16.6,1Ho, E16.6) 19020 
GO TO 410 19030 
600 MIBP=1 19040 




800 RETURN 19090 END 19100
 
19110.$I BFTC -M-2 3-E 
CNORMAL 19120
 
SUBROUTINE NORMAL,(OWXq OWY, K, DELTAPq CN) 19130
 
C 19140 
...........js4 & n-hORMAL-1_TH.E _URFACE.. . 1950 ......





DIMENSION CN(3)o DELTAP( 6) 19170
 
19180 
AMAG = SORT ((OWX**2 + OWY**2)*(DELTAP(K)**2) + 1o0) 19190 
CN(l) = (-DELTAP(K)*OWX)/AMAG 19200 
CN(2) = (-.DELTAP(K) *OWY)/AMAG 19210 
CN(3) = 1.0/AMAG 19220 
800 RETURN 19230 
END 19240 
$IBFTC M523E2 19250 
CREFRCI 19260 
___SUBROUTINE REF-RCI --(-C-I, C N ORI CRo -SO 19270--
C 19280 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES NEW DIRECTION OF RAY UPON ENTERING 19290 
C NEW MEDIA. 19300 
C 19310 
DIMENSION CI(3)9 CN(3), CR(3) 19320 
DOTP = 0.0 19330 
DO 101 I=1o3 1--T93540 
101 DOTP = DOTP + CI(I)*CN(I) 19350 
ROOT = QRI**2 -INO + DOTP**2 19360 
IF (ROOT) 103,105,105 19370 
103 ROUT = 0.0 19380 
WRITE (ISO,500) ROOT 19390 
500 FORMAT (1HO-6HROOT=-E16.8/) 19400 
GO TO 107 19410 
105 ROUT = SORT (ROOT) 19420 
107 DO 109-1=,3 19430 
109 cR(I) = (CI(1) + (ROUT-DOTP)*CN(I))/QRI 19440 





















0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)' CON)l (DUM( 501)' X), 19550 
1 (DUM(IO01), Y), (DUM(1501)9 W)9 (DUM(2001)9 DWX), 19560 
2 (DUM(2501), DWY), (DUM(3001), JPN) (DUM(3501), RTV) 19570 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( I)q DIMA), (CON( 2)q DIMB), 19590
 
1 (CON( 3)b DIMC)h (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5)9 GNU), 19600
 
2 (CON( 6)q THIC), (CON( 7)p SPAD), (CON( 8)q PRSS) 19610
 
3(-CON( _9), NPAN) (CON ( 10),o ) -(CON( 1) S) 92 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC) (CON( 13)q NGPb (CON( 14), LP7), 19630 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' (CON( 16) LOCP)} (CON( 17)' IPD)q 19640 
6 (CON( 18)1 IPR)q (CON( 19)o CHAP) (CON( 20),ISCR1) 19650 
7 [CON( 21)'ISCR2)' (CON( 22)p SKAL)o (CON( 23)' ISEC), 19660 
8 (CON( 24)o NPAG)} (CON( 25), YONG), (CON( 26), ILGD), 19670 
S(CON( 27-)-P' IBEL (CON( 28), LP5) -CON( 29)2C.PRSS A. 196-8.0. 
C 19690 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM)} (CON( 31), IPB)q 19700 
1 (CON( 53), SCAL)5 (CON( 61)o SPAC), (CON( 69)' PRES)o 19710 
2 (CON( 77)b PLNA)p (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93)p RI) 19720 
3 (CON(101)5 RES)} (CON(315), STAT), (CON(371)i OIF)q 19730 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), (cON(451), RHS) 19740 
C 19750 
0 EQUIVALENCE (STAT( 1)5 NMP)' (STAT( 9), AVG) 19760 
1 (STAT(25), AVS)' (STAT(41), ANN)' (STAT(49), STD) 19770 
C 19780 
EQUIVALENCE (CON(33)5ITEST) 19790 
C 19800 
0 DIMENSION RT1O(3), RT2O(5), RT,3O(3), RT36(2 RT37(2)' 19810 
1 RT38(2), RT39(2), RT31(3)9 RT32(3)qsRES(200), PLNA( 8), ANN( 8) 19820 
2 STD( 8), NMP( 8) 19830 
C 19840 
DATA RT20(1)/27HR A Y T R A C E D A T A/ 19850 
C 19860 
0 DATA RT30(1)/13HELLIPSE A=/o T11/3RCAGEA/ 97 
1 RT32(1)/13HTRAPEZOID A=/g RT33/4H B=/o RT34/4H C=/, 19880 
2 RT35/6HSCALE=/, RT36(1)/IOHTHICKNESS=/, 19890 
3 RT37(1)/9H PANES=/ RT38(1)/IIH SPACING=/q 19900 
4 RT39(1)/12H PRESSURE=/ 19910 
C 19920 
C 19940 
DATA RT40/4HX = /, RT41/4HY = /, RT42/4HDI =/ 19950 
C 19960 
0 DATA RT50/6HA1 /, RT51/4HDEG./ RT52/6HXOUT /5 RT53/4H IN./, 19970 
1 RT54/6HYOUT / RT55/4H IN4 / RT56/6HZOUT /, RT57/4H IN0 /, 19980 
2 RTS8/6HA2OUT IRT59/4HDEG.-./ --T6o/6R52-OUT-- , RT61/4HDEG../.. +1-90-.. 
3 RT62/6HA1-A2 /, RT63/4HSEC6 /, RT64/6HD1-D2 /, RT65/4HSEC./, 20000 
4 RT66/6HTHETA /' RT67/4HSEC0 / RT68/6HITHE , R69/4HSEC,/, 20010 
5 RT7O/6HJTHE /, RT7T/4HSEC./, RT72/6HKTHE /, RT73/4HSEC./ 20020 
C 20030 
C IITZE-INDEXES------------------- ------------.---- .. - 2004-0-
C 20050 
IS10=10 20060 
is8 = IsO 20070 
. . . --- . 
IF (NOPRT *EOa 0) 158 = ISCR2 20090 
IF (NOPRT oEOa 0) 159 = 158 + 1 20100 
[CHAP = CHAP 20110
 
IF (IBC .NE. 1) GO TO 102 20120
 
CONC = HING 20130
 
- .-------------.	 . ... 290 0 . .. 
CF = CH 	 20140
 
102 	 IF (IBC .NE. 2) GO TO 104 20150
 
CONC = CLMP 20160
 
CF = CC 20170
 
104 	 GO TO (106,140)9 ISEC 20180
 
106 	 MPRT = NOPRT + 1 20190
 
0 TO (108,.28.800, MPRT 2.0200 
108 GO TO (110o 1169 116' 116)' LOCP 20210 
110 LOCP = 2 20220 
C 	 20230
 




CALL PAGE (PRq LINE' IS8 IRT) 20260
 
.. . ... 	- .. R1. . .. - . 202 . . .- 5 0O-0 ) 	 70 . . 
500 	 FORMAT (1H 46X,4A6 A3) 20280
 
GO TO (112, 113' 114)5 ICHAP 20290
 
J12 	 0 WRIIE (58501) (R13(I),i=1,3)o DIMAo R133, DIMB 2036F 
1 RTS5, SKAL, (RT36(I), =1,2), THIC. (RT37(I)oI=1.2)v NPAN, 20310 
2 (RT38(I)9I=!2) SPAD* (RT39(I)hI=1,2), PRSS, CONC5 CF 20320 
1 Il A6,A5,F3,1,2A6,F5al'3XA6,A1) 20340 
GO TO 115 20350 
113 0 WRITE (158v501) (RT31(I)sI=1,3)o DIMA RT33 DIMB, 20360 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I) I=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I)qI=12)' NPAN' 20370 
2 (RT38(I)iI=1,2), SPAD9 (RT39(IhiI=l,2), PRSS, CONC9 CF 20380 
GO- TOi-11 ­
114 0 WRITE (IS8,502) (RT32(I),I=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB RT34, DIMC' 20400 
1 RT35, SKAL (RT36(I)PI=1,2), THICv (RT37(I)I=192)9 NPAN, 20410 
2 (RT38(I),I=12), SPAD (RT39(I),I=1,2)v PRSS, CONC CF 20420 
502 0 FORMAT (1HO,2A6A1,F5o2,A4,FS,2,A4 F5o2 5XsA6,F4o2,3XA6,A4oF5.2 20430 
1 A6,A3'I1lA6,A5,F3 6 1,2A6,F5oI13XoA6,A1) 20440 
---- T 	 (-I
f . ...WR.. 7fS, O-RTW -RSTIR--4-Y;5'-(I PW1-42S7;Rr42RE5Y -------- 20-45 .. 
503 FORMAT (1HO 40XA4,F5.,5XA4,FSa2,5X9A5,F6.2) 20460 
GO TO 117 20470 
116 LOCP = LOCP + 1 20480 
WRITE (IS8,503) RT40 RES(1), RT41, RES(11), RT42 RES(21) 20490
 
117 0 WRITE (IS8,504) 20500
 
bRT5-1I 3RT 1-	 ..- .-. 	 1R -- -RE k 3j52 - -T5 R E-r I1 ,78) .....-- 0-510 
2 RT54,RT55, (RES(I),I= 811 88)9 RT56,RT57 (RES(I),= 91, 98)f 20520 
3 RT58,RT59, (RES(I),I=101108), RT60vRT61, (RES(I),I=111118), 20530 
4 RT62,RT63, (RES(I)iI=121,128)i RT64,RT65, (RES(I)oI=131,138), 20540 
5 RT66,RT67 (RES(I)9I=141 148)' RT68 RT69, (RES(I)hI=151,158), 

6 RT70,RT71, (RES(1),1=161,168)q RT72DRT73 (RES(I),I=1719178) 

504 0 FORMAT (1H 9A61A4,8F13.6/1H PA6 A4 8FI3a6/1H qA6 A4i8F13.6/ 

1 1H PA6 A498F13.6/1H ,A6,A4'8F13a6/IH ,A6PA4,8F13.6/ 

2 1H 5A6 A498E13.4/1H A6sA4,8EI34/1H sA6A4,8E.3.4/ 









MOCP = LOCP - 1 

IF (MOCP oEQi 1) NOCP = 1 

IF (MOCP .EQ6 2) NOCP = 2 

IF (MOCP oEQs 3) NOCP = 1 

IF IMOCP oEQo 4) NOCP = 2 

119 	 GO TO (120125) NOCP 

120 	 CALL PAGE (IPB LIME' IS9 IRT) 

WRITE (IS9) (RT20(I)i I=1'5) 

GO TO (122,1239124) ICHAP 

122 	0 WRITE (139) (RTZO(I),I=1,3), DIMA' RT-33,-DIME'72T349 DIMC, 
1 RT35 SKAL9 (RT36(IbI=12), THIC9 (RT37(I)hI=12), NPAN, 
2 (RT38(I)qI=Iq2)9 SPAD9 (RT39(IfI=I12), PRSS, CoNC' CF 
GO TO 	125 

123 	0 WRITE (159) (RT31(I),I=135 DIMA, RT33 DIMB RT34, DIMC9 

1 RT35 SKALi (RT36(I),I=1,2)o THICo (RT37(i)DI=1,2) NPANP 

2 (RT38(I)iI=1,2) SPADo (RT39(I1012), PRSS, C0NC CF 

GO TO 	125 

124 0 WRITE (IS9) (RT32(I)DI=1 3)o DIMAq RT33, DIMB RT349 DIMC' 

1 RT35 SKAL (RT36(I) I=1'2)q THIC9 (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN, 

2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I)bI=12), PRSS, CONCo CF 

125 WRITE (159) RT40, RES(1), RT419 RES(ll), RT42 RES(21) 

127 0 WRITE (IS9) 

.......O 1 31'Y-T -5C-TTI 78)'
-- (RE 3--"fY7,--55 -7 

2 RT54,RT55, (RES(I) I= 81, 88), RT56,RT57, (RES(1),I= 91, 98)' 

3 RT58,RT59, (RES(I),I=101,108), RT609RT61 (RES(I),I=111,118), 

4 RT62,RT63, (RES(I),I=121,128)' RT64 RT65 (RE5(I),I=131 138)v 

5 RT66,RT67, (RES(I),I=1419148), RT68,RT69v (RES(I)vI=151,158)p 

6 	RT70,Rf71, (RES(I),I=161 168)' RT72,RT73 (RES(IbI=171,178) 
IF (LOCP .EO 5) LOCP = 1.20920 
GO TO 800 
C 









LOCP = 2 

CALL PAGE (IPR5 LINE, IS8, IRT) 





























































































0 . . . . . X 4 ­. . . . .F . . R - A J . -HO . . 4 . -A 6--A3 -) ... ..-

GO TO (132, 133, 134)v ICHAP 

132 0 WRITE (158,501) (RT30(I),I=13), DIMA, RT33, DIMB, 

1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN, 

2 (RT38(I)I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1 2), PRSS, CONC, CF 

GO TO 135 

-130WRIT E--(-158,501 (RT31(I)- 1t3) o DIMA'9 RT33~qDIM8t 
1 RT35, SKALo (RT36(I),I=12), THIC, (RT37(I)I=1,2), NPANo 

2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPADD (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 

GO TO 135 

134 0 WRITE (I58,502) (RT32(I),I=1 3), DIMA9 RT33 DIMB, RT34, DIMCi 

1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=1'2), THIC, (RT37(I)hI=1 2), NPAN 

2 (RT38(I) I=1t2), SPADo (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 

135 WRITE (IS8,512) RT40, RES(1) RT41, RES(11), RT42, RES(21) 





LOCP = 1 

WRITE (IS8,512) RT40, RES(1), RT41, RES(12l, RT42, RES(21) 

512 FORMAT (1HO/1H ,40XA4,F5.2,5XA4,F5o2,5XA5,F6.2) 

1 RTSO,RT51, (RES(I1I= 311 38)q RT52,RT53, (RES(I),I= 71, 78), 
2 RT54,RT55, (RES(I) I= 81, 88)' RT56,RT57, (RES(I),I= 91p 98), 
3 R-58oR59, (RES(I) I=10118), R160,R161, (RE(I),I=111,118), 
4 RT62,RT63, (RES(I)I=121,128), RT64,RT65, (RES(I),I=131,138), 
5 RT66,RT67, (RES(I),I=141148)q RT68,RT69, (RES(I),I=151,158), 
6 f UTT T (TRE(IET )-I 6 - f 7- EC -2270-­-- 16--11-R- -7 -If--- 7-)W -8)', 
514 0 FORMAT (1HOA6,A4,8F13.6/1HO,A6,A4,8F13s6/1H ,A6,A4,8F13o6/ 

1 IH 9A6,A4,8F13.6/IH ,A6,A4p8F13s6/IH A6,A4,8FI3.6/ 

2 1H ,A6,A4,8EI30 4/1H ,A6,A4,8E13a4/1H A69A4,813.4/ 

3 1HO,A6,A4,8F13.6/1H ,A6,A4,8F13b6/1H ,A6,A4,8F13.6) 

GO TO 119 

C THIS SECTION PRINTS OUT THE MEAN AND RMS SUMMATION DATA. 
C 
140 s IO 
CALL PAGE (IRM, LYN, ISQ, IRT) 
WRITE (ISQ,500) RT20 
546 FORMAT (1HO,39X,43HM E A N A N D R M S S U M M A T I 0 N) 

GO TO (142,144,146), ICHAP 

142 0 WRITE (IS,501) (RT3O(I)pI=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB 

1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(1),I=l2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1 2), NPAN, 

2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 

GO TO 148 

144 0 WRITE (ISQ,501) (RT31(I),I=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB, 

1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=1,2), THICi (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN, 























































































GO TO 148 
146 0 WRITE (150,502) (RT32(I-I=1,3),i-- DAP RT339 DIME' RT34, DIMC 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPANP 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT391I)#I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 
148 WRITE (IS0,548) RES(21) 
548 FORMAT (1HO,48X,17HRAY ANGLE (Dl) = ,F6295H DEG.) 
WRITE (ISO, 549) 
549 FORMAT (1H0,47HPLANE ANGLE MEANRM NOPITS217 
0 WRITE (ISQ,550) (PLNA(I), AMN(I), STD(I), NMP(I)h I=1,NPAG) 
550 FORMAT (lHOF7.1,6X,El!64,2XE1lo4,6X, 3) 
IF(ITEST.EQ6O) GO TO 800 
WRITE(ISQ551) 
551FORMAT(ZHO,6OHNOTE - THE ABOVE SUMMATION DATA WAS CALCULATED BASED 
1 ONLY ON/8X, 54HPOI-NT-YN-THE fRT-QUA t-O E--LL S-ORRECTA.G 
















O EQUIVALENCE T5O0T.._)(DUM( 1) CONf (DUM, 

I (DUM(1001), Y), (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2001), DWX),





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA), (CON( 2), DIMB), 

1 (CON( 3), DIMC) (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5), GNU), 

3 (CON( 9)f NPAN9 (CON( 10), IS)i (CON( 21), ISO), 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC1 (CON( 13), NGP) (CON( 14), LP7)h 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)p (CON( 16), LOCP), (CON( 17), IPD), 
6 (CON( 18)5 IPR)o (CON( 19), CHAP), (CON( 20),ISCRI), 
7 (CON( 21bISCR2), (CON( 22), SKAL) (CON( 23), ISEC), 
8(C--- gTNA) GflFYSTXON) ,f_5 ccpr
9 (CON( 27b IREL), (CON( 28), LP5), (CON( 29),CPRSS) 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM)o (CON( 31) IPS), 
1 (CON( 53), SCAL), (CON( 61), SPAC), (CON( 69), PRES), 
..2 (CON.( 77, PLNA). (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 
3 (CON(IOi), RES), (CON(3T5),STAT . (CON(371))"IF. 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), (CON(451), RHS) 
C 























































































- - -  
-- - TAT2 - -STA(A2jAMNb (STA T 49j) 21980 
c 21980 
EQUIVALENCE (CON(33)9ITEST),(OIF(11) N2) 21990 
C 22000 
DIMENSION NMP( 8), AVG( 8), AVS( 8)o AMN( 8)' STD( 8)' RES(180) 22010 
C 22020 
C XS = XIN. 22030 
C YS=YIN 22040 
C XP = XOUT 22050 
C YP = YOUT 22060 
C 22070 
XXX=1 22080 
IF(N2,E~o2) XXX=O 22090 
GO TO (101,110), ISEC 22100 
101 DO 109 I=1,NPAG 22110 
IJ = I-i 22120 
XS = RES(IJ+ 1) 22130 
YS = RES(IJ+ 11) 22140 
XP = RES(IJ+ 71) 22150 
YP = RES(IJ+ 81) 22160 
ICHAP = CHAP 22170 
GO TO (1029103,104), ICHAP 22180 
C 22190 
C===== IS POINT MORE THAN 1 INCH INSIDE ELLIPSE BOUNDARY 22200 
102 A = DIMA/2.0 22210 
B =-D-I-- 60.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 22 ..... . . . 
IF (X5 oGT6 A) GO TO 109 22230 
IF (YS aGTa B) GO TO 109 22240 
XLIM = A*5QRT(IoO-(YS**2/(B*B))) 22250 
YLIM = B*SQRT(1a0-(XS**2/(A*AH) 22260 
IF (XS .GTd (XLIM-1iO)) GO TO 109 22270 
IF-tST TM-G)")GO T O 222109 

IF (XP oGT6 A) GO TO 109 22290
 
IF (YR oGT 6 B) GO TO 109 22300
 
XLIM = A*6SQRT(1.0-(YP**2/(B*B))) 22310 
YLIM = B*SORT(1.O-(XP**2/(A*A))) 22320 
IF (XP oGT. (XLIM-1.0)) GO TO 109 22330 
. .. YW--T T~flYTg GO TO0------------------------ . ----- 23 
GO TO 108 22350 
C 22360 
C= IS POINT MORE THAN 1 INCH INSIDE RECTANGLE BOUNDARY 22370 
103 A = DIMA/2 60 22380 
B = DIMB/2*0 -22390 
IF (X5 *GTd (A-1.O)) GO TO 109 22-400
 
IF (YS oGTa (B-1.0)) GO TO 109 22410
 
IF (XP ,GTa (A-o1.0 GO To 109 22420
 
IF (YP oGTb (8-1,0)) GO TO 109 22430
 
GO To 108 22440 
- - 22450 
C===== IS POINT MORE THAN 1 INCH INSIDE TRAPEZOID BOUNDARY 22460 
104 A = DIMA/2,0 22470 
B = DIMB 22480 
C = DIMC/2.O 22490 
IF(N2oEQ.2) dAND. (XPbLToO)) GO TO 109 22500 
I.. N2.E.2). aAND (YP.LTaO.) GO TO 109 22510 
IF (YS oGT0 B) GO TO 109 22520
 
XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YS) 22530
 
YLIM = B 22540
 
IF (XS *LE, C) GO TO 105 22550
 
IF (XS *GTb A) GO TO 109 22560
 
IF ((A-C) aNE. 0.0) GO TO 114 22570
 
YLIM = B 22580
 
GO TO 105 22590
 
114 YLIM = (B/(A-C))*(A-XS) 22600
 
105 IF (XS *GT6 (XLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22610
 
IF (YS ,GTa (YLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22620
 
IF (IREL oEQ 1) GO TO 106 22630
 
IF (YS oLT6 XXX) GO TO 109 22640
 
IF (YP .GTo B) GO TO 109 22650
 
106 XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YP) 22660
 
YLIM = B 22670
 
" IF (XP 6LE. C) GO TO 107 22680
 
IF (XP-OGT-A)-GO-TO 109 .2"6905
 
IF ((A-C) .NE4 0°0) GO TO 115 22700
 
YLIM = B 22710
 
GO TO 107 22720
 
115 YLIM = (B/(A-C))*(A-XP) 22730
 
107 IF (XP oGT6 (XLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22740
 
IF (YP (YLIM-XXX)) GO
.G. o19.2-5. 
IF (IREL dEQC 1) GO TO 108 22760 
IF (YP .LTo XXX) GO TO 109 22770 
C 22780
 




.oC......-I----f p (IT-- - . . .. . . . . . . .22 0 . . 
RESI = RES(IJ+141) 22820 
RES2 = RES1*RES1 22830 
AVG(I) = AVG(I) + RESi 22840 
AVS(I) = AVS(I) + RES2 22850 
IF (N2-6E0-2 )- -GO TO10109-------------------------------- 22860 ­
IF(ITEST.E0o1) GO TO 109 22860 
IF((XSoEQ.O.)4ANDa(YS.EQsO.)) GO TO 109 22880 
IF(XS 6 EO8 O.) GO TO 116 22890 
IF(IoEQ.1) J=5 22900 
... ... ............ I) - ................................. ........ ..........-.................. .. 2 29O1 0 
IF(I.EQ.3) J=3 22920 
IF(IoEQ.4) J=2 22930 
IF(I.EQ.5) J=1 22940 
IF(IoEQ.6) J=8 22950 








116 IF(ICHAP.EQ3) GO TO 109 23010
 
























117 IF(XSoEQ.O.) GO TO 109 23140
 
IF(I.EO.1) J=1 23150
IT EQ0 2- - = 8 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . ... .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .23160 . . 
IF(IoEQ.3) J=7 23170 
IF(IoEO.4) J=6 23180 
Ih(IEQ.5) J=5 23190 
IF(I6EQo6) J=4 23200 
IF(I.EQ.7) J=3 23210 




109 	 CONTINUE 23260
 
GO TO 800 23270
 
C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE MEAN (AMN) AND RMS (STD). 23290 
C 23300 
110 DO 112 I=1 NPAG 23310 
AMP = 060 23320 
AMP = NMPCI) .. 23330 
IF (AMP oEQ. 00) GO TO 113 23340 
AMN(I) = AVG(I)/AMP 23350 
VAL # (AVS(Il - AVG(I)*AVG(I)/AMP) 23360 
IF (VAL oGT. 0o0) GO TO 111 23370 
111 STD(I) = SQRT(VAL)/(SQRT(AMP-I.0))239
 
SMN = AMN(I)*(loOE-6) 23400
 
IF (STD(I) oLTd SMN) STD(I) =0o0 23410
 
GO TO 112 23420
 












, -- MXMI N ' 23480
 
. .... . . .
 <SUBROUTINE









I COMON U, 23540, 
23550 
]0 (DUM( (DUM( 501)9 X) 23560 . . ....... 
C 
... ............ EQUIVALENCE I) CON), 

7 -1 (DUM(1501) W), (DUM(2251), DWX) 23570
 
S2 (DUM13001), JPN)q (DUM(3501)q RTV) 23580 
1C 23590 
[ . ... .5 -Z O-T9 E£Rf-5 [f-f. ................. -- .... -----... ...---...------------.... ..--
I (CON( 3) DIMC)q (CON( 4) DEL) (CON( 5) GNU) p23610 
. . . .2 ( CON ( 6), THIC) 9(CON( 7) SPAD), (CON( 8), PRSS) 23620 ...... .. . .. 

3 (CON( 9), NPAN) (COIN( 0) ISI), (CON( 11), ISO) 23630
 
4 (CON( 12) IRC) (CON( 13) NGP) (CON( 14), LP7)p 23640
 
5 (CON( 15) FR) (CON( 16) LOCP), (CON( 17)9 IPD) 23650
 
-S T) 2366..... (CON( 18 Y IPR) C0 - T-#-..... f-- 20.....PI RI...... 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2) (CON( 22)1 SKAL) (CON( 23)1 ISEC) 23670
 
8 (CON( 24) 9 NPAG) (CON( 25) 1YONG),9CON( 26) ILGO) M 238 .........
 




.... 0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30) IRM) (CON( 31)D IPB)p 23710 ',
 
. ... . .......... 5 3) ......CL) - C-O-N (-61') . . . . ((ON 69-)" 9-PRE5)- .
C0N ( 3 ........- "S'PACT) - . . 2"3720-­
? (CON( 77) PLNA)5 (CON( 85), RAYA) (CON( 93) p RI) 23730 
... ......... 3 RES) (CON(315), STAT) OIF) 23740 ... . .... (CON(IO1), 9 (CON(371), 













. 0 r)Ih EN S I O N R T 3 0 ( 3 ) R T 3 1 ( 3 ) 9 R T 3 2 ( 3 ) , R T 3 6 ( 2 ) R T 3 7 (2 ) , R T 3 8 (2 ) t 2 3 8 0 0 .. . . . 
I R139(2) 2381 




DATA RT30(1)/13HELLIPSE A=,R311/3RECTANGLE A=/, 23830
 
-=-C....... l?2TT YTYF-TrA PZZOT t--AaFTT--R74m f--B 7T T 34 ~F Ti ..... 2384 O '
T .......
 
2 	 PT35/6HSCALE=/, RT36(1)/1CHTHICKNESS=/, 23850 
RT37(1)/9H PANES=/ RT38(1)/11H SPACIfIG=/p 23860 
23870




DATA HING/6HHINGED/5 CH/1H /, CLMP/6HCLAHPE/, CC/IHD/ 23890 
RAD = 0 017453292519 23900 
IDT = IRT 23910 
LINE=O 23920
 
~ JL&SCLI~t ER~hW2D~LTJAUE~j DDE F-A-9GRIDAND -TH-E-N- 23940
 
C DETERMINES IF THE GRID EXISTS. 2 39 50
 SC 	 -23960 
DO 120 K=1,NGP 23970 
IPG = 2 23980 
K1 JPN(K) 23990 
CALL PACWRD (KIb K29 2) 	 24000
 
XP X(KIK2) -I- DEL/2o0 24010 
EJ=K1-1 24020 
YP=EJ*DEL + DEL/2.0 24030--------.-. 
CALL INCOTB (XP, YP, OWF, OwX, OVJYq IPG) 24040 
IF (IPG .EQ. 1) GO TO 120 24050 
R = 0.0001 24060 
StMX= 060 24070 
DO 114 J=1,181P2 24080 
RJ = J-1 24090 
THE = RJ*RAD 24100 
XL = XP + R*COS(THE) 24110 
YL = YP + R*SIN(THE) 24120 
CALL ICTT (.XL,.Y.L WG,.W.X,.w.Y,IPG) ..... 24130 
OWR = (ABS(OWF) - ABS(OWG))/R 24140 
OWS = ABS(OWR) 24150 
IF (J .EQ. 1) SMN = OWR 24160 
IF (J oEQ* 1) SMX = OWR 24170 
THF = THE/RAD 24180 
vitTS TT -G-0Th - --
SMX = OWR 24200 
f 1--I -Ff 	.- SI--X-T -- -- 4 19 
AMX = THE/RAD 24210
 
112 IF (OWS GT. ABS(SMN)) GO 10 114 24220
 
SHN = OWR 24230
 
AMN = THE/RAD 24240
 
14 C N IN E .... 0242
-0
 




11p I (I0) ISO If') 24290




900 0 FORMAT (1HO/1H ,3X,40H' 1 11F)0 D E F 0 R M A T 1 0 N S -, 24300
 
. ...........  . .. . T I 0 , AT D 4,3 10
 
2 25HM I N I M U M 5 L 0 P E/1H ) 24320 
ICHAP = CHAP 24330
 IF ( IBC 0NE6 1) GO TO 30224 0
 
CONC = HING 2450
50 
CF =CH 	 24560
 
______02__2~ 1 UIBC .*NEF. 2)-(GO TO 303 	 207yb"___
24380 
CF = CC 24390 
303 GO TO (102P103,104), ICHAP 24400 
102 0 WRITE (150,501) (RT3O(I)qI=1p3)q DIMA, RT33, DIMlBq 24410 
I R T 35 SKAWL; 1RT56(II==-272THIC,(RT37(),I=1,) 
CONC = CLMP 

- PAN 24420 
CF 244302 (RT38(I),I=l2), SPAD (RT39(I),I=J9 2)p PRSS, CONCo 

24440
501 0 FORMAT (1HO2A6,A1,F5.2,A4,F5,2,14XA6,F4o2,3XA6,A49F5o2,A6'A3' 

1 IliA6,A5,F3o1 2A6,F5UI'3X9A6A1) 24450
 
2 460 . .
GO TO 105 

0 WRITE (150,501) (RT31(I,I=13) DIMA, RT33, DIM-B 24470
 
2 (RT38(I)I=1'2)q SPAD9 (RT39(I),I=1,2)' PRSS, CONCG CF 	 24490
 
24500
GO TO 105 

104 0 WRITE (150,518) (RT32(I),I=1,3)7 DIMA, RT33, DIMB RT34, DIMCG 24510
 
1 RT35, SKAL9 (RT36(I)pI=12)q THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2) NPAN, 24520
 
2... (RT38(I) I=1 2) SPAD (RT39(I) I=1 2), PRSSv CONC9 CF 24530
 





305 WRITE (IS0505) 

o 	 505 0 FORMAT (1HO/1H ,43H(ANGLE IS IN DEGREES MEASURED WITH RESPECT , 24570
 
I 23HT0 THE POSITIVE X-AXIS)/1HO12H COORDINATES,26X,8HMAXIMUM , 24580
 
2 MISLOPEIOX,14HMINIMUM SLOPE/1 ,3H X,7XIHY,8X,1OHDEFLECTION, 24590
 
3 SX,15HSLOPE ANLE8X1HSLOPE ANGLE) 24600
 
24610
116 WRITF (150,506) XP, Yp, OWF SMX, AMXv SMN, AMN 















C III SWITCH TO BYPASS RETRIEVAL PAGING PRINTOUT 24680
 
-......-- .---
- ---	 PAGE FRR-------------2460
PV = . CO-NTER O R[V DE -R TT-......... 
... 
C ISO SYSTEM OUTPUT TAPE 24700 
C JTJ = RETRIEVAL NUMBER 24710 
C J17 =NUMBER OF PANES 24720 
C JTIO = BOUNDARY COORDINATE SWITCH 24730 
C LIN = RETRIEVAL INDEX OUTPUT LINE COUNTER 24740 
C RT2 PLANFORM SW2475..-  
C RT3 = BASE LENGTH OF PLANFORM 24760 
C RT 4 = WIDTH OF PLANFORM 24770 
C RT5 = UPPER X DIMENSION OF TRAPEZOID 24780 
-R.-+6-- GLAGSL-- H+ NE S& ---------------	 - 24890 . .. . 24800
C RT8 = SPACING BETWEEN PANES 
C RT9 = INTERSTICIAL PRESSURE 24810 
C 24820 




0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)' CON), (DUM( 501)' X) 24850 
1 (DUM(1001), Y), (DUM(1501), W)h (DUM(2001), DWX), 24860 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA) (CON( 2)1 DIMB)p 24890
 
1 (CON( 3)q DIMC) (CON( 4), DEL)' (CON( 5), GNU), 24900
 
__ 	 2 (CON( 6)'9 THIC) 9 (CON( 7), SPAD), CO( ),PSS_ 490
 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN), (CON( 10), IS ), (CON( 11) ISO), 24920
 
4 (CON( 12)q IBC) (CON( 13), NGP)p (CON( 14)p LP7)9 24930
 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' CON( 16)1 LOCP) KCON( 17)q IPD) 24940
 
6 (CON( 18)' IPR)' (CON( 19), CHAP)' (CON(20), ISCR1), 24950
 
7 (CON( 21)9ISCR2)' CON( 22), SKAL) (CON( 23)p ISEC) 24960
 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30), IRM), (CON( 31), IPB) 25000
 
1 (CON( 53)' SCAL)' (CON( 61), SPAC), (CON( 69)q PRES) 25010
 
2 (CON( 77), PLNA), (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 25020
 
3 (CON(l01), RES) (CON(315), STAT), (CON(371), OIF), -25030
 




0 EQUIVALENCE (RTV( 1)9 JT1), (RTV( 41)' RT2), 25060
 
1 (RTV( 81)o RT3)9 (RJV( 121)i R14), (RIV( 161)-TRIS), 25070
 
2 (RTV( 201)q RT6), (RTV( 241), JT7), (RTV( 281)5 RT8), 25080
 
3 (RTV( 321)1 RT9), (RTV( 361),JT10)o (RTV( 401),RT11) 25090'
 
..C- .2 T 0.. .
 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(22,22), Y(22,22)9 W(22522), 25110
 




0 DIMENSION SCAL( 8)1 SPAC( 8)o PRES( 8)' PLNA( 8), 25140
 
1 RAYA( 8)' RI( 7)1 RES( 180)9 25150
 
....--- TT317TD " TY-51;('RTTT-2F-)-TS2A3VTf"CONC"-- 251..
'_T30T_ 'TFTT 	 -----

C 25170 
0 DIMENSION JTI(SO), RT2(50), RT3(50), RT4(50), RT5(50), RT6(50), 25180 




0 DATA RT30(1)/9HELLIPSE /, RT31(1)/9HRECTANGLE/, 25210
 














LIN = LIN - 101 25270 
GO TO 101 25280 
100 JT1(LIN),= IRT 25290 
RT2(LIN) = CHAP 25300 
RT3(LIN) = DIMA 25310 
RT4(LIN) DIMS ..	 25320
 
RT5(LIN) = DIMC 25330 
RT6(LIN) = THIC 25340 
JT7(LIN) = NPAN 25350 
RT8(LIN) = SPAD 25360 
IF (NPAN oEQ. 1) RT8(LIN) = STAR 25370 
RT9(LIN) = 23 80PRSS 5 
JT1O(LIN) = IBC 25390 
IF (LIN ALT. 40) GO TO 800 25400 
101 III = 0 25410 
CALL PAGE (IPV, LIN, Iso, III) 25420 
WRITE (ISO, 500) 25430 
500 0 FORMAT (1HO,42HRETRIEVAL SHAPE A B C , 25440 
1 59HTHICKNESS PANES SPACING PRESSURE FIXITY / 25450 
2 7H NUMBERI16X,17HINo IN. INo,6X,3HIN.,16X'3HINo,8X 3HLB., 25460 
3 16X/1H ) 25470 
DO 114 I=ILIN 25480 
IF (RT2(U) eNE6 1o01 GO TO 102 25490 
SHAP(1) =RT3O(11 25500 
SHAP(2) = RT30(2) 25510 
102 IF (RT2(I) .NEa 2.05 GO TO 104 25520 
SHAP(1) = RT31(1) 	 25530 
SHAP(2) = RT31(2) 25540 
104 IF (RT2() NE. 3 0) GO TO 106 25550 
SHAP(1) = RT32(1) 25560 
106 IF (JTIO(I) dNEd 1) GO TO 108 25580
 
CONC(1) = RT33(1) 25590
 
CONC(2) = RT33(2) 25600
 
108 IF (JT1O(I) oNE* 2) GO TO 112 25610
 
CONC(1) = RT34(1) 25620
 
.......- - R 4 2).. ..
 
112 IF (NPAN oEQa 2) GO TO 113 25640
 
0 WRITE (IS,0502) JT1(I) (SHAP(J),J=12), RT3(I)' RT4(I) RT5(I), 25650
 
1 RT6(1)' JI7(I)g RT8(I)' RT9(I)' (CONC(J)qJ=12) 25660
 
502 	0 FORMAT (IH ,3XI3,4XA6,A3,2XF5o2,2XF52,2XF5.2,4XF5.2,7XII, 25670
 
1 6XA5 F 25680
.X ,.1,5XA6.A1.4X) 

GO TO 114 25690
 
113 0 WRITE (IS0,503) JTI(I)q (SHAP(J),J=1 2), RT3(I) RT4(I) RT5(I), 25700
 
1 RT6(I), JT7(I), RT8(I)5 RT9(I) (CONC(J)5J=152) 25710
 
503 0 FORMAT (1H ,3X,13,4X,A6,A3,2XF5.2,2XF5i2,2XF5.2,4X,F5.2,7XII, 25720
 
114 	 CONTINUE 









SB 0 --CBNRY 

SUBROUTINE BOPJDRY (Xp, YP IBY) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS THE X ANDYICOORDINATES OF A POINT TO BE 
C SURE THEY ARE INSIDE THE BOUNDARY. 
C 
C A = DEFINED BELOW 
C B = DEFINED BELOW 
C C = DEFINED BELOW 
C CHAP = ICHAP = PLANFORM SELECTION SWTICH 
C DIMA = LOWER LENGTH OF PLANFORM 
C DIMB = HEIGHT OF PLANFORM 
C DIMC = UPPER X DIMENSION OF TRAPEZOID 
C I.Y = 1 INDICATE - P-IT IS OUTSIDE PLNFORM B ARY 
C XLIM = X VALUE AT PLANFORM BOUNDARY CORRESPONDING TO YP 
C XP = X COORDINATE OF POINT BEING CHECKED 




0 EQUIVALENCE (DUMC 1)' CON), (DUM( 501)' X) 
1 (DUM(1001) Y), (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2001), DWX), 
2 (DUM(25O-, DWYH DUM(3001), JPN) (DUM(3501) RIV)
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1) DIMA)q (CON( 2), DIMB), 
1-- Oc-6-- D.MC). (CON( 4), DEL),-------- T-T-- GNU) . 
2 (CON( 6)1 THIC), (CON( 7)' SPAD)p (CON( 8)' PRSS), 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN)i (CON( lO), ISI), (CON( 11) ISO),
4 (CON( 12)' IBC)3 (CON( 13) NGP)v (CON( 14) LP7), 
5 (CON( 15)' FR) (CON( 16), LOCP) (CON( 17)9 IPD), 
6 (CON( 18)' IPR) (CON( 19), CHAP) (CON(20)5 ISCRI), 
7I~rrkTr cN' 	 2-3)-5 FSEC F;RTU~ 	 7-F~CONT21 
8 (CON( 24), NPAG), (CON( 25)9 YONG), (CON( 26), ILGD),





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30)9 IRM)q (CON( 31), IPB),

1 (CON( 53)5 SCAL), (CON( 61) SPAC), (CON( 69) PRES), 

.2-(7Z C "77-PL1CNA 	 (CON y KRA') (...9-CON(-93 ­). 	 8"5) , ..... ) , .R I-).... 
3 (CON(IOl), RES)q (CON(315)9 STAT), (CON(371)9 OIF)q

































































































,. . IMENSION .. CON(!500)p X(2222) Y(2222) W(2222)p -.- 26200 






GO TO (101,1029103)9 ICHAP 26240
 
101 	 A = DIMA/260 26250 
B = DIMB/2.0 26260 
IF (A8S(YP) eGl# B) GO TO 104 2620 
XLIM = A*SQRT(10-(YP**2/(B*B))) 26280
 
IF (ABS(XP) 6GT. XLIM) GO TO 104 26290
 
GO TO 800 
 26300 
102 A = DIMA/2o0 26310 
.. .. .. B = DIMB/2.0 26320 
IF (ABS(YP) dGTe B) GO TO 104 26330
 
IF (ABS(XP) 6GT* A) GO TO 104 26340
 
Go TO 800 .26350
 
103 	 A = DIMA/260 26360 
B = DIMB 26370 
C = DIMC/2oO 26380 
IF (ABS(YP) eGT. B) GO TO 104 26390 
XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YP) 26400 
IF (ABS(XP) aGT0 XLIM) Go To 104 26410 
GO TO 800 26420 
104 	 IBY = 1 26430
 












C THIS SUBROUTINE PACKS AND UNPACKS TWO INTEGER WORDS, 26500
 
C 	 ---- 26S105-
C PACKING KI = FIRST INTEGER AND RETURNED PACKED WORD 26520
 
C K2 = SECOND INTEGER INPUT 26530
 




C UNPACKING KI = PACKED WORD AND RETURNED FIRST INTEGER 26560
 
C.. 2-SE-CO 1ITrEG RE TuRgEU-	 .265-T 




GO TO (1(0, 102)' K3 26600 
100 Ki = K1*32768 + K2 26610 
GO TO 800 26620 
102 K4 K173 276 8- 26630 
K2 = Ki - K4*32768 26640 
KI = K4 26650 





SUBROUTINE PAGE (IPN LINE' ISN INX) 26700 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE TIME AND PAGE NUMBER AT THE PAGE TOP 26710 
C 26720 
C INX .. RETRIEVAL NUMBER 26730 
C IPN = PAGE NUMBER 26740 
C ISN = TAPE NUMBER 26750 
C LINE = LINE NUMBER 26760 
C 26770 
DIMENSION RT1O(3) 26780 
C 26790 
DATA RT1O()I/18HRETRIEVAL NUMEER =/ RT11/4HPAGE/ 26800 
C 26810 
IPN IPN + 1 26820 
IF (INX oEQa 0) GO TO 100 26830 
IF (ISN EQ. 9) GO TO 102 26840 
WRITE (ISNo500) (RT10(I)t I=1'3), INX RT119. 1PMN26850­
500 FORMAT (1H13A65I5989X A4,I4) 26860 
GO TO 800 26870 
102 WRITE (ISN) (RTIO(I)f I=1 3), INX5 RT11o IPN 26880 
GO TO 800 26890 
100 WRITE (ISN, 501) RT11, IPN 26900 
501 FORMAT (IH19112XA4 I4) 26910 
800 LINE .. .= I69. 
RETURN 26930 
END 26940 
$IBFTC MS23FO 26950 
CSHRDEF 26960 
SUBROUTINE SHRDEF 26970 
C 26980 
C ETA = FACTOR TO MODIFY DEFLECTION BY TO OBTAIN SHEAR DEFORMATION 26990 
C 27000 
COMMON DUM 27010 
C 27020 
O EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON)q (DUM( 501)9 X), 27030 
1 (DUM(015- - uM-1 y) .- -T . TL U C 5 . 27040... Y}T . . 50-D - - T50 2-7f ; - -C ..... 
2 (DUM(2501), DWY), (DUM(3001), JPN)p (DUM(3501) RTV) 27050 
C 27060 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)p DIMA), (CON( 2)' DIMB)' 27070 
1 (CON( 3)9 DIMC), (CON( 4) DEL), (CON( 5)s GNU)t 27080 
2 (CON( 6) THIC), (CON 7) SPAD) (CON( 8), PRSS), 27090 
3 (CON( 9) NPAN)' (CON( 10) ) ---(CON( 11) 0 --....2-7-100 " " 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC)L (CON( 13) NGP) (CON( 14)o LP7)i 27110 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' (CON( 16)9 LOCP) (CON( 17)' IPD)7 27120 
6 (CON( 18)p IPR), (CON( 19) CHAP) (CON(-20) ISCRI 27130 
C 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2), 

8 (CON( 24)' NPAG)' 
















(CON( 22), SKAL) 

(CON( 25) YONG), 

(CON( 28), LP5)h 

(CON( 30)o IRM)b 









0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(22,22), 

1 DWX(22922)' DWY(22,22), JPN( 500), 

P12 = 3,141592653*3.141592653 
BET2 = (DIMA/DIMB)**2 

(CON( 23)) ISEC) 





(CON( 31)p IPB)p 

(CON( 69), PRES), 









ETA = PI2*(1,O + BETA)*(THIC**2)/((DIMA**2)*(1.0 GNU)*3.0) 

DO 100 I=1'22 

DO 100 J = 1,22 













__C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC SINE 





DOUBLE PRECISION ARG DSINH 
C 
ARG = ARC 
IF(ARC LGTa 88.0) ARG=88,O 
DSINH = AR.).) .OD-1*(DEXP(ARGT-DEX. .-













C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC COSINE 









ARG - ---.. . ..-------------ARC .
 
fF(ARC ,GT6 88.0) ARG=88aO 








































































































C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC TANGENT 27660 
C BUT RETURNS THESINGLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC TANGENT*. -..... 2767-0 
C 27680 




ARG = ARC 27710
 
IF(ARC *GT 88.0) ARG=88a0 27720
6 
DTANH = (DEXP(ARG)-DEXP(-ARG))/(DEXP(ARG)+DEXP(-ARG)) 27730 




























C G8 * 















STARED PROGRAMS CONTAIN DIFFERENT FLOW LOGIC THAN SINGLE RAY 00030
 
PROGRAMS OF THE SAME NAME. THE CON EQUIVALENCE IS DIFFERENT FROM 00040
 
SINGLE RAY TRACE PROGRAMS IN ALL TWO RAY TRACE PROGRAMS. 
WINTWO0 - APOLLO- W-INDOW-DEFORMATION AND LINE OF SIGHT DRIVER 
ELIPSE - ELLIPSE DEFORMATION GENERATOR 
ELIPIT - ELLIPTIC COORDINATE GENERATOR 
RECTAG - RECTANGULAR DEFORMATION GENERATOR 
SEQS - MATRIX INVERSION AND LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION 
TRPZOD - READS IN TRAPEZOIDAL DEFORMATION DATA FROM SAMIS 
LRGDEF - LARGE DEFLECTION GENERATOR FOR RECTANGLES 
DEFRES -- PRINTS PLATE (WINOW) -EFOkmIOf DTA 
RAYTWO - DRIVER FOR RAY TRACE PROCEDURE 










C H6 * MENRMS 

C H7 MAXMIN 

< 	 C H8 RTVLST 

C H9 BONDRY 

C JO PACWRD 

C i PAGE 

C J2 SHRDEF 

C J3 SINH 

C J4 COSH 

C J5 TANH 
C 







......--- ... . .. -- ­ . . ----
A
C AVG = 
C AVS = 
C BB = 
C = 
C = 
C 	 = 
C BONC = 
C CC = 
C CHAP 

























- DETERHINES DEFORMATION OF PLATE AT INTERSECTION W/RAY 00170 
- CALCULATES NORMAL TO PLATE AT RAY INTERSECTION POINT 00180 
CALCULATES NEW DIRECTION OF RAY UPON ENTERING NEW MEDIUM 00190 
- FINDS CROSS PRODUCT OF 2 VECTORS 00200 
- PRINTS RAY TRACE AND MEAN-RMS RESULTS 00210 
- 5IORES DATA FOR MEAN AND RMS CALCULAIIONS 00220 
- CALCULATES MAX/MIN SLOPES AT GRID POINTS 00230 
- RETRIEVAL LIST 
- TEST TO SEE IFPRL 
- INDEX WORD PACKING-UNPACKING ROUTINE 

- PRINTS PAGE NO0 AT TOP OF EACH PAGE 

- SHEAR DEFORMATION GENERATOR 

- CALCULATES HYPERBOLIC SINE 
- CALCULATES HYPERBOLIC COSINE 
- CALCULATES HYPER OLiC TANGEN 
X DIMENSION OF SHAPE 

LENGTH OF ELLIPSE SEMI 	AXIS 

LENGTH OF RECTANGLE 

1/2 BASE LENGTH OF TRAPEZOID 
- - - R----------
ARRAY FOR STORING MEAN 	DATA 

ARRAY FOR STORING RMS 	 DATA 

Y DIMENSION OF SHAPE 

HEIGHT OF ELLIPSE SEMI 	AXIS 

HEIGHT OF RECTANGLE 

HEIGHT OF TRAPEZOID 
BOUNDARY CONDITION 
UPPER X DIMENSION OF TRAPEZOID 












































.. RA.RY-OR-COSTANLAND VARIABLE SJRAG.E._. ... .O...
00480
 
C CPRSS = CABIN PRESSURE 
 00490
C DEL = GRID SPACING 
 00500
 
C DIMA = A DIMENSION 
 00510

C DIMB = B DIMENSION 
 00520
C DIMC = C DIMENSION 

C DON =CONSTANT IN REFRACTIVE INDEX EQUATION 00530
 
......D .ARRAY 0F GRIDPO...N.T D F S PAN 00540
=_ 

C EANDF = ARRAY USED IN RECTNG 
 00550
 
C FR = PLATE STIFFNESS 
(D) 00560
 
C GNU = POISSONS RATIO 00570
 
C IBC = BOUNDARY CONDITION SWITCH 
 00580






___C IDT =DEFORMATION DAARTIVLSQEC 
C ILGD = 1 FIND DEFORMATIONS BY LARGE DEFORMATION METHOD 00610
 
C ILRG = 1, LARGE DEFLECTIONS WERE CALCULATED 00620
 
C IMAN = 1 FIND MAX./MIN, SLOPES OF DEFORMED POINTS 00630
 
C INDX = 1o PRINT RETRIEVAL INDEX AT TOP OF PAGE =ONO PRINT 00640
 
C IPB PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RESPRT FOR TAPE 9 
 00650
 
C IPD = PAG E NUM BE-R CO0.UN.T.E.R I D 
 0 .0.6.6.0
 
C XPR = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RESPRT 
 00670
 
C IPV = RETRIEVAL LIST PAGE NUMBER 
 00680
C IRL 1 REAL WINDOW INCLUDE OTHER SIDE OF SYMMETR'Y'AXIS 00690
 
C IRM = PAGE NUMBER COUNTER IN RESPRT FOR RMS OUTPUT ON TAPE 6 00700
 
C IRT = LOS DATA RETRIEVAL SEQUENCE NUMBER 00710
 
C 
- 0f- T . . . . 00720 ........... ....
 
C ISCR2 = SCRATCH TAPE UNIT 8 FOR LINE OF SIGHT (LOS) DATA 00730
 
C ISEC = 1 PRINT LOS DATA' =2, PRINT RMS DATA 00740
 
C II =6INP APEN E 
 050
 
C ISO = OUTPUT TAPE NUMBER 
 00760
 
C IS9 = SCRATCH TAPE 
UNIT 9 FOR LINE OF SIGHT DATA BINARY CODED 00770
 
C ISHR = 1, CALCULATE SHEAR DFORMATIONS 00780
 
C JPN = ARRAY OF GRIDPOINT COORDINATE INDEXES 00790
 
C LIN = RETRIEVAL LIST LINE COUNTER 
 00800
 
C LOCP = KEY HADINGS AT TP 0- LOS PRINTED PAGE LOCP=2,NO HEAD 00810 "
 
C LP1 = INDEX ON NO. OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 00820
 
C LP2 = INDEX ON NO. OF SCALES 00830
 
... ...... ...........N -0 S P CE...S'- -..- ... 0 0 . . -

C LP4 = INDEX ON NOa OF PRESSURES 00850
 
C LP5 = INDEX ON NO OF RAY ANGLES 00860
 
C LP6 = INDEX ON NO. OF GRID POINTS 00870
 
C LP7 = INDEX ON NO OF PLANE ANGLES 00880
 
C MIBP = 1, BYPASS GENERATION OF INVERSION MATRIX FOR INTERPOLATION 00890
 
. .....  . . . ... = 
 Y.-P- S- T- E -S TE NT "IN I T ....... 00900 .... .... 
C NBC NO. OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 00910
 
C NGP = NO. OF GRID POINTS 
 00920
 


































= KEYS TAPES ON WHICH OUTPUT DATA APPEARS 

= 0, DEFORMATIONS ON TAPE 7- LOS ON TAPES 8 AND 9 

= 1' ALL DATA ON SYSTEM OUTPUT TAPE 

= 2o OUTPUT ONLY RMS DATA ON OUTPUT TAPE 
= NO. OF PLANE ANGLES 
= NO. OF PANES 
= N0d OF PRESSURES 
= NO. OF RAY ANGLES 
= NO0 OF REFRACTIVE INDEXES TO BE READ IN 

= NOo OF SCALES 

= NO. OF SPACES 

= SUPPLEMENTAL ARRAY 

= 	ARRAY OF PLANE ANGLES 

= - f "T T ST T - ''R ............... 
= PRES(I) = PRESSURE ON PLATE 
= ARRAY OF RAY ANGLES 
= ARRAY FOR STORING LOS OUTPUT 
ARRAY OF REFRACTIVE INDEXES 
= REFRACTIVE INDEX COEFFICIENT 
= ARRAY FOR STORING RETRIEVAL INFORMATION 

ARRAY FOR STORING GEOMETRIC SCALE FACTORS 

= SEE CHAP 

SCAL(I) = DIMENSIONAL SCALING FACTOR 

ARRAY FOR STORING SPACE FACTORS 

.SPAC(I) = SPACE BETWEEN PLATES 

= ARRAY FOR STORING MEAN AND RMS DATA 

= ARRAY FOR STORING RMSES 

= PLATE THICKNESS 
= ARRAY OF GRIDPOINT DEFLECTIONS FOR FIRST PANE 
= ARRAY FOR TITLE 
=ARRAY OF X COORD INAT ES" OF--G-RIDRO-IN-T-S-IN DEFORMAT IODN -T-AB-L-E 
= YOUNGS MODULUS 











2 (CON( 6), 
3 (CON( 9), 















(CON( 1), DIMA), 

(CoNC-I4- --.E D L).4), 

(CON( 7), SPAD), 

(CON( 10), ISI), 









(DUM(3501), R -V) 

(CON( 2), DIMB), 

.	 (CON( 5) GNU) ...... 

(CON( 8), PRSS), 

(CON( 11), ISO), 































































































6 (CON( 18) IPR)q 
7 (CON( 21)hISCR2), 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG) 
9 (CON( 27)9 IREL), 
(CON( 19)1 CHAP)5 
(CON( 22)q SKAL), 
(CON( 25) YONG)5 
(CON( 28), LP5)o 
) IP 
(CON(20)' ISCR1) 
(CON( 23), ISEC) 
(CON( 26)o ILRG)h 







0 EQUIVALENCE (cON( 31) SCAL) (CON( 41)2 SPAC), 01480 
1 (CON( 51), 





(CON( 61)9 PLNA)o 
(CON( 91) THEA), 
(CON(291), STAT)i 






4 (CON( 30), IRM)' (OIF( 1) IDX)i 01520 
5 (OIF( 2)' IDY), (OIF( 3)5 XI)9 (OIF( 4)o YI) 01530 
C 01540 
O--T T ......... Y T U -i " - P .. . ]-TA ( 9 p,- VG1 50 
1 (STAT(25)' AVS)' (STAT(41), AMN)p (STAT(49), STD) 01560 
C 01570 
0 EQUIVALENCE (RTV( 1)5 JT1), (RTV( 51) RT2), 01580 
1 (RTV( 101), RT3), (RTV( 151)9 RT4), (RTV( 201), RT5), 01590 
............... 
2 (RTV( 251), RT6),(--RT\/'C4t31),--RT9) ...... (RTV( 301), JT7),TR VU4-51) 7O T ..... (RTV( 351)' RT8),(RTV -501);'R'-l) .. .. 0160001610...... 
C 01620 
C 
EQUIVALENCE (PLNA,BETA),(RAYAPSIA),(OIF(ll),N2),(OIF(12),MIBP) 01630 
01640 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(21,33), W(21,33), 01650 
.. . 
1 DWX(21,33), 
2 PLNA( 8T....A(8),T VTT 


























8)9 PAIA( 8)q THEA( 8), 01690 
01700 
C 01710 
DATA TRAP/4HTRAP/9 ELIP/4HELIP/, RECT/4HRECT/ 01720 
DA YA HIING74HHING/, CLMP/ 4HCLMWP/ Ff74,OH,&A/H*** 13 
C 01740 
C=m=== THIS SECTION INITIALIZES INDEXES, 01750 
C 01760 
CALL CLOCK (TIME) 
WRITE (6,600) TIME 
01770 
01780 
ISI = 5 01800 
ISo = 6 01810 
1SCRI = 7 .T.T -
ISCR2 = 8 01830 
IDT 0 01840 
.. .._ . . .T.=.o__.. _.. . . . 0 8 5 0 . . . . 
IRM = 0 01860 
LIN=0 01870 
IP) = 0 01880 
IP R = 	 0 --- .. ... .. ... .. .. . .. ......------. 0..890...... .. 
IPV = 0 01900 
IPB=O 01910 
MRT=O 01920 
DO 90 I=1500 01930 
90 RTV(I) = 0.0 01940 
100 NGP = 0 01950 
X1=0- 01960 
Y1=O. 01970 
REAO(I5I,499) TRT5(WORD(I) I=1 15) 01980 
499 FORMAT(I5tI5A5) 01990 
NBC = 1 02000 
IBc = 0 02010 
CHAP = 0.0 02020 
C 02030 
C===== READ IN PARAMETER DATA0 02040 
C 02050 
READ (ISI500) SHAP9 BONC9 AA, BB CC, THIC, YONG, GNU' DEL 02060 
500 FORMAT (IXoA4,IXsA4,7EIO0) 02070
 
IF (AA.E~o 0,0) GO TO 1000 02080
 
IF((THIC.EQO.YoORo(YONGEOo0.)oORo(DEL6EO.0,)) GO TO 902 02090
 
IF (BONC sEOA HING} IBC = 1 02100
 
IF (BONC -EQ- CLMP) IBC = 2 02110
 
IF (BONC oEQe BOTH) IBC = 1 02120
 
IF (BONC uEQa BOTH) NBC = 2 02130
 
IF (BC- Q.E 0) Go TO 900 02140
 
IF (SHAP aEQd ELIP) CHAP = 160 02150
 
IF (SHAP oEQ4 RECT) CHAP = 2.0 02160
 
IF (SHAP .EQi TRAP) CHAP = 360 02170
 
IF (CHAP eEQc 0.0) GO TO 901 02180
 
0 READ (151,501) NPAN, NSCLP NSPC, NPRSNOPRT, IMANo ILGD, 02190
 
1IR"-YTL" -ET-;-PN-f PAI' NRE ,-' Y -C . . . . . . . .
 




READ (I51,502) (C-AL(i I,NSCL) 02230
 
IF (NPAN *LT6 2) GO TO 102 02240
 
READ (ISI502) (SPAC(I)p I=1,N5PC) 02250
 
.... 	 -g;-0-- 2-3 r2 T-- E- 0 - . .- - -	 02-60 
102 	 READ (ISI502) (PRES(I)g I=INPRS) 02270
 
READ (ISI502) (BETA(I)o I=INBET) 02280
 
READ (I51,502) (PSIA(I)f I=1,NPSI) 02290
 
READ (ISI502) (PAIA(I), T=10NPAI) 02300
 




NRFI = 2*NPAN + 1 02330
 









.. .. . -...... . .-.--R-T-. E -4 GO -- - -... -- -	 A6.0 
IF(NOPRToEQoO) REWIND ISCRI 

IF(NOPRT*EQoO) REWIND ISCR2 02380
 








C= == MAIN DO-LOOP ON NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 02420 
02430 
103 DO 126 LPI=19NBC 02440 
IF (LP1 *EQ. 2) IBC=2 02450 
DO 126 LP2=1NSCL 02460 
MIBP=O 02470 
SKAL = SCAL(LP2) 02480 
-- - GO-TO 903- .. .. ... . ....02490 
DIMA = AA*SCAL(LP2) 02500 
DIMB = BB*SCAL(LP2) 02510 







DO 104 IS = 1'33 02540 
DO - -1US = 2 02550u ........ ... 
X(ISJS) = 1.E-6 02560 
W(IS JS) 0.0 02570 




C===== SELECT PLANFORM TO BE SOLVEDo 02600
 
GO TO (106,108,110), ICHAP 02620
 
106 CALL ELIPSE 02630
 
GO 10 112 02640 
108 CALL RECTNG 02650 
IF(ISHR.EQo1) CALL SHRDEF 02660 
-G--o-- - - -------------	 0726--------­
02680
 
112 IF(ICHAP*EO.3) GO TO 202 02690
 
IF((DIMA/2.).GT.(32a*DEL)) GO TO 1060 02691
 
IF((DINB/Za)oGT.(20o*DEL)) GO TO 1065 02692
 
202 IF(NSPCaEQ.O) SPAC(1)=STAR 02693
 
110 	 CALL TRPZOD 

DO 126 LP3=INSPC 02710
 
SPAD = SPAC(LP3) 02720
 




ILRG = 0 02750
 
SIRT- T .. .02760 -- ------

PRSS = PRES(LP4) 02770
 
IF((ICHAP.NE3)aOR, (N2.NEI)) GO TO 111 02780
 








C CALCULATE REFRACTIVE INDEXES FOR PRESSURE USED. 02830
 
111 	 DON = ((2.926E-4)/(I.O + (3o665E-3)*(2140)))/14.7 02840
 
RIC = 1.0 + DON*ABS(PRSS) 02850
 
IF (NPAN EQi 1) RI(1) = RIC 02860
 
IF WNAN *EQ- 2) RIll) =1.0 + DON*ABS(CPRSS) 	 02870 
IF (NPAN ,EQa 2) RI(3) = RIC 02880
 




WRITE(ISO 121) (RI(1),1=1,NRFI) 02910
 
123 FORMAT(1H 21HPRESSURE LEVELS ARE 6E15.4) 	 02920
 
121 FORMAT(1H P23HREFRACTIVE INDICES ARE 6E16.8f 02930 
IDT = IDT + 1 02940 
CALL DEFRES (IRT, NOPRT) 02950 
CALL RTVLST (IRT, LINP IPV) 02960 
IF (IMAN oEQ. 0) GO TO 114 02970 
CALL MAXMIN (19T) 02980 




ILRG = 1 03010
 
CALL 	DEFRES (IRT, NOPRT) 03020
 








116 DO 125 LQI = 1,NSEX 03060
 
DO 125 L2 = 1' NBET 03070
 
DO 125 LQ3 = 1, NPSI 03080
 
DO 125 L04 = 1, NPAI 03090
 
DO 125 LP6 = INTHE 03100
 
... . .. - - .nw.... .. 	 Os 
C 

- - - .... .... .. ... .1. 
NMP(I) = 0 03120 
AVG(I) = 0.0 03130 
AVS(I) = 0.0 03140 
AMN(I) = 060 03150 
118 S TD (I ) = 0,0 ...... ..... . ......... 03160 
031J-7LOCP =rI 

DO 120 I=1,180 03180
 
120 RES(I) = 0.0 03190
 
DO 124 LP7 = 1,NGP 03200
 
KI = JPN(LP7) 03210
 
CALL PACWRD (K1,K2, 2) 03220
 























IF(RE.NEeO.) GO TO 124 03360 
ZSEX = ZSEXT(LQ1) 03370 
PLANA = BETA(LQ2) 03380 
RAYAN = PSIA(LQ3) I 03390-
PAIAN = PAIA(L.4) 1 03400 
THEAN = THEA(LP6) 03410
 







C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE RAY TRACE DATA AND STORES THE COMPONENT 03450 
RM .... S4-6... .C-....... T 7Z MR EED t CALCA7 TE R IC- WEAT- ANDb-
C 03470
 
ISEC = 1 
 03480
 
CALL MENRM5 	 03490 









CALL MENRMS 	 03560
 
CALL RESTWO (IRT, NOPRT) 	 03570
 
IF((ICHAP.NE.3)OR4 (N2.NE.1l)) GO TO 126 03590
 
DO 199 K=1921 03600
 




199 DWX(KL)=DWX(KL)/PRSS 03620 
. .. . ------------ -- --- -
--- .-- - . . . . . ­-- --..----.-.-------.- --- ---- .-.-.03-6-0
 





C ITS ECTION PRIN HE ERROR COMMENT,56 	 03660 
03670
 




-----------... 	 -50r-- y~rm1-f71HO;nvrTu WCUNVARYtONUITIGNUWOkYU&ED hA& 7T . ... 0369-0...... 
1 25H WHICH IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.) 03700
 
GO TO 2000 
 037'10
 
901 WRITE (M30,951) SHAP 03720
 
951 0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO/1HO,28HTHE PLANEFORM WORD USED WAS ,A4 03730.
 
1 25H WHICH IS NOT ACCEPTAELEo) 
GO TO 2000 
03740 
03750 
902 WRITE (IS0,952) 03760 
952 0 FORMAT (1HO,43HTHE THICKNESS 
1 19HINCREMENT ARE ZERO.) 




W4RITE (ISO 953) LP2 
03790 
5-­
953 FORMAT (iHOo 6HSCALE(9I1,1OH) IS ZERO.) 03810 
GO TO 2000 03820 
1000 LIN = LIN + 100 03830 
CALL RTVLST (IRT LIN' IPV) 03840 
IF(NOPRToEQl) GO TO 1010 03850 
WRITE (IS0oC05O) IPRdIPB . 03860. 
1050 0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO99HTHERE ARE, 15'27H PAGES OF RAY TRACE OUTPUT , 03870 
'1 30HON THE MICROFILM TAPE (TAPE 8)/ 03880 
2 1HO,9HTHERE ARE915'27H PAGES OF RAY TRACE OUTPUT 03890 
1 30HON THE RETRIEVAL TAPE (TAPE 9)) 03900 
INX = 999 . . . . .. . . . . . . 03910... 
CALL PAGE (IPB LIN' 1S9, INX) 03920 
GO TO 1020 03930 
1010 WRITE (150,1051) IPR 03940 
1051 0 FORMA' ('lH"/HO,9HTHERE ARE,15,27HPAGES OF RAY IRACE OUPU , 03950 




/-51--. 6RMAT-- / 1 " * TH- PROBLEM YOU GAE ME- D-WA-
03970 
0.9 5. 
1 20HDONE CORRECTLY **) 03990 
CALL CLOCK (TIME) 04000 
WRITE (6,9099) IIME 04010 
9099 FORMAT (IHO25HEND WINDEF TIME = , FlOo4) 04020 
1060 WRITE(6,9098) IRT 04021 
9098 F0fMfAT i RH1STHE PROBLEM DOTI WED RERIAfJERI5HNA I 
1S AA DIMENSION GREATER THAN THE PROGRAM CAN HANDLE) 04023 
1065 WRITE(699097) IRT 04024 
9097 FORMAT(1H1,38HTHE PROBLEM DESIGNATED RETRIVAL NUMBER;I4,58H HAS IT 04025 
1S BB DIMENSION GREATER THAN THE PROGRAM CAN HANDLE4 ) 04026 













......--.......---- -----.... ... ...... ... .... .. ... ........... ... .. ......... ....... ... .. . ....-- 0 - --­
04080 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE-E OFGRID -NT bFORMATIONS FOR 04090 --
C AN ELLIPSE 04100 
C 04110 
C A = ELLIPSE MAJOR SEMI AXIS 04120 
... ... ..--.--.-----9 - - -=--ELL P Q4 30 ­... 
C C = ELLIPTIC FOCAL DISTANCE 04140 
C DWX = DEFLECTION AT POINT I J OF SECOND PANE 04150 
C ET = ELLIPTIC COORDINATE 04160 
C ETX = PARTIAL OF ET WRT X 04170 
C ETY, = PARTIAL OF ET WRT Y 04180 
C L = ROW INDEX 04190 
C J = COLUM INDEX 04200 
C K = GRIDPOINT COUNTER 04210 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRID POINTS 04220 
C W = DEFLECTION AT POINT IJ OF FIRST PANE 04230 
C Wi = CONSTANT IN DEFLECTION EQUATION 04240 
..... _C WO = CONSTANT IN DEFLECTION EQUATION 04250 
C WEP = PARTIAL OF W WRT ET 04260 
C WZP = PARTIAL OF W WRT ZI 04270 
C X = X COORDINATE ARRAY 04280 
C XLIM = X VALUE AT ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY ALONG ANY ABSISSA 04290
 
C ,Zi = ELLIPTIC COORDINATE 04300
 
C ZIX = PARTIAL OF ZI WRT X 04310
 
C . .. = PARtIAL OF T.Y ...	 0Z 








0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON)9 (DUM( 501)9 X), 04370
 




O EQUIVALENCE (CON? 1), DIMA), (CON( 2)9 DIMB)D 04410
 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC), (CON( 4)q DEL), (CON( 5), GNU), 04420
 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC)q (CON( 7), SPAD)p (CON( 8)' PRSS), 04430
 
YcC.6 	lfI TF -W-------COTl) CNMYTror n~~FW. ns~ 
4 (CON( 12), IBC0 (CON( 13), NGP) (CON( 14), LP7)5 04450 
5 (CON( 15)p FR)' (CON( 16), LOCP)q (CON( 17) IPD)' 04460 
6 (CON( 18) IPR) (CON( 19)q CHAP) (CON(20), -SCRI), 04470
 
7 (CON( 21'jISCR2)p (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23), ISEC)v 04480
 
8 (CON( 24)h NPAG)' (CON( 25)q YONG), (CON( 26)q ILGD) 04490
 
TT 	 ---............




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL), (CON( 41)9 SPAC)' 04520
 
1 (CON 51)' PRE.S)' (CON( 61), PLtJA) (CON( 71)' RAYA)f 04530
 
2 (CON( 81)' PAIA)' (CON( 91)9 THEA), (CON(IO1)i RI), 04540
 
3 (CON(11), RES), (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351)9 OIF) 04550
 




0 DIMENSION CON( 500)9 X(21,33)9 W(21,33)q 04580
 
1 DWX(2!33), JPN( 500)9 RTV( 500) 04590
 
c 04600 
A = DIMA/2.O041 
B = DIMB/2.O 04620 
C 04630 
C===== INITIALIZE INDEXES. 04640 
C 04650 
IFTM (A 0GT.= B B) GO TO 201 ----. 0466-0-­04670 
B =A 04680 
A = TM 04690 
201 C = SQRT(A*A 
XLIM = A 
- B*B) 04700 
04710 
= 0 04720 
K =0 04740 
X(l,1) = 00 04750 




.------THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS 
WITH SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGES. 
FOR AN ELLIPSE 04780------0 
0.4790 
C 04800 
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS 04810 
C 04820 
100 IF (A EQo. B) GO TO 102 04830 
___X(11) = A 04840 
Z -I-0 04850 
ET = 160 04860 
XC = X(c,1) 04870 
YC = 0, 04880 
CALL ELIPIT (C XC, YC, ZI ET, FZPP FEPq GZP, GEP' DET) 04890 
AIO = ZI 04900 
A - 0 4"91---------







CA2S = (COSH(A20))**2 04950 
SA2S = (SINH(A20)*0 2 
5..............................A-2 -S!7"1- -- - --­
04960 




= (1.0 - GNU) 
04980 
04990 
W1 = +(8,0*(OMNU)*(3.0*CA2S-2.O)*SA20)/(2.0*CA2S-(OMNO)*S-A2) 05000 
X(1,1) = 060 05010 
C CALCULATE GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS. 05020 








K = K+1 05050 
KI = 05060 
-.. . . K ------- . . . . .--- . . .. . .. .-- _.. -05Q7Q -. . . . 
05080CALL PACWRD (K1,K2 1) 

05090
JPN(K = KI 

ZI = 1.0 05100
 
ET = 10 05110
 
XC = X(IJ) 05120
 




CALL ELIPIT (C, XC, YC, ZI ET, FZP. FEPP GZP. GEP, DET) 05150
 
Z12 = 24 O*ZI 05160
 




ET4 = 4O*ET .. .-- 05190
 
TE = (3#0*CA20*CA4C - 4-0*CA4O*COSH(Z2) + CA2O*C-SH(ZI4)) 05200
 
TE2 = (3o0*CA20*CA40 - 4.0*CA40* COS(ET2) + CA20* COS(ET4)) 05210
 
TE3 = (COSH(ZI2 - CA20) 05220
 
TE4 = (CA20 - cOS(ET2)) 05230
 




0 WZp = ... 4a0 *-C A2 05260
Wo-(±TE2)(-8 CA40 SINH ZI2T NH(Z4)) ....................... 
1 -Wi*TE4*(2.0*SINH(ZI2M) 05270 
0 WEP = WO*(TE1*(+8.O*CA4O* SIN(ET2) - 40*CA20* SIN(ET4)) 05280 







ETY = FZP/DET 05330
 
X(IJ+1) = X(IoJ) + DEL 05340
 
IF (XIJ+) .LE. XLIM) GO T0 101 05350
 








IF (DWY ,G1 0 t) GO 10 8ou 05410 
XLIM = A*SQRT (10 - (DWY**2/(B*BM) 05420 
IF (DWY 4LE. B) GO TO 203 05430 
. . . -og o -- - - ---- 0 54 0. 
C 05450 
C ==== THIS SECTION SOLVES THE SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE WHEN A = B (CIRCLE) 05460 
c 05470 
102 	 TEl = 1,0/(64o0*FR) 05480
 
TE2 = ((5.O+GNU)/(lO+GNU))*(A*A) 05490
I . . ..	 6. . 0. . . .	 6 
J = 0 	 05510
 
X(19l) = 0'0 	 05520 
XLIM = A 	 05530
 
........ 205 . L tL -- - - ----.- 05540
 
05550
103 J = J+l 
K = K+I 05560 
KI = 1 05570 
05580K2 = J 

CALL PACWRD (K1,K2,1') 05590
 
JPN(K) = KI 05600
 






TE3 = (A*A X2 -Y2) 05640 
TE4= (TE2 - X2 - Y2) 05650 
W(IgJ) = TEI*TE3*TE4 05660 
IF(NAN.Q.2)DWXIJ=W(,J)05670 








IF (XCIJ+I) .LE. XLIM) GO TO 103 05710
 
X(TI J-j+I) 05720 --
J =0 -- 05730 
X(I+,J+I) = 080 05740 
EJ=I 05750 
DWY=DEL*EJ 05760 
IF (DWY oGT. B GO TO 800 05770 
XLIM = A*SQRT (1.0 - (DWY**2/(B*B))) 05780 
IF (DWY &LE. TO 205 . . . . ... . 0 5 .9b) GO --. 






C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS FOR AN 05820
 





WO = l0/(FR*TEM) 05860 
207 I 1+1 05870 
105 J = J+l 05880 
K = K+1 05890 
KI = I 05900
 
CALL PACWRD (K1,K2,1) 05920
 







TEM = (1.0 - (X(IqJ)*X(IJ)/(A*A)) (DWY*DWY/(B*B))) 05960
 
... T =-- TE M- ..-- . . ... . . . . . ... . .05 . . .
..............  T -- W-0 4 W2- - . -. . . . ... . . . . . 70 . . .
 
IF(NPANaEQ.2) DWX(IJ)=W(I J) 05980
 
X(IgJ+1) = X(IoJ) + DEL 05990
 
IF (X(IPJ+I) .LE. XLIM) GO TO 105 06000
 
06020
J = 0 





IF (DWY 6GT. B) GO TO 800 06060 
XLIM = A*SORT (1.0 (DWY**2/(B*B))) 06070 
IF (DWY 6LEd B) GO TO 207 06080 
800 NGP = K 06090 
RETURN 06100 
END 06110 
$IBFTC M523G2 06120 
CELIPIT 06130 
SUBROUTINE ELIPIT (C X, Y9 XI. ET FXP, FEP, GXP. GEP' DET) 06140
 
C 06150 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINS THE ELLIPTIC COORDINATES XI AND ETL 06160 
C CORRESPONDING TO THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES X AND Y. 06170 
C / 06180 
C ITERATION IS BY THE NEWTON-RHAPSON METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROX. 06190 
C 	 06200
 
C C = ELLIPTIC FOCAL DISTANCE 06210
 
C DET = DETERMINENT 06220
 
C El = ET COORDINATE VALUE IN LLLIP11CAL SYbTEM 	 06230
 
C FEP = PARTIAL OF FIO WRT ET 	 06240
 
C FIO = FUNCTION F 	 06250
 
C Pp P ALUT KC- 07--FOYRflI .0"6"2u.
 
C GEP = PARTIAL OF GIO WRT ET 06270
 
C GIO FUNCTION G 06280 
C GXP PARIIAL OF GIO WRI XI 06290 
C IDON = 1 INDICATES ITERATION 1S COMPLETE 06300 
C X = X COORDINATE VALUE IN RETANGULAR SYSTEM 06310 
......C NA E VAL -E E -..... - --........................ -- COO.R----I0 - N"F T - 3 T - - 0 
C Y = Y COORDINATE VALUE IN RETANGULAR SYSTEM 06330 
C ALL OTHER LEFT HAND VALUES ARE TEMPORARIES 06340 
c 06350 
IDON = 0 06360 
100 IF (Y ,NE. 0.0) GO TO 103 06370 
.. ... .... . -r- OTh -0 ... 063-80--

XII = 060 06390
 
ETI = ACOS(X/C) 06400
 
GO TO 108 06410
 
101 XI = 160 06420
 
ET = 0.0 06430
 
-
10 	 F 10..O X - C*COSH(XI) CSE T . 06440 
FXP = - C*SINH(XI)*COS(ET) 06450 
XlI = XI - FIO/FXP 06460 
ETI = ET 06470 
IF ((ABSCXI1 -_XI)) *LE, 0.0000001) GO To 108 06480 
XI = xi1 06490 
GO TO 102 06500 
103 IF (X 6NE. 0s0 GO TO 105 06510 
ET = 90,0*0o017453292519 06520 
Xi = 0.0 06530 
10b -CSIHX)*SIN(ET) 06540 
GXP - C*(OSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06550 
XII = XI - GIO/GXP 06560 
ETI = ET 06570 
IF ((ABS(XI1 - XI)) aLEs 0.0000001) GO TO 108 06580 
XI = XII 06590 
GO To 104 06600 
105 FIO = X - C*COSH(XI)*COS(ET) 06610 
GIO = Y - C*SINH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06620 
106 	 FXP,= - C*SINH(XI)*COS(ET) 06630 
FEP = + C*COSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06640 
GXP = - C*COSH(XI)*SIN(ET) 06650 
GEP =.- C*SINH(XI)*COS(ET) 60660 

DET = (FXP*GEP - FEP*GXP) 06670 
IF (IDON oEQi 1) GO To 800 .06680 
XII1 XI - (iaO/DET)*(GEP*FIO - FEP*GIO) 06690 
ETI = ET + (IaO/DET)*(GXP*FIO - FXP*GIO) 06700 
IF ((ABS(XII - XI)) -LE. 0.0000001) GO TO 107 06710 
"XI = XII 06720 
GO TO 105 06740 
107 IF ((ABS(ETI - ET)) aLEd 0o0000001) GO TO 108 06750 
XI = XIl 06760 
ET = ETI 06770 
GO TO 105 06780 
1 0 8 	 X I . . . . .. . . .. . ..... 
ET = ETI 06800 
IDON =1 06810 
GO TO 	 195 06820 
I. -X .	 .
 




C 	 06870 




C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE TABLE OF GRIDPOINT DEFORMATIONS 06900 
--------------- -R- --- R-----N--------- ----- ----- I -- n- -69--- -- BAN R-IGIDI5TY -D -069fi0 
C 06920 
C A = PLATE LENGTH 06930 
C ALPHAM = DEFLECTION COEFFICIENI 06940 
. C A J_ HA ..
.....------------- ._. E EE)E- .. ............ ... 69 5 Q 

06960
C ASPECT = SQUARE OF ASPECT RATIO 

C B = PLATE WIDTH 06970
 
C BETAM = MOMENT COEFFICIENT 06980
 
C BETAN = MOMENT COEFFICIENT 06990 
C D - PLATE STIFFNESS 07000 
C DWX = DEFLECTION AT POINT I J OF SECOND PANE 07010 
C DWXMOE = SLOPE IN X DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07020 
C DWXMOF = SLOPE IN X DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG OTHER EDGE 07030 
C DWXSIM = SLOPE IN X DIRECTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE 07040 
C DWYMOE = SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07050 
C DWYMOF = SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG OTHER EDGE 07060 
C DWYSIM = SLOPE IN Y DIRECTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGE-07070 
C EM = COUNT ON NUMBER OF TERMS 07080 
C EN = COUNT ON NUMBER OF TERMS 07090 
C I = ROW INDEX 07100 
C IBC = BOUNDARY CONDITION SWITCH 07110 
C ILIM = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS USED TO DETERMINE REDUNDANT MOMENTS 07120 
C J = COLUMN INDEX 07130 
C K = GRIDPOINT COUNTER 07140 
C MN = NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 07150 
C MOMENT = COEFFICIENTS OF LHS OF EQUATIONS 07160 
C NGP = NUMBER OF GRIDPOINTS 07170 
C NM = COLUMNS IN RHS OF EQUATIONS 07180 
C RHS = RHS OF SET OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 07190 
C WI FLEC OArT -T-O'J-F - IR3TPAE.. 
C WMOE = DEFLECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG ONE EDGE 07210
 
C WMOF = DEFLECTION FOR MOMENTS APPLIED ALONG OTHER EDGE 07220
 
CWbM = DE-LECION FOR IMPLY UP-ORIED EDGE 07(30
 













0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1), CON)o (DUM( 501)p X), 07300
 
1 (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2251), DWX) 07310 





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)o DIMA), (CON( 2), DIMB), 07350
 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC), (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5)1 GNU)p 07360
 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC)v (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8), PRSS), 07370
 
3. C-O-U" ) "NPAN) .CN -IO - S . . (CON( - ---- -b ) . . 07380. 
4 (CON( 12)q IBC), (CON( 13)o NGP)o (CON( 14), LP7): 07390
 
5 (CON( 15) FR)' (CON( 16), LOCP), (CON( 17)v IPD), 07400
 
6 (CON( 18)' IPR)p (CON( 19), CHAP)' (C0N(2O), ISCRI)i 07410
 
--
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2), , (CON( 22)' SKAL), (CON( 23)' ISEC)2 07420 
8 (CON( 24)1 NPAG), 












0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL)o (CON( 41), SPAC), 07460 
1 (CON( 51)9 PRES), (CON( 61), PLNA), (CON( 71), RAYA), 07470 





(CON(301) STAT)v (CON(351)h OIF) 07490 
07500 
C 07510 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500), X(21,33), W(21,33), 07520 
C 
] DWX(2133)9 JPN( 500), RTV( 500) 07530 
0 7 540 












D = FR 07610 
A = DIMA 07620 
B = DIMB 07630 
ILIM = 28 07640 
IULIM = ILIM/2 07650 
ILLIM = ILIM/2 + 1 07660 
....M.......M...3.07670 06 703 
TERMS = NTERMS 07680 
10 	 1 = 0 07690 
j = 0 07700 
K 0 07710 
XCl 91) = 0.0 	 07720 
PI 3.1415926535 07730 
CNST1 = 4.0*(A**4)/(D*(PI**5)) 07740 
CNST2 = 4.0*(A**3)/(D*(PI**4)) 07750 
CNST3 = A*A/(2o0*D*PI*PI) 07760 
CNST4 = A/(2.0*D*PI) 07770 
CNST5 = B*B/(20*D*PI*PI) 07780 
CNS 	 B/ 21
8 *D*PI)of~o 
IF (IBC oEQ. 1) GO TO 100 07800 
07810C 
C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR CLAMPED PLAIE 07620 
C 07830 
50 DO 55 JK=IILIM 07840 
-------- 55 ---L=-TIILIM 50 
55 	 MOMENT (JKL) = 0.0 07860 
EN = -1.0 07870
 








 O 9Q . .... .... ..ALPHAN = EN*PI*8/(2.0*A) 
 07900





ASPECT = A*A/(B*) 

07930
I = II 

... . IF (ALPHAN,.LT, 88.0) 60 TO 57 07950 
. . . . t ( . . . . .= -.E 70 7 9 6 0 16 0 / N 

RHS(II) = -CNST8 
 07970
GO TO 58 07980 
57 0 MOMENT(IIfIII) (TANH(ALPHAN)+ALPHAN/ 07990 
1 COSH(ALPHAN)/COSH(ALPHAN)) ZEN 08000 
RHS(II) =CNST8*(ALPHAN/ COSWALPHANCOSALPHAN) 
-TANH(ALPHAN)) 08010 
58 EM = -1 .0 -------------- - --DO 60 JJ=ILLIM51LIM 08020
 
EM = EM + 2.0 08030
0.. . 08040





....... 60 CONTINUE 08060
08070
 
70 EN = -1.0 ------- 08080 
DO 80 I1=ILLIMILIM 08090 
EN = EN +2s0 0800 
8ETAN = EN*P I*/2 6 ) 08100 
CNST9 = 8,0*B*EN/(PI*A) 08120
 
... CNST 460*8*B/( (EN**4)*(pI**3)0 ....... 08 13 0
 
IFl = IIA 08150
 
IF (BETAN .LT. 88.0) GO TO 73 08160







W, MfbE7tflr~i~ p. - ------- ---------- - 08190 
1 COSH(BETAN)/COSH(BETAN)) /EN 08210
 
RHS(If) CNSTIO*(BETAN/ COSH(BETA/COSH(BETAN) 
-TANH(BETAN))
75 EM =-1.-0--- 0822008230 . ..
 
DO 80 JJ=lIULIM 
 08240
 






MN =ILIM -' 0828008280
 
NM = 1 NM O9o-008300
 








i100 = I + 1 08350 
K =K+1 	 08370
 
K1 = I 08380 
K2 = J 08390 
CALL PACWRD (K1 K2 1) 08400 
JPN(K) = Ki 08410 
W(IJ) = 000 08420 
IF(NPAN.EO.2) DWX(I5J)=W(IJ) 08430 
EM = -160 08440 
110 EM = EM + 2.0 08450 
EJ=I-! 08460 
DWY=DEL*EJ 08470 
CNSTA = EM*PI/A 08480 
ALPHAM = CNSTA*B/2.0 08490 
MMM = EM 08500 
CNST11 = -1.0 08510 
IF (((MMMfI)/2-((MMM-I)/4)*2) -EQ. 0) CNSTI11=1.0 08520 
CNST11 = CNST11/(EM**5) 08530 
CNST12 = EM*CNSTZ1 08540 
CNST13 = CCOSH(ALPHAM) 	 08550 
CNST14 = (2.0+ALPHAMiTANH(ALPHAM))/(24 O*CNSTl3) 08560
 
0 WSIM = CNSTI1*CNSTII*(1O-CNST14ZCOSH(CNSTADWY) 08570
 




IF (IBC oEOo 2) GO TO 200 	 08600
 
W(IJ) = W(I'J) + WSIM 08610 
IF(NPAN.EQ.2) DWX(I J)=WCI J) 08620 
IF (EM oLE. TERMS) GO TO 110 08630 
X(IJ+I) = X(IPJ) + DEL 08640 
IF (X(IoJ+I) aLEs (A/2.0)) GO TO 105 08650 
X(IJ+l) = 0.0 08660 
= 0 	 08---d670F5_
 






IF (DWY oLE. (B/24O)) GO TO 100 08710
 
GO TO 300 08720
 






200 	 CNSTB = EM*PI/B 08770' 
BETAM = CNSTB*A/20- 08780 
. EM.. 06790-........--

CNST15 = -1.0 08800
 
IF (((MMM-)/2-((MMM-)/4)*2) -EQ. 0) CNST15=1.O 08810
 
CNST15 = CNST15/(EM*EM) 08820
 
.. ... .. =-	 . 8
 
CNST17 = COSH(BETAM) 08840
 
CNST18 = ALPHAM*TANH(APHAM)/CNST13 08850
 
CNST19 = BETAM*TANH(BETAM)/CNST17 08860
 
EMM = EM/2,0 + 0.5 08870
 
M = EMM 08880
 
.EJ I. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .0889 ­
DWY=DEL*EJ 08900 
0 WMOE = -CNST3*CNSTl5*EANDF(M)4(CNSTA*DWY *SINH(CNSTA*DWY)/ 08910 
1 CNST13 -CNST18*COSH(CNSTA*DWY)) *COS(CNSTA*X(I9J)) 08920 
EEE = IULIM 08930 
EMM = EM/2.0 + EEE + 0.5 08940 
M = EMM 08950 
0 WMOF =-CNST54CNST15*EANDE(MNQ*(CNSTB*X(lJ1*SINH(CNSTB*XUPJ))/ 08960
 
1 CNST17 -CNST19*COSH(CNSTB4 X(IJ)t)*COS(CNSTB*DWY) 08970 
W(I J) = W(I J) + WSIM + WMOE + WMOF 08980 
IF(NPANaEQ.2) DWX(IJ)=W(IPJ) 08990 
IF (EM *LEd TERMS) GO TO 110 09000 
X(IJ+I) = X(IJ) + DEL 09010 
IF (X(IJ+1) &LE. (A/2.0)) GO TO 105 09020 
X(Igj+I} = 00 09030 
J = 0 09040 




IFL D/.. GO O 100.---
........... 09070
 












. . .. . TT--B -9 0
6TT -- ------------------------------------------------.... 
C 09150
 








.... V....C..D......CN...D....C XLD o- .. ­0I -T .. 0920 
1,(DUM(1501),W) (DUM(2001) DWX), (DUM(2501)qDWY)(DUM(3OO1) JPN) 09210 
2 ,(DUM(3501),RTV) 09220 
DOUBLE PRECISION ABAMAXPIVOI0WAPI 092-30: 
DIMENSION IPIVOT(32)'A(32'32)9 INDEX(3292)PPIVOT(32) B(32 2) 09240 






15 DO 20 J=1 N 09300 
20 IPIVOT(J)=O 09310 
30 DO 55'0 I=1N 09320 
C 09330 
C.====SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 09340 
C 09350 
40 AMAX=00- 09360 
45 DO 105 J=1 N 09370 
50 IF (IPIVOT(J)-1) 60' 105, 60 
60 DO 100 K=1N 
09380 
09390 
70 IF (IPIVOT(K)-I) 80' 100, 740 
80 IF(DABS(AMAX)-DABS(A(J,k)))85,10 0O,100 
09400 
09410 
85 IROW=J - 09420 
90 ICOLUM=K 09430 
95 AMAX=A(JK) 09440 
100 CONTINUE 09450 
105 CONTINUE 09460 
IF (AMAX) 128,107,128 09470 
107 PRINT 108 09480 
108 FORMAT 22H MATRIX I SINGULARW 09490 
NCE =1 09500 
GO TO 740 09510 
-' 128 IPIVOT(ICOLUM) =IPIV0T(ICOLUM)+1 09520 
0 C 09530 
C=====INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 09540 
C 09550 
130 IF (IROW-ICOLUM) 140o 260, 140 09560 
140 DETERM=-DETERM 09570 





200 A (TICQLuM;qL T;SW---------------------A- -P- -­
205 IF(M) 260, 260P 210 09620 
210 DO 250 L=p M 09630 
220 SWAP=B(IROW L) 
230 B(IROWL)=B(ICOLUM ,L) 
09640 
09650 





320 CONTINUE 09700 
C 09710 
C===DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENo 09720 
C 09735. 
330 A(ICOLUMqICOLUM)=10.OD-1 
340 DO 350 L=1N 
09740 
09750 
350 A(ICOLUML)=A(ICOLUML)/PIVOT(I) 09760 
C 




C=== .REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS 

C 
3 80 D O 550 L l N -- - - - - - - - - -
- --
-
390 IF(L!-ICOLUM) 400, 550, 400 
400 T=A(LIICOLUM) 
420 A(L1,ICOLUM=O.0 
430 DO 450 L=1,N 
450 A(L1,L)=A(L,L)-A(ICOLUML)*T 

455 IF(M) 550, 550, 460 

















620 IF (INDEX(LI)-INDEX(L,2)) 630' 710' 630 





650 DO 705 K=19N 




















C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE TRAPEZOIDAL DEFORMATION DATA FROM 





C DWX = SLOPE IN X DIRt AT POINT LOC 

C DWY = SLOPE IN Y DIR. Al P5IT LOC 

C ELM = ELEMENT VALVE AT LOC 

C IBY = =1 INDICATES POINT IS OUTSIDE PLANFORM BOUNDARY 
C ICOL .COLUMN NUMBER 
C IDIR = DEGREE OF FREEDOM 1=X, 2=Y, 3=Z, 4=TX 5= TY, 6=TZ 
C ILD = LOAD NUMBER OUTPUT BY SAMIS (COLUMN CODE) 
























































































C JLD -OA-D T-H-E +IS A- PT-OF T H 
C ITEM = TEMPORARY 
L  NUMBER DESIRED LOAD NUMBER -- ......... 10250 
C ELEMENT CODE GENERATED BY SAMIS. 10260 
C LOC = COORDINATE LOCATION CODE 10270 
C M = GRIDPOINT COUNTER 	 10280
 
10290
C NCRD = NO. OF ELEMENT DATA CARDS TO BE READ IN. 
C . - NGP . - = NUMBER OF GRIDPOINTS .- . . . . . . . . 10300 ... 
C SCLFAC = SCALE FACTOR TO MULTIPLY DEFLECTIONS BY 10310 
C W = DEFLECTION AT POINT LOC 10320 
C X = X COORDINATE ARRAY 10330 
C XS = X COORDINATE AT POINT LOC 10340 
C YS = Y COORDINATE AT POINT LOC 10350 
C - -	 10360 
COMMON DUM 	 10370 
10380
 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON), (DUM( 501)' X), 10390
 
1 (DUM(1501)i W), (DUM(2251), DWX), 10400
 







0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1) DIMA). (CON( 2)- D1MB). 10430 
1 (CON( 3)q DIMC)o (CON( 4), DEL) (CON( 5)p GNU), 10440 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC) (CON( 7), SPAD)q (CON( 8)p PRSS), 10450 
3" (CON( 9)9 NPAN)' (CON( 10)9 ISI), (CON( 11)q ISO)q 10460 
4' (CON( 12)' IBC) (CON( 13), NGP) (CON( 14)1 LP7) 10470 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' (CON( 16)s LOCP)i (CON( 17) IPD) 10480 
.N( .6.. 18........ (CON( 19) CHAP), (CON(-20 - ISCRI) 10490 
7 (CON( 21)PISCR2), (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23)' ISEC) 10500 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG) (CON( 25)q YONG) (CON( 26)q ILGD) 10510 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31)q SCAL) (CON( 41)' SPAC)i 10540
 
2 (CON( 81)' PAIA) (CON( 91)q THEA). (CON(101)p RI)' 10560
 
3 (CON(111)5 RES)' (CON(291), STAT), (CON(351)9 OIF). 10570
 




O DIMENSION CON( 500) X(21,33)9 W(21 33), 10600 
1.D.X...---T 21T,) T .JP-.... --- 50)9-orF---( --- ----- 16 
C 	 10620 




READ (ISI5500) JLDNCRDSCLFAC'X1,YIIDXIDY 10650 
500 FORMAT 0 .. .. . .2.15)---10660. 21.5. 3.E.10 	 .. --- . 
...........WRITE 	 6_
 




(IS0,503) SCLFACIWRITE 	 10-670 
1 E16.45IH.) 

WRITE (IS0505) XIYI 10700
 
......... . ._ I EATTO.N..ENTER IS.AT .Z.k.. 6.LH,_Y1 ____ -10710 ­... . O M . 4 -. ­
10720
1 E12.41H.) 
WRITE (ISO507)IDXoIDY 10730 
507 FORMAT (IH , 35HCENTER OF INTERPOLATION SQUARES IS 15, 10740 
1 17H X INTERVALS AND 15 25H Y INTERVALS FROM ORIGIN.) 10750 
C XIlYI - COORDINATES OF TRANSLATED ORIGIN 10760 
C IDX= NO. OF INTERVALS IN X FOR INTERPOLATION CENTER 10770 
C .ID= N.0 OF INTERVALS IN Y FOR INTERPOLATION CENTER 10780 
C IF JLD IS MINUS, CARD DATA FOR WINDOW IN ACTUAL CONFIGURATION IS GIVEN.10790 
C IF NCRD IS MINUS CARD DATA IS GIVEN FOR ONLY 1 OF 2 PANES AND BOTH 10800 





















15 M=O 10940 
DO 104 I=INCRD 10950 
REA-F-uVSN - -f-f- -CEZ-(J-I -b - _EER J T --0- ------ 1060 
501 FORMAT (3(1616 O12)) 10970 
C 10980 
C===== IE TFS DATA 1 ACCLPIABLE 10990 
DO 104 J=193 11000 
IF (ILD(J) .NE JLD) GO TO 104 11010 
IROW = LOC(J)/1000 11030
 
ITEM = LOC(J) - IROW*1000 11040
 
ICOL = ITEM/i0 11050
 
IDIR = ITEM - ICOL*10 11060
 
IF ((IDIRoEQ.1) .OR. (IDIRoEQ.2) SOR. (IDIR.EQo6)) GO TO 104 11070
 
XS = ICOL - 1 11090 
YS IROW - 1 11100 
GO TO 30 11110 
20 XS=ICOL-1-IC 11120 
YS=IROW-1-IR 11130
 






CALL BONDRY (XSo YS, IBY) 11170
 
IF (IBY oEQo 1) GO TO 104 11180 
KI = IROW119 
K2 = ICOL 11200
 
CALL PACWRD (K1 K2 1) 11210
 
IF((IROWLEIR)aAND(ICOLLEICI) GO TO 32 11220
 
IF((IROWoGT.IR)kAN5(ICOL.GTIC)) GO TO 40 11230
 
G. T_ 104 .11240 
32 K = IROW 11250 
L = ICOL 11260 
X(KL) = ICOL - 1 11270 
X(KL)=X(KL)*DEL 11280 
C 11290 
C.===. STORE ACCEPTABLE DATA 11300 
IfF1(( IDIR.EQo3) 4 AND, CN2i EQ.1 W(LEMJ*SFC130 
IF((IDIR.EQd3)eAND.(N26 EQ2)) DWX(KL):ELM(J)*SCLFAC 11320 
IF (IDIR .EQ6 3) M = M+1 11330 
IF (IDIR .EQa 3) JPN(M) : K1 11340 
GO TO (104,34)hN1 11350 
34 DWX(KoL)=W(KL) 11360 
GO To 104 11370 
40 IF(NPAN-2)104'44,104 11390 









NGP = M 11450 
800 RETURN 11460 
END 11470 
$IBFTC M523G6 11480 
CLRGDEF - 11490 




C THIS PROGRAM USES EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM AN ENERGY METHOD 11520
 
C DEVELOPED IN TIMOSHENKOS THEORY OF PLATES AND SHELLS, Pe 419 TO 11530
 




















C A = HALF RECTANGLE LENGTH 11570 
C Al = CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 11580 
C B = HALF RECTANGLE WIDTH 11590 
C Cl = CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 11600 
C CON1 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11610 
C CON2 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11620 
C CON3 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11630 
C CON4 = CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION EQUATION 11640 











































































































= LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY DEFLECTION FOR SECOND PANE 
= CONSTANTS IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 











IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC
IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATIONEQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 

IN SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION 






..................... .... . ..... 
2 
3 (DUM(4001), U), 
4 (DUk(5501) R 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE 
2 (CON( 6), THIC), 
3 (CON( 9}h NPAN)q 
4 (CON( 12)-' LBC)5 
5 (CON( 15)p FR) 
6 (CON( 18)q IPR)o 
7 (CON( 21},ISCR2), 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG), 
9 (CON( 27)' IREL)q 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE 
1 (CON( 51)' PRES), 
..... r..I--PATF ..... 
3 (CON(lil}, RES), 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), 
C 


















(DUM( 1) CON), 








(CON( I)q DIMA) 
7....... ...--
(CON( 7), SPAD)q 
(CON( 10) ISI) 

(CON( 13), NGP9 

(CON( 16), LOCP 

(CON( 19)1 CHAP) 

(CON( 22), SKAL) 

(CON( 25)9 YONG)q 

(CON( 28), LP5)9 

(CON( 31)v SCAL) 









(DUM( 501), X), 









(CON( 2)' DIMB) 



















(CON( 41)o SPAC)q 









1 (Y1,OIF(4)) (OIF(5),CONST1),(OIF(6),CONST2),(OIF(7),CONST3) 

2fOI(8)CONT4)(OT9)~ONST) ~0I T1) ' ONT6)12090
 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500)t X(21,33), U(21,33), W(21 33)p 







IF CHA-P.-NEa2s) GO -TO -90-0------ - -12140 
NTIMES=O 12150 
III=l 12160 
IF(NPAN.EQ.2) Ill=2 12170 




IF (NTIMESoEQ.2) PRSSS=-(PRSS-CPRSS) 12220 
DO 102 I=i,21 12230 
DO 102 J=1,33 12240 
102 U(I-J)=W(I-J)*PRSSS 12250 
A = DIMA/2oO 12270
 
B = DIMB/2.O 12280
 
C 	 CONSTANTS IN LARGE DEFLECTION LQUATION. 12290 
CONI = 480.O*A*B/(YONG*THIC*PI**4) 12300 
CON2 = (PI**2/16.0)*(9O*B/(A**3) + 2.0/(A*B) + 960*A/(B**3)) 12310 
(PI**2/30)*(1600*B/(A**2' -- +0 CO. . = + l /A + 1 -/B 16.0*A/ 12320 
1 (B**2) )**2 12330 
CON4 = (35 0 O*(PI**2)*B/A + 3560*(PI**2)*A/B + 640a0/9.0) 12340 
CON5 = CONI/(CON2 - (2oO/3.0)*(CON3/CON4)) 12350 
C CONSTANTS IN CUBIC EQUATION 12360 
Al = 1./CON. 	 12370 
C1=PRSSS/(ABS(U(1,1))*3,) 12380
 
Dl = -PRSSS 12390
 
C SOLUTION OF CUBIC EQUATION- 12400
 
o = A1*C1 12410
 
R = -055*(A1**2)*D1 12420
 
---- --- INEG = 0 ----	 12430
 
OR = Q**3 + R**2 	 12440 
SOR =DSQRT(QR) 12450
 
TP = R + SOR 12460
 
IF (TP oGT 0.0) GO To 106 12470
 
INEG = 1 12480
 
1Q6 51 = ABS(TP)**(1.0/3,O) 12490
 
SI = -51 12510
 
INEG = 0 12520
 
108 TM = R - SOR 12530 
IF (TM .GT. 0.0) GO TO 110 12540 
INEG = 1 12550 
10oABSTM4*( 1.0/3.0) 12560 
IF (INEG .NEo 1) GO TO 112 12570 
52 = -52 12580
 
12590





C DETERMINATION OF SMALL DEFLECTION THEORY AND LARGE DEFLECTION 

C THEORY PRESSURES. 12620
 
02 = (WO**3)/CON5 12630
 
01 = PRSSS- 02 12640
 
QC = Q2*CON5 12650
 
I(OC .GT. 0.0) Go To 114 12660
 
INEG = 1 12670
 
114 CQC = ABS(OC)**(IaO/3oO) 12680
 
IF (INEG 0NEe 1) GO TO 116 12690
 
CQC = -CC 12700
 
C THIS SECTION DETERMINES THE DEFLECTION AND SLOPESa 12710 ­















105 DO 104 I=INGP 12800
 
KI = JPN(I) 12810
 
CALL PACWRD (KIqK2 2) 12820
 





TEl = U(K1,K2)*(ABS(QI/PRSSS)) 12870 
TE2 = COC*COS(CX)*COS(CY) 12880 
104 U(K1,K2) = (TEl + TE2)/2.0 12890 
IF(NTIMES°EQ.2) GO TO 700 12900 
DO 120i-"021 .. . 
DO 120 J=1,33 12920 
120 DUX(IJ)='U(I J) 12930 
700 CONIINUE 12940 
800 RETURN 12950 
900 WRITE(ISO,500) 12960 
.0.T rURr.. CITT;9-9T 19pT -RRURr7--ARGE-EF ECTT-R EQUTRED-FUR -PENRN FORM. 12970 -...... 
1OTHER THAN RECTANGLE* ) 12980 
STOP 12990 
END 13000 
$IBFTC MS23G7 13010 
C DEFRES 13020 








C CONC = BOUNDARY CONDITION 13070 
C DTX = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR SLOPE IN X DIR 13080 
C DTY TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR SLOPE IN Y DIRo 13090 
C R = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR X COORDINATES 13100 
C S = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR Y COORDINATES 13110 
C T = TEMPORARY ARRAY FOR DEFLECTION 13120 
C 13130 
COMMON DUN 13140 
C 13150 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( i)q CON), (DUM( 501)' X) 13160 
1 (DUM(1501)9 W), (DUM(2251)9 DWX)p 13170 
2 (DUM(3001)9 JPN) (DUM(3501) RTV)i 13180 
3 (DUM(4001), U), (DUM(4751) DUX), 13190 
4 (DUM(5501)- R.... (DUM(6001) p 5), 
5 (DUM(6501), T) (DUM(7251)p DTX) 13210 
C 13220 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)9 DIMA)o (CON( 2)1 DIMB)9 13230 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)q (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5), GNU), 13240 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD)i (CON( 8) PRSS 13250 
3 (CON( 9) NPAN)~ (CO0N( 10), --- ) (CO-( ilL ISO)13-260--­
4 (CON( 12)9 IBC) (CON( 13)9 NGP)i (CON( 14)1 LP7) 13270 
5 CON( 15)o FR)q (CON( 16) LOCP)p (CON( 17)5 IPD) 13280 
6 (CON( 18)f IPR), (CON( 19), CHAP), (CON(20), ISCRi), 13290 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2) (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23), ISEC) 13300 
8 (CON( 24)q NPAG), (CON( 25)' YONG), (CON( 26)' ILRGh, 13310 
9 (CON( 27)' IREL)' (CON( 28),LS(CN29'PR) 130 
C 13330 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL), (CON( 41), SPAC), 13340 
1 (CON( 51), PRES), (CoN( 61), PLNA), (CON( 71), RAYA), 13350 
2 (CON( 81), PAIA), (CON( 91), THEA), (CON(101), RI), 13360 
3 CCON(I!I)1 RES), (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351), OIF), 13370 
4..TcN -T;EnDfo,- -- NT2YF-R).-- --
C 13390 
C 13400 
0 DIMENSION CON(500)9 X(21,33), W(21,33)9 DWX(21,33), 13410 
1 JPN(500) R(500), S(500), T(500), DTX(750), 13420 
3 RTV( 500U(21933) DUX(21!33) 13430 
0 DIMENSION RT30(3), RT31(30 RT32(3) RT36(2), RT37(2), RT38(2), 13450 
1 RT39(2) 13460 
C 13470 
0 DATA RT30(1)/13HELLIPSE A=/, RT31(1)/13HRECTANGLE A=/, 13480 
1 RT32(1)/13HTRAPEZOID A=/, RT33/4H B=/, RT34/4H C=/i 13490 
2 'RT35/6HSCALE=/, RT36 I /I-OTR-- =?m. . --- - i50 
3 RT37(1)/9H PANES=/, RT38(1i)/11H SPACING=/, 13510 
4 RT39(1)/12H PRESSURE=/ 13520 
C 13530
 
.	 L&H.HNsE.f.. ..A/A.. 	 H/._La-_L.LMP_6HLAMPEC..I1HDJ 1 3!4Q.. . 
C 13550
 







157 = ISO 
 13590
 
IF (NOPRT O. 0) 1S7 -_ CR. ..	 13600 
DO 101 I=1,NGP 13610
 
Ki = JPN(I) 13620
 




R(I) = X(K1,K2) 13650
 
S(I 	 =DELE13 66 0_- --- -­
:F(ILRGoEQO1) GO TO 100 13670
 
IF(CHAP.EQ.3.) GO TO 99 13680
 
T(I) = W(K1,K2)*(CPRSS-PRSS) 13690
 
DTX(I) = DWX(K1,K2)*PRS5 13700
 







GO TO 101 13740
 
100 T(I) = DUX(K1,K2) 13750
 











CALL PAGE (IPD5 LINE' IS7, IDT) 13810
 




529 0 FORMAT (1HO 38X3S8HW I N D 0 W D E F 0 R M A T I 0 N , 13840
 
GO TO 608 	 13860
 
607 WRITE (IS7.500) 13870 
500 FORMAl(1_HO/1H ,38X,38HW I N D 0 W D E F 0 R M A T I 0 N , 13880 
1 7HD A T A/1H 13890 
608 ICHAP = CHAP 13900 
...  ... .. --
- -----------.
-TBc ... -1-T792 9 

CONC = HING 13920
 
CF = CH 13930
 
302 IF (IBC oNE. 2) GO TO 303 13940
 
CONC = CLMP 13950
 
CF = CC 13960
 
30? 	0 WRITE (IS7,501) (RT30(IWpI=1,3)v DIMA, RT33, DIMB 13980
 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=l,2), THICo (RT37(I),I=1,2) NPAN, 13990
 




I1,A6,A5,F3.12A6F5Al 3X5A6,A1) 14020 
GO TO 105 14030 
103 0 WRITE (157,501) (RT31(I),I=1,3) DIMA, RT33, DIMB9 14040 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I)9I=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I)PI=1,2)9 NPAN' 14050 
2 (RT38(I),I=I,2)q SPAD, (RT39(1,I=192)5 PRSS9 CONCf CF 14060 
GO TO 105 14070 
104 0 WRITE (157,518) (RTZ2(I),I=1,3), DIMAi RT33o D1MB, RT349 DIMC 14080----­
1 RT35 SKAL, (RT36(II=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN, 14090 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2). PRSS CONC, CF 14100 
518 0 FORMAT (IHO,2A6,AlF5o2,A4,F5a2,A4oF5.2,5XA6,F4o2,3XA69A4,F5.2, 14110 
1 A6,A3,I11A6,A5F30 1,2A6,F5.13XA6,AI1 14120 
105 WRITE (IS7o505) 14130 
505 0 FORMAT (iHO0/IF1 ,1X, 1HCOORDNTS1X1HEOMTOS1X 14140 
1 11HCOORDINATES,18X,12HDEFORMATIONS/1HO, 14150 
2 44H X Y DEFLo PANE 1 DEFLo PANE 2 qIIX 14160 
3 44H X Y DEFL. PANE 1 DEFLo PANE 2 ) 14170 
LINE LINE + 11 14180 
- JRM = NGP-2*(NGP/2) 14190 
DO 114 K1loNGPo2 14200 
IF (LINE - 45) 112 107,107 14210
 




GO TO (108,109,110), ICHAP 14240
 
108 0 WRITE (157,501) (RT30(I)bI=I,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB 
 14250 
1 bKA P)( T2) I61- tHIC R 3T7 TI)t I=1 2)p NPAN' iz....-----..... 
2 (RT38(I),I=I,2)5 SPAD (RT39(I)bI=1,2), PRSS, CONC' CF 14270 
GO TO 111 14280 
09 "WoiTE (1i7501) (R- 31(I),I=1,3), DIMA9 R1339 DIMB 14290 
1 RT35 SKAL, (RT36(I)qI=I1 2), THIC5 (RT37(I),I=1v2)p NPAN, 14300 
2 (RT38(I)9I=192), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSS, CONC5 CF 14310 
110 0 WRITE (IS79518) (RT32(I)sI=13)q DIMA, RT33, DIMB, RT34 DIMC 14330 
1 RT35 SKAL (RT36(I)I=I92), THICo (RT37(I),I=12)' NPANq 14340 
2 (RT38(I)9I=1 2) SPADt (RT39(I)hI=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 14350 
i1 WRITE (157,505) 14360 
LINE = LINE + 11 14370 
112 TJTrI F IJgT- T-Nb ;-"1 K-E T- PT6T - 11 ..... 
J = K+1 14390 
0 WRITE (IS7,506) R(K) S(K)' T(K), DTX(K)g 14400 
1 R(J), 5(J), T(J)o DTX(J) 14410 
506 0 FORMAT (1H ,F5,2iF7s2,2(2XEI3.6)p13Xs 14420 
1 F5,2,F70 2,2(2XEI3o6)) 14430 
GO TO 114 14-44b 
113 WRITE (157,506) R(K)' S(K), T(K) DTX(K) 14450 











SURgoUTINE RAYTWO (XPi Yp, ZS, BETA, PSI PAT, THETA, ZSEXT) 14510 
C 14520 
C PRSS = FIRST WINDOW PRESSURE FACTOR To SCALE DEFORMATIONS 14530 
C PRSF = 2ND WINDOW PRESSURE FACTOR To SCALE DEFORMATIONS 14540 
C BETA = ANGLE IN XY PLANE BETWEEN Y AXIS AND PLANE OF TWO RAYS 14550 
C PSI = ANGLE BETWEEN Z AXIS AND PLANE CONTAINING 2 RAYS 14560 
C PAl = ANGLE IN RAY PLANE BETWEEN XY PLANE AND PRIMARY RAY 14570 
C THETA = ANGLE IN THE RAY PLANE BETWEEN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RAY 14580 
C ZSEXT = DISTANCE OF SEXTANT FROM INSIDE OF WINDOW 14590 
C RES(IJ± 1) XP X COORD0 OF PRIMARY ENTERING RAY 14600 
C RES(IJ+ 11) YP Y COORD0 OF PRIMARY ENTERING RAY 14610 
C RES(IJ+ 21) = XP X COORD4 OF PRIMARY LEAVING RAY 14620 
C RES(IJ+ 31) = YP Y COORD. OF PRIMARY LEAVING RAY 14630 
C RES(IJ+ 41) = XS X COORD. OF SECONDARY ENTERING RAY 14640 
C RES(IJ+ 51) YS Y COORD. OF SECONDARY ENTERING RAY 14650 
C RES(IJ+ 61) = XS X COORD. OF SECONDARY LEAVING RAY 14660 
C RES(IJ+ 71) YSY O-D.OF SECONDARY LEVN RAY 14670 
C RES(IJ+ 81) = ZSEXT 14680 
C RES(IJ+ 91) BETA 146§0 
RES(IJ+11) ="PSI 14700 
C RES(IJ+111) PAl 14710 
C RES(IJ+121) = THETA 14720 
C R- -STMWIWT- 1473. 
C RES(IJ+141) ERROR 14740 
C RES(IJ+151) = BLANK 14750 
C RS(IJ+161) = BLANK 147t60 
C RES(IJ+171) = BLANK 14770 
C 14780 
. ... ... ... ..- 1-479"0 . . 
C 14800 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1)q CON), (DUM( 501), X)v 14810 
1 1(DUNIO), Y), (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2001), DWX), 14820 
2 (DUM(2501), DWY), (DUM(3001)5 JPN)' (DUM(3501), RTV) 14830 
C 14840 
............-N .. . . . -CC ..----------- ...... CUNV-. ;T h r T -L . . VA 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)q (CON( 4), DEL)q (CON( 5)p GNU), 14860 
2 (CON( 6), THIC), (CON( 7)5 SPAD)h (CON( 8), PRSS)q 14870 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN)o (CON( 10)5 ISI), (CON( 11)p I0), 14880 
4 (CON( 12)q IBC), (CON( 13)1 NGP), (CON( 14) LP7)p 14890 
5 (CON( 15)' FR) (CON( 16)1 LOCP)' (CON( 17)q IPD) 14900 
........	 6-(- - - IPR)- . . NC19)-0 CIHAP-) - . C 0 ) - S Rff - -- 14910. 
7 (CON( 21)9ISCR2), (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23)q ISEC) / 14920 
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG)p (CON( 25)9 YONG), (CON( 26)' ILGD), 14930 
9 (CON( 27)p IREL)q (CON( 28), LP5), (CON( 29), CPRS-S) 14940 
C 14950
 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCALb (CON( 41), SPAC), 14960
 
1 (CON( 51), PRES), (CON( 61), PLNA), (CON( 71), RAYA), 14970
 
2 (CON( 81), PAIA)' (CON( 91), THEA), (CON(1O1), RI)' 14980
 
3 (CON(111), RES) (CON(301)5 STAT), (CON(351), OIF), 14990
 




DIMENSION CON(500), X(22,22)' Y(22v22)9 W(22,22), DWX(22p22)v 15020 
1 DWY(22,22)9 RES(180) 15030 
C 15040 
DIMENSION CI(3), DELTAP( 4), CN(3), RI(5)o CR(3), D(3)h EE(3) 15050 
C 15060 
DIMENSION -E(3)- SN1- SN2( 3 51 (3) 2-- P.NS.3. .V3.15070 
C 15080 
IJ = LP7-1 15090 
IF (NPAN 4EQ. 2) PRSS = -(PRSS-CPRSS) 15100 
RES( 1) = XP 15110 
RES( 2) = YP 15120 
.(.) = THIC 15130 
D(2) = D(l) + SPAD 15140 
D(3) = D(2) + THIC 15150 
N = NPAN*2 15160 
DO 100 I=IN 15170 
100 	 DELTAP(I) = 1.0 15180 
RAD = 0.017453292519 15190 
DEG = O7RAD .. 15200 
SEC = 206264a8064 15210 
PI = 3.141592653 15220 
RES( 9) = ZSEXT 15230 
RES( 10) = BETA 15240 
RES( 11) = PSI 15250 
R-ES. 1-2) THE-T-A-- -1"5Z66- ---. . 
RES( 13) = PAl 15270 
RES(14)=PAI+THETA 15280 
BETA = BETA*RAD 15290 
PSI = PSI *RAD 15300 
PAl = PAI * RAD 15310 
THETA*RAD. .	 .
THET -A= . . . . . .. . 
S!(1) = COS(BETA)*COS(PAI) - SIN(BETA)*SIN(PSI)*SIN(PAI) 15330 
S1(2) = SIN(BETA)*COS(PAI) + COS(BETA)*SIN(PSI)*SIN(PAI) 15340 
51(3) = COS(PSI) *SIN(PAI) 15350 
G = -ZSEXT -0.716 15360 
310 0 A = (0.1703 + 0,335/COS(64.0*RAD + ABS(THETA/2o0)))/ 15370
 
1 - TTr AN5Q64,0 *R A 5 -FABeSUTI-ETA/2f.0 f ) -TAN -5 2-' 0 i TDf F----- --- 386
 
B = A*TAN(-52.0*RAD) + 0.1703 15390
 
IF(THETA.EQ.0) GO TO 20 15400
 






. . . . . . .--- -XP + G*S1(l)





E(3) = GS1(3) 15440 
DO 304 I1i3 15450 
304 V() = E(l) 15460 
IBY 0 -­ 15470 
CALL" BONDRY- (XPYp IBY)
IF(IBY.EQol) GO TO 800 1549015500 
CALL TRACE (5IVPXp YPgRI NPDDELTAPSNI SOpRSSCPSS) 15510 
RES( 3) = XPR 
.. ... .. 
RES( 4) = YP 
CALL BONDRY (XPI YP, IBY)-1550IF (LaY oEO. i) GO TO 801
SAI PAL + THETA 
S2(1) = COS(BETA)*COS(SAI) 
- SIN(BETA)*SIN(PSI)*SIN(SAI)
b2(2) = 5N(BETA)COS(SAI) + COS(BETA)*SIN(PSIPSIN(SA)
52(3) = COS(PSI) *SIN(SAI) 








BB = 3.274 - B 
0 DX = S1(1)*AA - B8*(COS(BETA)*SIN(PAI) + SIN(BETA)*SIN(PSI)*1 COS(PAi) ... ..... 






.. .. .. . 1 SIN(PAI)).. . .. -- -.. ...---------...... . ... . . . . ..... . . . . . 
DZ=-h(3)*AA + COS(PSITcos(PAI)B..
EECl) = E(z) + DX 
. . .... 156060 
15680 
EE(2) = E(2) 
EE(3) = E(3)DO 350 I=I3 
+ DY 
+ DZ 1569015700 
15700 





5) = XS 




CALL BONDRY (XS, YS, IY)
IF (BY .EQ. 1) GO TO 802 
. -8 
----
.. .. ...Kg - -p -p-









CALL BONORY (XS, YS, IBY) 15830 
IF (IBY .EQ. 1) Go TO 803 





AL A A 




RES( 15) = ERROR 15890
 











IF(NPANoEQo2) PRSS=-(PRSS-CPRSS) 15961 
803 RES(15 =l.E+13 15970 
900 RETURN 15980 
END 15990 
$IBFTC M523G9 16000 
CTRACE 16010 
SUBROUTINE TRACE (CSEXYRINDDELTAPCRISOPRSSCPRSS) 16020 
C 16030 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TRACES THE RAY THRU THE WINDOW 16040 
C 1'6050 
0 DIMENSION CS(3)' E(3)i CI(3)v CN(3)h CR(3)1 DELTAP( 4)' RI( 5), 16060 
1 D(3) 16070 
C 16080 
ZP= 0.0 16090 
-K = 1 16100 
DO 110 I=io3 16110 
110 CI(I) = CS(I) 16120 
115 CALL ITERAT CX, Y, K' DELTAP, CI, DELZ, OWX, OWY) 16130 
ZP = ZP + DELZ 16140 
CALL NORMAL (OWX9 OWY, K' DELTAP, CN) 16150 
ORI = RI(K+I)/RI(K) 16160 
CALL REFRCI (CIo CN9 QRI CR, ISO) 16170 
IF (N-K) 800800120 16180 
120 E~i) X 16190 
E(2) = Y 16200 
E(3) = ZP - D(K) 16210 
DO 125 1=193 16220 
125 CI() = CRI) 16230 
X =E() - E(3)CI(1)/CI(3) 16240 
. . . . . . . . . . - -~~--... 1625 " 
ZP = D(K 16260 
K = K+I 16270 
IF (K oE0o 3) PRSS -(PRSS,-CPRSS) 16280 
GO TO 115 16290 
800 RETURN 16300 
---------------------------------------------------------------.. 
16310­
$IBFTC M523HO 16320 
CITERAT 16330 
SUBROUTINE ITERAT (XP YPq K' DELTAPP CI, DELZ, OWX, OWY) 16340 
...... 50 . 
16360
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE ITERATION TO FIND THE POINT XPYP ON 

16370











DIMENSION CI(3)o DELTAP(10) 16420 
C 16430 
J=1 16440 
DELTAA = 060 16450 
101 CALL INCOTB (XP, YP, OWF, OWX, OWYK) 16460 
DELZ = OWF*DELTAP(K) 16470 
A = (DELZ DELTAA*CI(3))*CI(3) 16480 
IF (ABS(A) - iOE-06) 800,800,102 16490 
102 DELTAA = DELTAA + A 16500 
XP = XP + A*CI(1) 16510 




CALL BONDRY(XPYPIBY) 16560 
DIMA=DIMA/2o 16570 
DIMB=DIMB/2a 16580 
]F(IBYoEQ*1) GO TO 800 16590 
..= 16600J-

IF (J-25) 101,800,800 16610 
800 RETURN 16620 
END 16630 
$IBFTC MS23H1 16640 
CINCOTB 16650 
SUB-ROUT0INE -INCOYB (-XP,YP, OW, OW0YX 0WY~ I PG)166 
C 16670 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE TABLE OF INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS 16680 
C 1T6690
 





0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( I)p CON), (DUM( 501) X)9 16740 
I (DUM(5Ulh) W), (DUM(2251)9 DWX) 16-750 
2 (DUM(3001), JPN) (DUM(3501)9 RTV), 16760 
3 (DUM(4001), BR)' (DUM(6100)h B) 16770 
C.. ... .. l T8b . 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA), (CON( 2), DIMB) 16790 
1 (CON( 3)q DIMC) (CON( 4) DEL)q (CON( 5)9 GNU), 16800 
2 (CON( 6) IHIC)q (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8), PR- )p 16810 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN) (CONL10)-. - ISI) -------(CON( 11), ISO) 16820 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC) (CON( 13), NGPbp (CON( 14), LP7b 16830 
5 (CoN( 15)' FR), (CON( 16), LOCP)o (CON( 17)o IPD) 16840 
6 (CON( 18)' IPR) (CON( 19), CHAP), (CON( 20)ISCRI), 16850 
7 (CON( 21)'ISCR2)' (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23)' ISEC), 16860 
8,(CON( 24)' NPAG) (CON( 25), YONG), (CON( 26), ILGD), 16870 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL), (CON( 41)' SPAC), 16900
 
1 (CON( 51), PRES), (CON( 61) PLNA), (CON( 71)' RAYA), 16910
 
2 (CON( 81)p PAIA), (CON( 91)v THEA), (CON(lO S), RI), 16920
 
3 (CON(III)D RES) (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351), OIF)h 16930
 
4 (CON(401),EANDF)i (CON(451), RHS) 16940
 
C 16950 














































....... ...... ........- . . --- . .. .. .1 71 0














IF(IDX.LToS) Go TO 306 17260
 
IF(IDY.LTo5) GO TO 306 17270
 
GO TO 311 17280
 
--- 
307 FORMAT (1HO, 80H INTERPOLATION FAILS. GRID HAS LESS THAN SIX NODES 17300
 












DO 300 I1=1'4 17380 
GO TO (310,318i314,322)I1 17390 




GO TO 308 17440 










GO TO 308 17540 
322 12=IDY+l 17550 
13=12+5 17560 
J2=IDX 17570 
308 CONTINUE 17590 
AA=DIMA/2o 17600 
BB=DIMB/2 17610 
DO 200 I=1'36 17620 
DO 200 J=125 17630 
............------------------- --- 1767+0... 
K = 0 17650 
DO 202 J=J2oJ3 17660 
EJ=J 17670 
DO 202 t=12,13 17680 




8040 B(K' 1) = (U**4)*(V**4) 17730 
17740
B(K, 2) = (U**4)*(V**3) 
 17750
8 (Kf 3) = (U**3)*(V**4) 
 17760
B(Kf 4) = (U**4)( (V**2) 

17770
B(K, 5) = (U**3)*(V**3) 

17780
B(Kf 6) = (U**2)*(V**4) 
 17790
B(K, 7) = CU**4)*(V ) 

53(K,fa) = (U**3) * (V*2)70
 17810
B(K, 9) CU**2)*(V**3) 

B(K,10() = U )*(V**4) 17820
 
B(KI1) = (U**4) 17830
 
B(K012) = (U**3)*CV 17840
 
B(K,13) = (U**2)*(V**2) 17850
 
B(K,14) = (U )*(V**3) 17860
 
17860
8(Kf15) = (V**g) 
B(K,16) = (U**3) 17880 
B(K,17) = (U**2)*(V 17890 
B(K,18) = (U )*(V**2) 17900 
B(KI9) = (V**3) 17910 
179108(K,20) = (U*'*2
B(K921) = (U )*(V 17930
 
B(K,22) = (V**2) 17940
 
B(K123) = (U ) 17950
 
- B(Kf24) = (V 17960
 








IF(ILRGoNE.1) GO TO 201 18000
 






IF(NPAN.EQ,2) WC(K,2)=O0 5*(W(IJ)*CONST5*(ABS(CONST4/CONST5))+ 
 18040
1 CONST6*COS(PI*U/(AA*20 ))*COS(PI*V/(BB*2b))) 

18050
201 IF(ABS(X (I,)-XP-U)--lOE-7)2022025206 
 18060







DO 240 K=192 
 18100
DO 240 1=1o25 

.. ... . .. .. .. 181"i0. ..
 
....... ......... A: I 7K [ 0 - -...... ..... ................... 

18120
DO 240 J=1,36 

18130




C===== THIS SECTION MULTIPLIES THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX BY ITS TRANSPOSE 18150
 
C--18160
 18-170 ' -




DO 124 J=1,25 

18190
122 BR(IfJ) = 0.0 
 18200





C===== THIS SECTION INVERTS THE INTERMEDIATE MATRIX. 18230
 




NR = 25 18260
 
NC = 2 - - - - - -- - -18270 
CALL SEQS (BRoA4,NR,NC) 18280 
DO 280 1=1,25 18290 
GO TO (260,264,2689300),I1 18300 
260 Al(Io1)=A4(II) 18310 
Al(I 2)=A4(1'2) 18320 
GO TO 280 18330 
264 A2(II)=A4(I4 18340 
A2(j 2)=A4(I'2) 18350 
GO TO 280 18360 
268 A3(I 1)=A4(Il) 18370 
A3(I'2)=A4(I'2) 18380 
GO TO 280 18390 
280 CONTINUE 18400 
300 CONTINUE 18410 
C 18420 
C== HIS 6ECIION INIRPOLAIE5 10 ObIAIN HE DLFLEC1ION AND 5LOPEb Al i8450 
C THE POINT XP, YP. 18440 
C 18450 
.... .84 U3 
IF(L*GEo3) J=2 18470 
IF(JUMPEQo.5) GO TO 504 18480 
41U GO 10 -42U,522526,534, 54)PJUMH 18490 










512 DO 514 K=1925 18570
 
GO TO 540 18590 
518 IF(ABS(YP)-DTY) 522'522,534 18600 
522 DO 524 K=1,25 18610 
524 A(K)=A2(K J) 18620 
GO TO 540 18630 
526 DO 530 K=1,25 18640 
530 A(K)=A3(K9J) 18650 
GO TO 540 18660 
53L DO 538 K=125 18670 
5 8 A(K)=A4(K0J) 18680 
540 CONTINUE 18690 
XP=XP-XIP 18700 
YP=YP-Y1P 18710 
0 OWA = AC 1)*(XP**4)-&(YP**4) + A( 2)*(XP**4)*(YP' 3) 18720 
1 + A( 3)*(XP**3)*(YP**4) + A( 4)*(XP**4)*(YP**2) 18730 
2 + A( 5)*(XP**3)*CYP**3) +- A( 6)*(XP**2)*(YP**4) 18740 -----­
5 + AC 7)*(XP**4)* YP ) + A( 8)*(XP**3)* YP-*2) 18750 
4 + A 9)*(XP**2)*(YP**3) + A10)-*(XP )*(YP**4)- 18760 
5 + A(11)*(XP**4) + AC12)*(XP**3)*(YP ) 18770 
6 + A(13)*(XP**2)*(YP**2) + A(14)*(XP )*(YP**3) 18780 
7 + A(15)* (YP**4) + A(16)*(XP**3) 18790 
8 + AC17)*(XP**2)-(YP ) + A(18)*(XP -*(Yp**2) 18800 
9 + A(19)* (Yp**3) XP**2) 18810 
0 OWB = A(21)*(XP )*(YP ) + A(22)* (YP**2) 18820 
1 + AC23)*(XP ) + A(24)* (YP 18830
 
2 + A(25) 18840
 
OWF = OWA 4-OWB 18850 
0 OWX = 4,0*A( 1)*(XP**3)*(YP**4) + 40*A 2)*(XP**3)*(YP**3) 18860 
1 + 3,0*A( 3)*(XP**2)*(YP**4) + 4.0*AC 4)*(Xp**3)*(YP**2) 18870 
2 + 3,0*A( 5)*(XP**2)*(YP**3) + 2.0*AC 6)*(XP )*(YP**4) 18880 
3 + 4O0*A( 7)*(XP**3)*(YP ) + 3.0*A( 8)*(XP**2)*(YP**2) 18890 
-. 4" + 260*A( 9)*(XP )*(YP**3) + AC10)* (YP**4) 18900 
00 5 + 4o0*A(I!*(XP**3) + 3.0*AC12)*(XP**2)*(YP 18910 
6 + 2.0*A(13)*(XP )*(YP**2) + A(14)* (YP**3) 18920 
.. . 1 .. 2 ) ("X P- YP - . .. . . . . ... ...  ... . .... .. .. ... .. - 3 T 0 ng . . . . ) * ( XP k.. .. . .. . . .. + "- -.0 *T "1"7-)* -- -- ' - --. 18@3 . . .. . . 
8 + A(18)* (YP**2) + 2.0*A(20)*(XP 18940 
9 + A(21)* (YP ) + A(23) 18950 
0 OWY = 4,,0*-AC 1)*(XP**4)*(YP**3) + 3.0*A 2)*(XP**4)*(YP**2) 18960 
1 + 4,0*A( 3)*(XP**3)*(YP**3) + 2.0*A( 4)*(XP**4)*(YP 18970 
2 + 3.0*A( 5)*(XP**3)*(YP**2) + 4.0*A( 6)*(XP**2)*(YP**3) 18980 
3 + A( 7)*(XP**4) + 2.0*A 8)*(XP**3)*(YP 18990 
4 + 3°0*A( 9)*(XP**2)*(YP**2) + 4o0*A(10)*(XP )*(YP**3) 19000 
5 + A(12)*(XP**3) + 2.0*AC13)*(XP**2)*(YP 19010 
6 + 3.0*A(14)*(XP )*(YP**2) + 4.0*A(15) (YP**3) 19020 
7 + A(17)*(XP**2) + 2o0*A(18)*(XP )*(YP 19030 
8 4-3.0*4"A(19)V (YP**2) + A(21)*(XP ) 19040 








GO TO(5805574,580,580,576,600) ,JUMP 19090
 
574 WRITE (150,575) 19100
 






581 FORMAT (1H 39H TEST INTERPOLATION VALUES AT CENTER = PE16&6, 19160 
1 1H'p E16.6 1H,, E16.6) 19170





IF((ICHAPoEQo3)ORo(ILRGoEol)) GO To 800 
 19200
 






$IBFTC 	M523H2 C NORMAL19260 19250 
SUBROTINEL 19270 
C 19290 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE NORMAL To THE SURFACE, 19200 
C 19300
 




......... ......... ..- 
- - - A-M A - G - - --.. 19 330
CN(1) 	= (-DELTAP(K)*OWX)/AMAG 19350
CN(2) 	=(-DELTAP(K)*OWY)/AMAG196 
CT 3 .07AMAG 
 19370
 










SUBROUTINE REFRCI (CI, CN ORI' CR, 	 ISO 19420
 








DIMENSION CI(3), CN(3), CR(3) 19470 
C 19480
 
DOTP = 0.0 
 19490
 
DO 101 	I=1'3 
 19500 
201 DOTP = DoTP + CI(I)*CNB(1 19510 
ROTRI*2-,0+DOTP**,2 1:9W52O'5 
- -IF (ROOT) 103 l05,105 19530
 
103 ROUT = 0.0 
 19540 
WRIL (ISO'500) ROOT 19550 
500 FORMAT (1H0,6HROOT= E168/) 19560 
GO TO 107 19570 
. . .( R 0 .. . 1 9 5 7 0 
107 	 DO 109 I=1,3 
 19590
109 	 CR(U) = (CI(I) + (ROUT-DOTP)*CN(I))/QRl 19600
 






















VPROD(1) = VA(2)*VB(3) - VA(3)*VB(2) 19710 
VPROD(2) = VA(3)*VB(1) - VA(1)*VB(3) 19720 
VPROD(3) = VA(1)*VB(2) - VA(2)*VB(1) 19730 
.. .. .... AVPROD SQRT(VPROD()**2 + VPROD2)**2 + VPROD(3)**2) 19740 
800 RETURN 19750 
END 19760 
$IBFTC MS23H5 19770 
CRESTWO 19780 
SUBROUTINE RESTWO (IRT5NOPRT) 19790 
C 19800 








0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON), (DUM( 501)' X), 19850
 
1 (DUO Y) W), (DUM(2O01)9 DWX)q 19860
IV)L (DUNM(1i1), 





0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA) (CON( 2)o DIMB) 19890
 
1 (CON( 3)' DIMC)' (CON( 4), DEL)o (CON( 5)' GNU), 19900
 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC) (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8)' PRSS)' 19910
 
3 (CON( 9)q NPAN)' (CON( 10)' ISI), (CON( 11) ISO)p 19920
 
4 (CON( 12)' I8C) (CON( 13), NGP) (CON( 14)' LP7)190
 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' (CON( 16)' LOCP)q (CON( 17)o IPD)h 19940
 
6 (CON( 18)q IPR)q (CON( 19)q CHAP)q (CON( 20) ISCR1), 19950
 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2), (CON( 22)q SKAL)s (CON( 23), ISEC), 19960­
8 (CON( 24)' NPAG) (CON( 25) YONG)o (CON( 26)q ILGD)q 19970
 
9 (CON( 27)' IREL)p (CON( 28)q LP5), (CON( 29)q CPRSS) 19980
 
C ... 1909 -,-­
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31)q SCAL), (CON( 41)9 SPAC), 20000
 
1 (CON( 51)' PRES), (CON( 61), PLNA)q (CON( 71)9 RAYA), 20010
 
2 (CON( 81)' PAIA)' (CON( 91)p THEA), (CON(iOi)v RI)p 20020
 
3 (CON(111) RES) (CON(291)b STAT), (CON(351)9 OIF) 20030
 







0 EQUIVALENCE (STAT( 1)' NMP)' (STAT( 9) AVG), 20060 





.. .. -- NS- N--- RT40 -J -0(-3 ,-R 36-(2 - RTa7. , 2090-... . 
1 PT38(2), RT39(2)9 RT31(3), RT32(3)) RES(180), PLNA( 8), AMN( 8)' 20100 
2 STD( 8), NMP( 8) 20110 
20120 
DATA RT20(1)/36HT W 0 R A Y T R A C E D A T A / 20130 
0 DATA RT30(1)/13HELLIPSE A=/, RT31(1)/13HRECTANGLE A=/, 20140 
1 RT32(1)/13HTRAPEZOID A=/' RT33/4H B=/, RT34/4H C=/5 20150 
2 RT35/6HSCALE=/5 RT36(1)/lOHTHICKNESS=/, 20160 
3 RT37(1)/9H PANES=/, RT38(1)/11H SPACING=/, 20170 
4 RT39(1)/12H PRESSURE=/ 20130 
0 DATA RT40/6HZSEXT=/, RT41/4H IN./D 20190 
1 RT42/5HBETA=/o RT43/5H DEG./o 20200 
2 RT44/4HPSI=/, RT4 5H DEG. 20210 
3 RT46/6HTHETA=/, RT47/5H DEG6/, 20220 
4 RT48/4HPAI=/ RT49/5H DEG./, 20230 
5 RTSO/4HSAI=/, RT51/SH DEGC/ 20240 
DATA HING/6HHINGED/ICH/1H i, CLMP/6HCLAMPE/'('CC/1H)/ 20250 
0 DATA RT60/6HXP IN /, RT61/6HYP IN /9 20260 
1 RT62I6HXP OUT/, RT63/6HYP OUT/v RT64/6HXS IN /, RT65/6HYS IN /, 20270 
2 RT66/6HXS oUT!, RT6T/6HYS5 OUT!, RT68/SHERROR /9 RT69/6H(SEC) /20280 
C 20290 










IF(NOPRToEQ.O ) IS9=IS8+1 20360
 
ICHAP = CHAP 20i370
 
GO To (100 110)o ISEC 20380
 
100 GO TO (101,106) LOCP 20390
 
C 20410 
C THIS SECTION PRINTS THE RAY TRACE RESULTS 20420 
C 20430 
CALL PAGE (IPR9 LINE, IS8, IRT) 20440 
WRITE (1589500) RT20 20450 
........... - TR0 'A---------------------------------------- ......... 20.46 . 
IF (IBC *NE. 1) GO TO 302 20470 
CONC = HING 20480 
CF = CH 20490 
302 IF (IBC .NE.' 2) GO TO 303 20500 
CONC = CLMP 20510 
CF------------------ -- 0-520C- -- - -­
303 GO TO (102, 103' 104)9 ICHAP 20530
 
102 0 WRITE (IS8,501) (RT30(I),I=13), DIMA, RT33, DIMB 20540
 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(I),I=1,2)5 THIC9 (RT37(I)oI=1,2), NPANo 20550
 
2 (RT38(I)oI=12), SPAD (lRT39(I)9I=lo2), PRSSp CONC, CF 20560
 




GO TO 105 20590
 
103 0 WRITE (IS8P501) (RT31(I) I=1 3)o DIMAo RT33, DIMB 20600
 
1 RT35, SKALO (RT36(I)I=192), THIC, (RT37(I)pI=12), NPAN' 20610
 
2 (RT38(I)oI=12)q SPADo (RT39(I),I=1,2), PRSSi CONC CF 20620
 
GO TO 105 120630
 
104 0 WRITE (IS8,518) (RT32(I),I=131, DIMA9 RT33, DIMB RT34, DIMC' 20640
 
1 RT35 SKAL (RT36(I),I=12) THIC, (RT37(I)oI=1l2 NPANP 20650
 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2)' SPAD, (RT39(I),I=l*2)5 PRSS, CONCo CF 20660
 
518 0 FORMAT (1HO2A6A1,F5.2,A4 F52,A4,FSa2,5XA6,F4.2,3XA6A4,F5o2, 20670
 
1 A6vA3pI1'A6vA5sF38 1 2A6F5.13XA6A1) 20680
 
105 0 WRITE (8,502) T-4 --- S 9)- RT---1 RT42- R-ES- -10T9- -R- 20-690 ...........
T43--

1 RT44, RES( 11)o RT45' RT469 RES( 12)' RT479 RT48 RES( 13)o RT499 20700
 
2 RT509 RES( 14)1 RT51 20710
 
502 0 FORMAT (1HO/1H ,A6,F7.3,A4,3XA5,F8,2,A5,3XA4,F82,A5,3X, 20720
 
1 AGF8.2,A5:3X A4,F8s2,A5,3XA4F82A5) 20730
 
0 WRITE (IS8,503) RT60 RT61 RT62, RT639 RT64, RT65, RT66, RT67o 20740
 
1 T689 RT69 20750
 
503 FORMAT (1HO92X AG 5X9AG 5X AG 5X A~i7X9A695X A6 5X AG 5X A6 5X 20760
 
1 A6,!X A5) 20770
 
106 IF(LINEEQ.35) LOCP=1 20780
 
108 0 WRITE (158,504) RES( 1)' RES( 21' RES( 3), RES( 4)v RES( 5)p 20790
 
RES( 6) RES( 7)q RES( 8)o RES( 15) 20800
 
504 0 FORMAT (1H 9F8o4 3X F8.413X F8.4 3X F8s45X 20810
 
1 F8o4f3XF80 45XqF12.5 20820
 
LINE = LINE + 1 20830
 








110 Ill = 0 20880
 
CALL PAGE (IRMo LYN, ISO, IRT) 20890
 




510 FORMAT (1HO 39XP43HM E A N A N D R M S S U M M A T I 0 N) 20920
 
......o...........471..67T9.. TICFT----- --.---- - 2.0.9"5--- ------­- ---- -- ----. -------.---.---- -.-­
112 0 WRITE (15895011 (RT30(I)bI=I,3)o DIMAr RT33 DIMB 20940
 
1 RT35, SKAL' (RT36(1),I=I2), THIC, (RT37(1hI=152)p NPANP 20950
 
2 (RT38(1),I=1,2), SPAD, (RI'39(I),I=1,2), PRSS CONC CF 20960
 
GO TO 118 20970
 
114 0 WRITE (IS8501) (RT31(I)bI=13), DIMA9 RT339 DIMB 20980
 
-SKAL -RT36(I) --
1 RT35, R I=12)'-'tHIC9 (RT3(TI ), 1 2) P-NPAN; 9--- 20990.
 
2 (RT38(1),I=12), SPAD9 (RT39(I),I=12)q PRSS, CONC9 CF 21000
 
GO TO 118 21010
 
116 0 WRITE (158,518) (RT32(I)qI=l3)5 DIMA, RT33, DIMB RT34, DIMC 21020
 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2) , SPAD, (RT39(I) I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 
118 0 WRITE (158,502) RT40 RES( 9) RT41, RT42, RES( 10), RT43, 

* RT4, RES( 14) RT45, RT46P RES( 12)' RT47, RT48, RES( 13)' RT49,

2 RT5O, RES( 14)' RT51 

WRITE (ISO, 513) 

513 FORMAT (IH0,47H MEAN RMS NO. POINTS) 

0 WRITE (IS0512) C AMN(I), STD(I), NMP(I), I=1,NPAG) 






















... ......... ... .........................EQUiVALENCE 	 1).. COT"U .. T
0 	 (DUNC N)-, DU..( 5o1)C- X... 
1 (DUM(IO0!), Y), (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2001) DWX), 

2 (DUM(2501), DWY), (DUM(3001), JPN), (DUM(3501), RTV) 

w 	 0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA), (CON( 2), DIMB), 
1 (CON 3), DIMC), (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5), GNU), 
2 O-- 6 - THTFA ..... M" 4--S 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN)p (CON( 10), 151)p (CON( 11)p ISO), 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC), (CON( 13), NGP), (CON( 14)p LP7), 
5 (CON( 15)' FR), (CON( 16), LO-C , ( ONT 17)- IP-)-7 
6 (CON( 18)9 IPR)' (cON( 19)* CHAP), (CON( 20),ISCR1), 
7 (CON( 21)'ISCR2)' (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23)' ISEc), 
" I8.... C - -2 -- .FF45N-	 G) 6")C- .2 
9 (CON( 27), IRELk (CON( 28), LP5), (CON( 29)k CPRS5) 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL), (CON( 41), SPAC)p 
1 (CON( 51,), PRES), (CON( 61) PLNA), (CON( 71)' RAYA),
2 (CON( 81), PAIA)i (CON( 91), THEA), (CON(I01), RI)q 
C i_(AjTTYFh'&),------(C----- i9NTCM TATV, TCO fWSC31TFVYCFf 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), (CON(451), RHS) 
C 
0 EQUIVALENCE (SAN 1), NMP) (SIAM 9) AVG), 















































































C XS = XIN 21500
 
-- ~~~~~=Y C N-------- ------ 21510 
C XP = XOUT 21520 




IF(N2.EQ.2) XXX=O. 21560 
------- IsW = 1 	 21570 
100 	 IJ = LP7 - 1 21590 
1 = 1 21600XS = RES( 1) 	 21610
 
YS = RES( 2) 21620
 
XP = RES( 3) 21630
 
YP = RES( .4) 	
- ---------- . .... 21640-
LCHAP = CHAP 	 21650
 
101 GO TO (102,103104), ICHAP 21660 
C 21670 
C===== IS POINT MORE THAN 1 INCH INSIDE ELLIPSE BOUNDARY 21680 
102 	 A = DIMA/20 - 21690 
8 = DIMB/2o0 21700 
IF (XS .GT. A) GO TO 109 	 21710 
IF (YS oGT, 8) GO TO 109 21720 
XLIM = A*SORT('loO-(YS*2/(B*B))) 21730 
YLIM = B*SQRT(1-0(XS**2/(A*A) 21740 
IF (XS 6 GT. (XLIM-I.0)) GO TO 109 217504  
IF (XP oGT. A) GO TO 109 21770 
IF (YP bGT. B) GO TO 109 21780 
XLIM = A*SQRT(I O'(YP*'2/(B 	 21790 
YLIM = B*SQRT(1,0-(XP**2/(A*A))) 21800 
IF (XP oGT. (XLIM-10)) GO TO 109 21810 
.. ........ . .. .TF--YW ; TT T T M =iTC-I r -0- - T o ........- .. ......... ..........- y ....... .
 




C- - I POINT MORE THAN 1 INCH INSI RECANGL BOUN AR21850 
103 A = DIMA/2a0 21860 
B = DIMB/2 a0 21870 
IF (YS .GT, (B-lIO)) GO TO 109 	 21890 
IF (XP o GT. (A-laO)) GO TO 109 21900 
IF (YP *GT6 (B-1.0)) GO TO 109 21910 
GO To 108 21920 
C 21930 
. POINT MOR -T iNC IRUNSETPZOID BOUObAR?---- ---------- 1-40 
104 	 A = DIMA/2e0 21950
 
B = DIMB 
 21960 
C = DIMC/2.0 21970 
IF(UXS.LT.O.) 0 OR. (YSaLTbO.H GO TO 109 21990 
IF((XP.LT.0o) iOR. (YPLToO) GO TO 109 22000 
117 IF (YS ,GTd B) GO TO 109 22010 
XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YS) 22020 
YLIM = B 22030 
IF (XS C) GO TO 105.LEa 22040
 
IF (XS *GT. A) GO TO 109 22050
 
IF ((A-C) aNE. 0.0) GO TO 115 '22060
 
YLIM = B 22070
 
GO TO 105 22080
 
115 YLIM = (B/(A-C}}*(A-XS) 22090
 
105 IF (XS *GT. (XLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22100
 
IF (YS aGT, (YLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22110
 
IF (IREL ,EQa 1) GO TO 106 22120
 
IF (YS aLTs XXX) GO TO 109 22130
 
IF CYP *GTo B) GO TO 109 22140
 
106 XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YP) 22150
 
YLIM = B 22160
 
IF (XP ,LE4 C) GO TO 107 22170 
IF (XP oGT. A) GO TO 109 22180 
IF ((A-C) oNE. 0.0) GO TO 116 22190 
YLIM = B 22200 
GO TO 107 22210 
1-n 116 YLIM = (B/(A-C)l*(A-XP) 22220 
107 I F (X p T G .. ... ...GYcfLI-'XXX 2230----3----
IF (YP *GTi (YLIM-XXX)) GO TO 109 22240 
IF (IREL oEQA 1) GO TO 108 22250 
IF (YP .al XXX) GO 10 109 22Z60 
108 IF (ISW .EO. 21 GO TO 110 22270 
XS = RES( 5) 22280 
-...--.. S 2-290 .... ....... ....
. . ---- 6 
XP = RES( 7) 22300 
YP = RES( 8) 22310 
ISW = 2 22320 
GO TO 101 22330 
109 GO TO 799 22340 
............ 22 50 . . . . .
 
C===== STORE COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR MEAN AND RMS 22360 
110 NMP(I) = NMP(I) + 1 22370 
RESI = RES(15) 22380 
RES2 = RESI*RES1 22390 
AVG(I) = AVG(I) + RESi 22400 
A.VS-(IT AVS(I- R 224.1.0. 
GO TO 800 22420 
C 22430 
C===== THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE MEAN (AMN) AND RMS (STD)o 22440 
22450 
111 AMP = NMP(I) 22460
 
IF (AMP *EQ. 0.0) GO TO 114 22470
 
AMN(I) = AVG(I)/AMP 22480
 
VAL = (AVS(I) - AVG(I)*AVG(I)/AMP) 22490
 
IF (VAL .GT. 0.0) GO TO 112 22500
 
VAL = ABS(VAL) 22510
 
112 STD(I) = SQRT('VAL)/(SQRT(AMP-Io0)) 22520
 
SMN = AMN(I)*(1.OE-6) 22530
 
IF (STD(I) .LT* SMN) STD(I) = 0.0 22540
 
GO TO 800 22550
 
114 STD(I) = 0o0 22560
 
AMN(I) = Oa0 22570
 








C. 	X N._ 22-62-0 
SUBROUTINE MAXMIN(IRT) 226 . . 
!C 22640 
1 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SLOPES AT A 22650 
-'C POINT0 22660 
C 22670r 
COMMON DUM 22680 
C 22690 . 
0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON), (DUM( 501)p X), 22700 
1 (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2251)' DWX), 22710 
2 (DUM(3001), JPN), (DUM(3501), RTV) 22720 
C 22730 
CN DTMAT 	 -2")'F DfMBK"T.---0 EQUIVALENCE 	 ) C.-ON( - 2 27-40-­
1 (CON( 3), DEMC)p (CON( 4), DEL) (CON( 5), GNU), 22750 
2 (CON( 6), THIC), cON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8) PRSS)q 22760 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN), (CON( 10), IBI), (CON( 11), ISO), 22770 
4 (CON( 12)9 IBC), (CON( 13), NGP)q (CON( 14)1 LP7), 22780 
5 (CON( 15)9 FR)' (CON( 16), LOCP)q (CON( 17), IPD), 22790 
6 (CON( 18) .PR) (CON( 19). CHAP)" (CON( 20) ISCR1) f2 6 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2) (CON( 22)1 SKAL) (CON( 23)q ISEC), 22810 . 
8 (CON 24)' NPAG), (CON( 25), YONG)p (CON( 26), ILGD)o 22820 
_ 9 (CON 27)' IREL), (CON( 28), LP5), (CON( 29), CPRSS) 22830 
C 22840 
I O EQUIVALENCE (CON( 31), SCAL), (CON( 41), SPAC)q 22850 
1 (CON( 51)- PRES), (CON( 61) PLNA) (CON(T71)' RAYA). 22860 
2 (CON( 81), PAIA), (CON( 91), THEA), (CON(IOI), RI), 22870 . 
3 (CON(111),. RgS), (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351), OIF), 22880 
i 4 (CON(401),EANF), (CON(451), RHS) 22890 
C 22900 
fIMFMISION CON(500), X(21,33), W(21,33), DWX(21,33), 22910 
1 
. . 
0 DIENSION RT30(3), 
1 RT39(2) 












C - ---.----- ­ 22 - U 
22990 
T3 RT37(1)/9H PANES=/, RT38(1)/12H SPACING=/,

















=THIS SFCTION GENERATES A POINT IN 
THE kIDDLE OF A GRID AND THEN 
 23080
 








DO 120 K=INGP 

IP G = 2 

2310-
KI = JPN(KJ 









CALL INCOTB (XP, YP OWFW OWX1 OWY IPG) 
 23180 .
IF(IPG.EQo1) Go TO 120 
 23190
 
R = 0.0001 
 232
 
DO 114 J=P181,2 23220 
RJ = J-1 23230 
THE = RJ*RAD 23240 
XL = XP + R*COS(THE) 23250 
YL YP + R*SIN(THE) 23260
CA LL INCOTS( LYLOWG oSx O YIP.. 
 23270
OWR = (ABS(OWF),- ABS(OWG))/R 
 23280
 
OWS = ABS(OWR) 
 23290




THF = THE/RAD 23310T STYJF T--7lIF~h S P - ES-7 .... ................. 23320

..- . - -





112 II SSMN)) G V
O114




IF(K.EQ.1) Go To 115 
 23400
 
IF(LINE-45) 116'115o115 23410 
115 CALL PAGE (IPO, LINE, I5O IDT) 23420 
WRITE (ISO,500) 23430 
500 0 FORMAT (1H0/1H ,3X,40HW I N D 0 W D E F 0 R M A T I 0 N S -,- 23440 
1........-T-Y- -tT--W;--- --M....X- M 7-.- -- --M--- .. .. .. 23450­
2 25HM I N I M U M S L 0 P E/IH ) 23460 
ICHAP = CHAP 23470 
IF ( IBC NEo 1) GO TO 302 23480 
CONC = HING 23490 
I__ CF =CH 	 23500 
302 	 IF (IBC -NE- 2) GO TO 303 2--b 
CONC = CLMP 23520 
CF = CC 23530
 
3Oq GO 10 (102,103'104), ICHAP 23540
 
ia £USII~i.1 fl~ft 1JR I.L 123i !.'DlllAq RT339 DIMB9 23550 ­
1 9T35, SKAL, (RT3(I),I=1'2)9 THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2), NPAN, 23560 t 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=1,2), pRSS, CONC9 CF 23570 1 
501 0 FORMAT (1H02A6,A1,F5.2,A4,F5o2,14X A6,F4.2,3XA6oA4,FS.2,AGAS, 23580 
1 1IA6A5F3o1,2A6 ,F5 6 13XA6,A1) 23590 
GO TO 105 23600 
103 0 WRITF (ISO,501) (RT31(I1I=1,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB 23610 
'1- T3ST S;K AL, ( RT3 6( I ) 1= 1 2), T H IC,7 U-R 37I),-I =1727), -pNPAN 23T6 20 ____ 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I)I=1,2), PRSS, CONC, CF 23630 
GO TO 105 ' 2364000 104 0 WRITE (IS0,518) (RT32(I),I=l,3), DINA, RT339 DIMB, RT349 DIMCP 23650 
1 RT35, SKAL, (RT36(1),I=1,2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2) NPAN, 23660 
2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I),I=12), PRSS, CONC, CF 23670 
____518 0 FORMAT (lHO,2AGAl F5.2 ,A4F5 2,A4,F562,5X,A6,F4.2,3XA6,A4,F5o2, 23680 
1 A6 A3,1,A6'A5F3.12A6,F5.] 3XA6,AI) 23690 
105 WRITE (150,505) 23700 
505 0 FORMAT (1HO/1H ,43H(ANGLE IS IN DEGREES MEASURED WITH RESPECT 23710 
1 23HTO THE POSITIVE X-AXIS)/IHO,12H COORDINATES,26X,8HMAXIMUM p 23720 
2 5HSLOPE,1OX,14HMINIMUM SLOPE/1H ,3H X,7X,1HY,8X,1OHDEFLECTION, 23730 
' 
........ 3 SXJSHSLOPE ANGLE,8X,1SHSLOPE ANGLE) 23740 __ __ 
116 WRITE (I50P506) XP, YP, OWF, SMX, AMX, SMN, AMN 23750 
506 FORMAT (1H ,F5.2,3XF5o2,AX,E12,5,2(4XE1265,3XF4.0)) 23760 
120 CONTINUE 23770 . 




SUBROUTINE RTVLST (IRT, LIN, IPV) 23-80-C 	 23810 
. III = SWITCH TO BYPASS RETRIEVAL PAGING PRINTOUT 23820 
C IPV = PAGE COUNTER FOR RETRIEVAL INDEX PRINTOUT 23830 
C ISo = SYSTEM OUTPUT TAPE 23840 
C JT = RETRIEVAL NUMBER 23850 
..NUMB ER 2-2t 660 ­....------------ . .. -

23870
C JTIO = BOUNDARY COORDINATE SWITCH 
C LIN = RETRIEVAL INDEX OUTPUT LINE COUNTER 23880 
C RT2 = PLANFORM SELECTION SWITCH 23890 
C RT3 = BASE LENGTH OF PLANFORM 23900 
C RT4 = WIDTH OF PLANFORM 23910 
_C RIS UPPER X DIMENSION __OF __TRA-PEZOID 23920 
C RT6 = GLASS THICKNESS 23930 
C RTS SPACING BETWEEN PANES 23940 







0 EQUIVALENCE (--U-- 1. C) ( 501)- X.. 239900.
 
1 (DUM(1001), Y), (DUM(1501), W)q (DUM(2001), DWX), 24000
 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)t DIMA)q (CON( 2)o DIMB). 24030
 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC) (CON( 4), DEL). (CON( 5) GNU). 24040
 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC) CON( 7) SPAD) (CON( 8)q PRSS). 24650
 
3 (CON( 9)' NPAN)p (CON( 10), ISI), (CON( 11)5 ISO). 24060
 
4 (CON( 12)' IBC)q (CON( 13), NGP)q (CON( 14), LP7)9 24070
 
5 (CON( 15)' FR)' (CON( 16)9 LOCP)q (CON( 17)' IPD)q 24080
 
6 (CON( 18)9 IPR)v (CON( 19). CHAP)' (CON(20)p ISCR1), 24090
 
7 (CON( 21).ISCR2)o (CON( 22)q SKAL). (CON( 23)q ISEC)i 24100
 
9 (CON( 27), IREL). (CON( 28), LP5)p (CON( 29)v CPRSS) 24120 
C 24130 
U EQUIVALENCE (CON( 3i), 5CAL), CO-N( 41), sPAC), 24140 
1 (CON( 51)p PRES). (CON( 61), PLNA). (CON( 71), RAYA), 24150 
2 (CON( 81)' PAIA) (CON( 91), THEA). (CON(IO!), RI)- 24160 
3 (CON(111), RES-). ~ NTFVT77 Toq~u l 24170 
4 (CON(401).EANDF), (CON(451), RHS) 24180 
C 24190 
0 EQUIVALENCE (RTV( 1)' JT1), (RTV( 51)q R2-), 24200 
1 (RTV( 101), RT3), (RTV( 151)' RT4), (RTV( 201)9 RTS), 24210 
2 (RTV( 251)1 RT6). (RTV( 301). JT7). (RTV( 351)' RT8)D 24220 
------5_T7Twr("4Or R9rrvtwTy o-CR TV-T 570-T) 5HT-I1 r 24230-
C 24240
 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500)p X(22922)p Y(22'22), W(22.22)p 24250
 
1 DWX(22.22), DW(22,22), JPN(500) IV 50--0), 24260
 
3 RES( 180). RT30(2), RT31(2). RT32(2)h RT33(2), RT34(2)p RI(7). 24270
 
4 SHAP(2), CONC(2). SCAL(8). SPAC(8), PRES(8). PLNA(8), RAYA(8) 24280
 
0 DIMENSION JT1(50), RT2(50), RT3(50)9 RT4(50), RT5(50)p RT6(50). 24300
 




0 DATA RT30(1)/9HELLIPSE /, RT31(1)/9HRECTANGLE/ 24330 
1 RT32(1)/9HPTRAPEZOID/t RT33(1)/7HHINGED /,34 
2 RT34(1)/7HCLAMPED/,STAR/5H4****/ 24350 
C 24360 
LIN = LIN + 1 24370 
IF (LIN .LT. 100) GO TO 100 24380 
LIN LIN-10 24390 
GO TO 101 24400 
00 JTI(LIN) = IRT 24410 
RT2(LIN) = CHAP 24420 
RT3(LIN) = DIMA 24430 
RT4(LIN) = DIMB 24440 
. .. RT5(LIN) = DIMIC...... 24450. . 
RT6(LIN) = THIC 24460 
JT7(LIN) = NPAN 24470 
RT8(LIN) = SPAD 24480 
IF (NPAN oEQd 1) RT8(LIN) = STAR 24490 
RT9(LIN) = PRSS 24500 
. . . = 24510O(LIN) IBC 

IF (LIN *LT. 40) GO TO 800 24520
 
101 Ill = 0 24530
 
CALL PAGE (IPV9 LINE, ISOo III) 24540
 
WRITE (ISO 500) 24550
 
500 0 FORMAT (1HO942HRETRIEVAL SHAPE A B C 24560
 
1 59HTHICKNESS PANES SPACING PRESSURE FIXITY / 24570
 
2 7H NUMBER,16X,17HIN. IN- INo,6X,3HINaI,6X,3HIN.,8X,3HLB., 24580
 
3 16X/1H ) 24590
 
DO 114 I=1 LIN 24600
 
IF (RT2(I) ONE4 1.0) GO TO 102 24610
 
SHAP(1 = RT30(1) 24620
 
SHAP(2) = RT30(2) 24630
 
102 IF (RT2(I) .NE- 2oO) GO TO 104 24640
 
SHAP(1) = RT31(1) 24650
 
SHAP(21 = RT31(2) 24660
 
104 IF (RT2(1) oNEd 3.0) GO TO 106 24670
 
SHAP(I) = RT32(1) 24680
 
SHAP(21 = RT32(2) 24690
 
106 .T..0EI N 1E-1) GO TOY108.24.0
 
CONC(l) = RT33(1) 24710
 
CONC(2) = RT33(2) 24720
 
108 IF (JTIO(I) .NEd 2) GO TO 112 24730
 
CONC(1) = RT34(1) 24740
 
CONC(2) = RT34(2) 24750
 
112 IF (NPAN .EQe 2) GO TO 113 24760
 
0 WRITE (ISO,502) JT1(I), (SHAP(J),J=In2), RT3(I) RT4(I), RT5(I)g 24770
 
1 RT6(I), JT7(I) RT8CI) RT9(I)g (CONC(J),J=152) 24780
 
502 0 FORMAT (1H ,3XI3,4XA6,A3,2XF5a2,2XF5a2,2XF5.2p4XF5.2,7X Il 24790
 
GO TO 114 24810
 
113 0 WRITE (ISO,503) JT1(I) (SHAP(J)9 J=.2), RT3(I)o RT4(I), RT5(I), 24820
 
1 RT6(I) JT7(I)o RT8(I)I RT9(1)' (CONC(J),J=1,2) 24830
 




4 . CONTINU.E_ . -





SUBROUTINE BONDRY (XP_Yp, 
C 


























INSIDE THE BOUNDARY6 

= DEFINED BELOW 

= DEFINED BELOW 
= DEFINED BELOW 
24850
 














= ICHAP = PLANFORM SELECTION SWITCH '25000 
= LOWER LENGTH OF PLANFORM 25010 
= HEIGHT OF PLANFORM 25020 
= UPPER X DIMENSION OF TRAPEZOID 25030 
= 1 INDICATES POINT IS OUTSIDE PLANFORM BOUNDARY 25040 
= X VALUE AT PLANFORM 8O DR CORRESPONDING 
= X COORDINATE OF POINT BEING CHECKED 25060 





1 (DUM(IO01), Y), 







1 (CON( 3), DIMC), 

FTCU-0-f C T-6Fr-TRi'Cl7'- -C-­
3 (CON( 9), NPAN), 

4 (CON( 12)' IBC)5 

5 (CON( 15), FR) 

6 (CON( 18)q IPR), 

7 (CON( 21),ISCR2), 





(CON( 1), DIMA) 

(CON( 4), DEL)P 

(-T <SP~f5_F, 
(CON( 10 , ISI), 
(CON( 13) NGP)' 
(CONC 15)- LOC p 
(CON( 19), CHAP)o 
(CON( 22), SKAL) 5 
---------- Ut8 C4 NPG-(--------T2FYN) 

9 (CON( 27)' IREL), (CON( 28), LP5)9 







(DUM(2001)9 DWX), 25120 
(DUM(3501) RTV) 25130 
25140 
(CON( 2)q DIMB), 25150 
(CON( 5), GNU), 25160 
-- --- (CON-(- -8 P SSFi----251-TO 
(CON( 11)q ISO), 

(CON( 14)' LP7) 





(CON( 23), ISEC), 

CON( V_6Vs ThLGD) T 
(CON( 29)o CPRSS) 




















I (CON( 51) PRES)' (CON( 61), PLNA), (CON( 71), RAYA), 25270 
2 (CON( 81)9 PAIA)q (CON( 91)o THEA), (CON(ll, R) 58 
3 (CON(111) RES), (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351), OIF), 25290 
4 (CON(401),EANDF)' (CON(451)9 RHS) 25300 
C 25310 
0 DIMENSION CON(500), X(22,22) Y(22,22), W(22,22) DWX(22p22)9 25320 
1 DWY(2222), JPN(500),RTV(500) 25330 
ICHAP = CHAP 25350
 
GO TO (101,102,103), ICHAP 25360
 
101 A = DIMA/2dO 25370 
B = DIMB/2oO 25380 
IF (ABS(YP) _GT0 B) GO TO 104 25390 
XLIM = A*SQRT(1,0-(YP**2/(B*B))) 25400 
IF (ABS(XP) gGTs XLIM) GO TO 104 25410 
GO To 800 25420 
102 A = DIMA/2°0 25430 
B = DIMB/2°0 25440 
I. (ABS(YP) GTd B) GO TO 104 25450
 
IF (ABS(XP) .GT. A) GO TO 104 25460
 
GO TO 800 2'5470
 
103 A = DIMA/2aO 25480
 
B = DIMB 25490
 
C = DIMC/2aO 25500
 
IF (ABS(YP) aGTa B) GO TO 104 25510
 
XLIM = C + ((A-C)/B)*(B-YP) 25520
 
IF (ABS(XP) aGTs XLIM) GO TO 104 25530
 
GO TO 800 25540
 
















C K2 = SECOND INTEGER 25650
 




C UNPACKING KI = PACKED WORD AND RETURNED FIRST INTEGER 25680
 
C K2 = SECOND INTEGER 25690
 
C K- -- 25700-
C 25710 
GO TO (100, 102) K3 25720 
100 Ki = K1*32768 + K2 25730 
... ...  ... ... -- Go -- - Q .. .. .. .. ... . . ...... .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .... .. . . ..... . . .. .25 740 -.... - -- -­
25750
102 K4 = K1/32768 

K2 = KI - K4*32768 25760
 







CPA GE 25810 
SUBROUTINE PAGE (IPN, LINE ISN, INX) 25820
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE TIME AND PAGE NUMBER AT THE PAGE TOP 25830
 
C INX = RETRIEVAL NUMBER 25840
 
C IPN = PAGE NUMBER 25850
 
C ISN = TAPE NUMBER - 25-860 .......
 












IF (INX oEQo. 0) GO TO 100 25940
 
IF (ISN .EQ. 9) GO TO 102 25950
 
WRITE (ISN,500) (RTIO(I)5 I=131) INXs RT11 IPN 25960
 
500 FORMAT (1H13A6,I5 89XqA45I4) 25970
 
GO TO 800 25980
 
102 WRITE (ISN) (RTIO(Ibq I=l3), INX, RT11, IPN 25990
 
GO TO 800 26000
 
100 WRITE (ISN, 501) RT11 IPN 26010
 
501 FORMAT (1112XA4,I4) 26020
 






















0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1), CON) (DUM( 501) X), 26140
 
1 (DUM(1001), Y), (DUM(1501), W), (DUM(2001), DWX), 26150
 




0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1), DIMA), (CON( 2)9 DIMB), 26180
 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)b (CON( 4), DEL), (CON( 5), GNU) 26190
 
2 (CON( 6)' THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD), (CON( 8), PRSS), 26200
 
3 3 N( 9), NPANI, (CON( 10 151) (CON( 11), ISO), 26210 
4 (CON( 12)9 IBC) (CON( 13) NGP). (CON( 14)9 LP7). 26220 
5 (CON( 15)v FR)q (CON( 16) LOCP) (CON( 17), IPD), 26230 
6 (CON( 18)' IPR)5 (CON( 19)q CHAP)' (CON(20), ISCRI), 26240 
7 (CON( 21),ISCR2)h (CON( 22), SKAL), (CON( 23)o ISEC)' 26250 
8 (CON( 24)9 NPAG), (CON( 25)q YONG), (CON( 26)9 ILRG)o 26260 
9 (C N( 27)' IREL)' (CON( 28), LP5). (CON( 29).CPRSS) 26270 
C 
 26280 
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 30)9 IRM), (CON( 31)q IPB), 26290 
1 (CON( 53), SCAL), (CON( 61) SPAC)' (CON( 69)' PRES), 26300 
2 (CON( 77)o PLNA), (CON( 85), RAYA), (CON( 93), RI), 26310 
3 (CON(101)o RES), (CON(315)9 STAT), (CON(371)p OIF)p 26320 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), (CON(451) RHS) 6 
C 26340 
0 DIMENSION CON( 500) X(22522) Y(22922)q W(22,22)v 26350 
1 DWX(22922)9 DWY(22922), JPN( 500), RTV( 500) 26360 
C 26370 
P12 = 3*141592653*3.141592653 26380 
BET2 = (DIMA/DIMB)**2 26390 
ETA = P12*(1.0 + BETA)*(THICi*2)/((DIMA** 2)*('.O - GNU)*3oO) 26400 
DO 100 I=1'22 26410 
DO 100 J = 1'22 26420 
100 W(IJ) = W(IJ)*ETA 26430 
800 RETURN 26440 
END 26450 
$IBFTC MS23J3 26460 
FUNCTION SINH(ARC) 26470 
C 26480
 
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISIO HYPERBOLIC SINE 26490
 










ARG = ARC 
 26540 
IF(ARC *GT. 8860) ARG=88oO 26550 
DSINH = 5OD-1*(DEXP(ARG)-DEXP(-ARG)) 26560 









C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC COSINE 26630
 
U S7N C-iCTON RTpEVEt- CS fNE.----------------2664 0. B- 2TURS-THE 
C 26650
 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARGqDCOSH 26660 
r 26660n 
-A RG - -- - - AR -- -- _ _____ ____--- ____ __ ___ __ _____ _ _--- - ?6-8 -- - -C-~- --
IF(ARC ,GTo 8860) ARG=88*0 26690 
DCOSH = 5,OD-I*(DEXP(ARG)+DEXP(-ARG)) 26700 
COSH = DCOSH 26710 
RETURN 26720 
END 26730 
----------------- $ F.TC M2335 . . . . . .. 26740 
FUNCTION TANH(ARC) 26750 
C 26760
 
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DOUBLE PRECISION HYPERBOLIC TANGENT 26770
 










ARG = ARC 
 26820
 
IF(ARC oGTd 8860) ARG=88aO 26830
 
DTANH = (DEXP(ARG)-DEXP(-ARG))/(DEXP(ARG)+DEXP(-ARG)) 26840
 



























0 EQUIVALENCE (DUM( 1) CON)' (DUM( 501)p X), 26960
 
1 (DUM(1001)i Y), (DUM(1501)p W), (DUM(2001)p DWX)q 26970
 




 2- O-9 .­
0 EQUIVALENCE (CON( 1)p DIMM (CON( 2), DIMB)' 27000 
1 (CON( 3), DIMC)' (CON( 4)9 DEL)5 (CON( 5), GNU)q 27010 
2 (CON( 6), THIC), (CON( 7), SPAD) (CON( 8)9 PRSS), 27020 
3 (CON( 9), NPAN), (CON( 10)q ISI), (CON( 11), ISO), 27030 
4 (CON( 12) IBC) (CON( 13)o NGP), (CON( 14) LP7)i 27040 
5 (CON( -... FR, . C.. ( 16) LOCH-.CU( 17 -i P). . 27056. . 
6 (CON( 18)p IPR)q (CON( 19)p CHAP)p (CON( 20),ISCRI), 27060 
7 (CON( 21)PISCR2)0 (CON( 22)o SKAL) (CON( 23)' ISEC) 27070
 
8 (CON( 24)9 NPAG)' (CON( 25) .YONG), (CON( 26)q ILGD)' 27080
 





0 EDIVALENCE . (NT-)-6N 4SiC)A-Y -S(fCo4 --SPA .

1 (CON( 51)p PRES)' (CON( 61), PLNA)t (CON( 71)p RAYA)p 27120
 
2 (CON( 81)' PAIA)q (CON( 91), THEA), (CON(101), RI), 27130
 
3 (CON(111)p RES), (CON(301), STAT), (CON(351) OIF)o 27140
 
4 (CON(401),EANDF), (cON(451) P RHS) 27150 
c 27160
 
DIMENSION CON(500), X(22922) Y(22,22) W(22522)p DWX(22922)p 27170
 




100 A DIMA/2bO 27200
 
.... . .B-.. -D I I .O.. 
 27210
 
GO TO (102, 104), IBC 27220
 
102 TEl = 1.0/(64.0FR) 27230
 
TE2 = ((5.0+GNU)/(1.0+GNU))*(A*A) 27240
 
X2 = XP*XP 27250
 
Y2 = YP*YP 27260
 
TE3 = (A*A - X2 -Y2) 27270
 
TE4= (TE2 - X2 - Y2) 27280
 
OWF = TEI*TES*TE4*PRSS 27290
 
OWX = -2.0*XP*TEl(TE3 + TE4)*PRSS 27300
 
OWY = -2.0*YP*TE1*(TE3 + TE4)*PRSS 27310
 
GO TO 800 27320
 
104 TEM = (24.0/(A**4)) + (24.0/(B**4)) + (16 0/(A*A*B*B)) 27330
 
WO = 10 0/(ER*TEM) 27340
 
-
TEM = (1.0 (XP*XP/(A*A)) - (YP*YP/(B*B))) 27350 
OWF = WO'(TEM**2)*PRSS 27360 
OWX =(-4,040WO*XPiTEM/(A*A) )*PRS 27370 
OWY =(-4O0*WO*YP*TEM/(B*B) )*PRSS 27380 







C THIS IS A DATA RETRIEVAL PROGRAM TO RETRIEVE LINE OF SIGHT DATA 0020
 






0 D -R R 2 TTV 303TSTY'T---37T RT --------------- ...-.
 








C.=== INITIALIZE INDEXES, READ RETRIEVAL NUMBER AND FIRST BLOCKS DATA, 0110
 
151 = 5 0130 
fSo = 6, 0140 
159 = 9 0150 
REWIND IS9 0160 
READ (IS9) (RTIO(1),I=13), INX, RT11 IPN 0170 
IINX = INX 
100 READ (ISI500) IRTV 0190 
500 FORMAT (15) 0200 
IF (IRTV .EO 0) GO TO 1000 0210
 
IF (INX .GTs IRTV) GO TO 900 0220
 
IF (INX .EQo IRTV) GO TO 108 0230
 
IF (INX .EQ. 999) GO TO 902 0240
 








102 READ (IS9) (RT1O(I),I=13), INX 0290
 
GO TO 	102 0310
 
105 	 BACKSPACE 159 0320
 
READ (59) (RYIO(I) I=103)5INX'RX119IPN 0330
 









106 	 READ (159) (RT10(I) I=I53), INX, RTll, IPN 0380
 
IF (INX *EO. 999) GO TO 1000 0390
 
LINX = INX 0400
 
IF (INX .NE. IRTV) GO TO 100 0410
 
.......- -108 0_F2F;Y..
READ-(S9T ( T 6
 
0 READ (IS9) (RT30(I),I=1,3), DIMA, RT33 DIMB, RT34, DIMC 0430
 
1 RT35o SKAL, (RT36(I)I=1'2), THIC, (RT37(I),I=1,2)q NPAN, 0440
 
2 (R138(I),I=l12), SPAD, (R139(i), I=1,2)q PRb, q C NC, CF 0450
 
READ (159) RT40, RES(1), RT41, RES(11), RT42, RES(21) 
0 READ (159) 
1 RT5ORT519 (RES(I),I= 31' 38)' RT52,RT53, (RES(I)I= 719 78)' 

2 RT54,RT55, (RES(I)51= 81o 88), RT56 RT57, (RES(I 1I= 919 98), 

3 RT58,RT599 (RES(I),I=101,1O8)' RT6ORT61, (RES(T),I=111'118), 

4 RT62,RT63 (RES(I),I=121,128), RT64,RT65, (RES(I),I=131138), 

5 RT66,RT675 (RES(I),I=141,148)' RT681RT699 (RES(I),I=151,158)9
TI-I=161--v-18- I...... 176 R-NYORT71, (RE RT72 --- 1-----
C 




WRITE (IS0,501) (RTIO(I), I=l,3)s INXo RT11, IPN 

501 FORMAT (1H1,3A6,15,74XqA4-I4) 

WRiTE T;--52 -f TTO-0 f -T 1 o55 
502 FORMAT (1HO 46X,4A6,A3) 

0 WRITE (ISO,503) (RT30iIWI=I,3), DIMA, RT33, DIMB, RT34, DIMC' 

1 RT35, SKAL9 (RT36(I),I=1'2)' THIC, (RT37(I)I-1,2)q NPAN' 

2 (RT38(I),I=1,2), SPAD, (RT39(I)I=!,2), PRSS, CONC t CF 

503 0 FORMAT (1HO,2A69AIF5.2,A4,F562,A4,F5a2,5XA6,F402,3XA6'A4 F5.2i 

1 A6,9A3 911-,A6,A5-F3da1-2A6 F-5. 13X,A6,-A-
WRITE (I80,504) RT40; RES(1, RT41, RES(il), RT429 RES(21) 

504 FORMAT (1HO,40XA4,F50 2,5XA4 F5.2,5XA5,F6.2) 

0 WRITE (ISO5005) 

1 RT50,RT51, (RES(I),I= 31' 38)' RT52,RT539 (RES(I)I= 71 78), 

2 RT549RT55, (RES(),I= 81, 88)' RT56,RT579 (RES(I)tI= 91 98), 
3 RT ,T59 -E,5Ih=1O11O -TRT60,RT-v (R-S--I=111 118 )-(  
4 RT62,RT63i (RES(I),I=121,128)b RT64RT65 (RES(T)=131}138), 

5 RT66oRT67 (RES(I),I=141,148)i RT68,RT699 (RES(I),I=151,158), 

6 RI70lR19 RES(I) I=161'168)' R172,R173' RE-RSI I=1719178) 

505 0 FORMAT (1IHOA6,A4,BF13.6/lH0,A6,A4,SF13a6/IH ,A6,A4,5F13.6/ 

1 1H0,A6,A4,8F13.6/1H ,A6,A4,8F13a6/1H ,A6,A4,BF13.6/ 

------------z0;6Aw-8T~7h~6'4T fl'7T- A-67A4T rL3; 67 

,A6sA4 8F13.6)













IF (DUM2 .EO. DUMI) GO TO 800 

GO TO 106 

800 READ--C5-9SR-- R4--- RES(i) R14 1' 1 F-TTE T2) 
0 READ (159) 





RTSTT'(RES(7 I-) 1T ,)~T--~-~T-~ - 9-;S-M-, 
3 RT58RT59 (RES(I) I=IOI108) RT60,RT61v (RES(I) I=111118)9 

4 RT629RT63i (RES(T),1=121,128)' RT64,RT65 (RES(I)oI=131'138)i 





































































































WRITE (150,504) RT40 RES(1)' RT41, RES(1l), RT42, RES(21) 0970
 
0 WRITE (150,505) 0980
 
1 RT50,RT51, (RES(I),I= 311 38)' RT521RT539 (RES(I) I= 71' 78)' 0990
 
............ ... # - --- '8-- TT 79--R # -1 9 - ............. lobo . . . .gg -5- T R-I 5 7 -- CRES7-1q = . .... 
3 RT58,RT59, (RES(I) I=101,108), RT601RT61, (RES(I)'I=111,118), 1010
 
4 RT62,RT63, (RES(I)I=121'128), RT649RT65, (RES(I)oI=131,138), 1020
 
5 RI66,RT67, (RES(I),I=1419148), RT68,RT69, (RES(I)pI=151,158), 1030
 
6 RT70,RT71, (RES(I),I=161,168), RT721RT73, (RES(I),I=171,178) 1040
 
GO TO 106 1050 
900 WR-ITE _(1090 I R TV-IN ---IINX'_'TTfT 	 1060--, 
950 	0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO,37HYOU HAVE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ERRORS#/1HO, 1070
 
] 5X,55HYOUR RETRIEVAL INDEX VALUES ARE NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER./ 1080
 
2 1HO,5X,48HYOUR RETRIEVAL INDEX NUMBER IS SMALLER THAN THE 1 1090
 
3 38HSMALLEST RETRIEVAL NUMBER ON THE TAPEi/1HO/1HO, 1100
 
4 44HTHE LOWEST RETRIEVAL NUMBER ON THIS TAPE IS '13/1HO' 	 1110
 
6 55HTHE RETRIEVAL NUMBER OF THE DATA CAUSING THIS ERROR IS ,13) 1130
 
GO TO 1000 1140
 
902 WNITE 1ib0,952) LNX 1150
 
952 	0 FORMAT (1H1/1HO,37HYOU HAVE READ TO THE END OF THE DATAs/1HO; 1160
 
1 45HTHE HIGHEST RETRIEVAL NUMBER ON THIS TAPE IS 13/1HO 1170
 
2-T R Y TR E v r- T N---ER'... . .... ... ..... .i.
 
1000 	 STOP 1190
 
END 1200
 
122 
